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Kiesow Elected
Chamber Of
Commerce Head

CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION — Outgoing Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce president Walter 1. Apperson (left) is presented a
certificate of appreciation by new chamber president Paul Kiesw, in
recognition of Apperson's service to the chamber during the past yean

NEW OFFICERS — New officers of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce, elected at a board meeting Monday, include (clockwise
from lower right) Paul Kiesow, president; Sammy Parker, vice president;
Stuart Poston,secretary and David Graham, treasurer.
Staff Photos By Gene McCutcheon

Pentagon Denies Shooting

itean-Ctairns Jets Shot AtPlane
By The Associated Press
Iran claimed two carrier-based U.S.
fighter jets "started to shuot" at an Iranian patrol plane over the Gulf of Oman
today in the first U.S.-Iranian military
confrontation since the American
hostages Were seized nearly six months
ago. The Pentagon denied there was
any shooting.
In Washington, the Defense Department said: "Two F-14 aircraft from the
aircraft carrier Nimitz made a routine
intercept of an Iranian C-130 aircraft
near the Strait of Hormuz. The U.S. aircraft escorted the Iranian plane back to
Iranian air space. It was a routine intercept. There was no firing of
weapons.••
Washington officials said the Iranian
airplane came within approximately 50
miles of the Nimitz and the two F-14s
were launched to look it over. The

Local Homes _
Do Nost Get
Census Forms
It was reported to the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce board of directors Monday
that apparently several local homes
did not.receive census forms at the
first of this month in conjunction
with the nationwide 1980 headcount
and information gathering effort.
A chamber spokesman pointed out
that it is vital to Murray and
Calloway County to be sure that all
local persons are counted in the census since many federal and state
funding programs are based on the
total population of the area.
It was suggested that anyone who
has not yet received a census form
call the regional census bureau office in Owensboro on the toll-free
number, 1-800-42-8490.

1

Nimitz is one of about 30 U.S. warships,
stationed in the Indian Ocean following
the takeover of the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran last Nov. 4 by Iranian militants
and the December Soviet thrust into
Afghanistan..
The official Iranian news agency
Pars quoted the Iranian army joint
staff as saying the two American planes
started to shoot at the Iranian plane but
four Iranian jets were sent up and they
"warded off the attack.- Pars quoted
the army as saying the U.S. planes
•'changed their direction as the four
Iranian jetfighters escorted the patrol
plane" back to Iran.
Tehran Radio reported the Iranian
army joint staff has warned the armed
forces to "expect extensive action by
the U.S. Army" in the wake of last
week's abortive attempt to rescue the
American hostages in Iran.
The Gulf of Oman,350 miles long and
200 miles wide, lies on the southern
shore of Iran and separates the Arabian
Sea from Persian Gulf. Iran has two
major ports on the Gulf of Oman, Jask
and Chah Bahar, and must use this
body of water in exporting its oil.
Meanwhile, Iranian Foreign Minister
Sadegh Ghotbzadeh escaped unharmed

from what appeared to be an assassination attempt in Kuwait, Iran's army
mobilized for a major offensive against
Kurdish rebels in Sanandaj, and a controversial churchman arrived in
Tehran to take charge of the bodies of
the U.S. commandos killed in the abortive U.S. hostage rescue.
Kuwait's news agency said a hail of
bullets fired from at least two cars hit a
motorcade taking Ghotbzadeh to a
meeting with Kuwait's ruler at Assaif

Carter's Draft Plan
Now Faces Challenge
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter's draft regisration plan for
young men, approved last week by the
House, now faces a challenge in the
Senate in the first congressional vote on
a military issue since the failed rescue
mission in Iran.
A Senate Appropriations subcommittee scheduled a vote today on whether
to go along with a House bill providing

Civic Music Association
Spring Special Will End
The Murray Civic Music Association's "Spring Special" will end
Wednesday, April 30, according to Norrine Winter, president. Anyone who
purchases tickets for next season by
that date will be able to get them at last
year's prices. On May 1, prices will go
up.
Next season's concerts will include a
musical production of the Dickens holiday classic, "A Christmas Carol," and
a full-scale production of Donizetti's
opera, •'Elixir of Love," featuring
singers from the San Francisco Opera.

Other performances will include a concert by cellist Leonard Rose and the
well-known duo-pianists Anthony and
Joseph Paratore.
Membership fees, prior to May 1, will
be $15 for adults, $7.50 for students, and
$35 for an entire family. Members are
also invited to make contributions to
the association in addition to the
membership fee.
Checks should be mailed to the Murray Civic Music Association, 1010
Westgate Drive, Murray,Ky. 42071.

Drs. Golberg, Charette Open
Orthopedic Offices In Murray
John W. Golberg, M.D., and Ray J.
Charette, M.D., have announced the
opening of their office for the practice
of medicine in Murray.
Their medical practice is limited to
orthopedic surgery and will include
bone and joint reconstruction, treatment of fractures, sports injuries and
hand surgery.
The office of Golberg and Charette is
located in Suite 2134 of the Medical Arts
Building, 300 South 8th St., adjoining
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The new Murray physicians are
natives of Canada. Golberg's hometown
is Camrose, Alberta, and Charette was
born in Montreal, Quebec.
Golberg received his bachelor of
science degree from the Univiarsity of
Alberta at Edmonton;and his medical
education at the University of Alberta
School of Medicine.
After receiving the degree di doctor
of medicine from the University of
Alberta, he completed a year's training
at Ottawa Civic Hospital in Ottawa, Ontario. For the next four years, he was a
resident in orthopedic surgery at the
University of Ottawa.
During 1978-79, he served as chief
resident in orthopedic surgery at the
U4iversity of Ottawa School of

Palace, slightly wounding a Kuwaiti
security guard. The palace is the home
of Sheik Jaber Al-Ahmad, Kuwait's ruling emir. The Kuwait Interior Ministry
said police located two cars used in the
attack, but made no mention of arrests.
The Iranian news agency Pars said
one of the cars was found outside the
Iraqi Embassy in Kuwait and claimed
-the passengers of the car left the vehiSee IRAN,
Page 12, Column 5

$13.3 million to start registration this
summer of men age 19 and 20.
Opponents planned to try to cut the
bill to $4.7 million — an amount sufficient only to upgrade Selective Service's computers and to develop a
standby registration plan that would
not be used until an emergency.
Registration critics predicted in advance they would win this round of the
battle. But they said they would face a
tougher time in the days ahead trying to
convince the full Appropriations Committee to go against the president.
"We believe that the subcommittee is
likely to reject the president's proposal," said David Landau, staff
counsel of the American Civil Liberties
Union. "This is just a first step ... The
full committee s much more conservative than the subcommittee."
Regardless of what the subcommittee
does, the full committee will have an
opportunity to consider Carter's proposal.
A congressional source familiar with
a White House vote count n the full
committee said it was "perhaps as
close as 15-13" in Carter's favor.
Asked how the aborted Iranian
rescue mission would affect the vote,
Landau said, "It may make it more
partisan. It's cutting both ways."
The House voted 219-180 in favor of
spending $13.3 million to register young
men. An earlier test vote — to boost the
amount to $13.3 million from $4.7
million — gave the administration a
218-188 margin of victory.

Paul Kiesow, general manager of
Fisher-Price Toys, was elected president of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Monday at the
regular meeting of the chamber board.
Other officers named include Sammy
Parker, vice president; Stuart Poston,
secretary; and David Graham,
treasurer.
Kiesow succeeds Walter L Apperson,
publisher of The Murray Ledger &
Times,as the chamber's president.
"The greatest problem we have now
is Murray will have to give the best shot
it can give to make up for some of the
things we have lost over the past year,"
Apperson told the board as he passed
the gavel to Kiesow,
"This community is calling on the
chamber of commerce and you men to
take the leadership and make
something positive for the future if
Murray," Apperson said.
In asking the board to name Kiesow
as his successor, Apperson said: "I
think at this time he's needed for the
leadership tha this community is calling for./"
The cham r board took positive
steps toward revitalizing its efforts
toward recruiting new industry to the
community. The chamber is issuing invitations to state officials in Frankfort,
Tennessee Valley Authority representatives as well as Jim Catlett of the
South Kentucy Industrial Development
Association to attend a meeting in Murray in the very near future at which
plans for acquiring new industry for
Murray will be discussed.
The board was also advised of plans
to enter the community in the All Kentucky City competition for next year.
That competition is sponsored by the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
"This will be the biggest individual
project the chamber has conducted in a
long time," board member Holmes
Ellis said. "It's worthy but it will take a
tremendous amount of work."

Executive vice president James
Johnson reported that he had been in
contact with the state highway department and officials had advised him the
contractor should begin paving work on
the four-laning of U.5.641 north to Benton by May 1.
Board member Jack Benton advised
the chamber board of criticism he had
received about the chamber from the
downtown merchants association that
pointed specifically to the lack of new
industry as well as other areas of concern.
It was pointed out to the board that
about all the chamber can do as far as
attracting new industry to Murray is to
get industrial representatives to visit
the community.
"It's up to the total community to sell
an industrial representative on Murray," one board member said.
New members on this year's board of
directors are Dan Miller, Graham,
Poston, Dr. Bill Wilson and M. Ronald
Christopher. They replace retiring
members Max B. Hurt, Glenn Doran,
Leonard Vaughn, Jimmy Ford and
Grayson McClure.
Other members of the board are
Larry Hurt, Buford Hurt, Marshall
Gordon and Jim Garrison.
In another matter, a chamber
spokesman today urged the community
to support the appearance Wednesday
night of E. E. McAteer and Brig. Gen.
Albion W. Knight.
The two are scheduled to speak at 8
p.m. Wednesday in the courtroom of the
Calloway County Courthouse. McAteer
is a Christian laymen who has been involved in many patriotic and Christina
organization and is head of the
Religious Rountable.
Brig. Gen. Knight has served in key
strategic policy positionsin the acitive
service and since he retired. The
movie, -The SALT II Syndrome,- will
be show and Knight will discuss the
movie.
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considerable
cloudiness
John W.Golberg
tiledlent. He is also a fella* in the'.
Royal College of Surgeons(Canada).
Golberg and his wife, Ellen, now
reside at 1310 Wells Blvd.
Charette received his premedical
education at the University of Ottawa,
(Ontario), graduating in 1970. He then
earned Pits th,ctor of medicine degree at
the University of Ottawa in 1974.
After receiving his M.D. degree from 4.

Ray J. Charette

—the Uni..,:.,4**Ottawa, he completed
a year's training in surgery at Montreal
General Hospital, Montreal, Quebec.
He then returned to the University of
Ottawa where he completed a four year
residency in orthopedic surgery this
summer.
Charette and his wife, Diane, are now
residing at 1558 Oxford Drive, Murray

Considerable cloudiness and
cool with a chance of showers
tonight, lows in the middle 40s.
Mostly cloudy Wednesday with a
slight chance of showers, highs
low to raid 80s.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

359.09
359.21

Special Miss Spring Section
Featured In Today's Paper
Martha Lyle Pitman, daughter of W.J. and Martha Pitman, is this year's
Miss Spring. Martha will take you on a shopping tour of Murray in today's
special 20-page Miss Spring section.
Senior class president at Murray High School, Martha is co-captain of the
cheerleading squad, a Miss Murray High finalist, Murray-Calloway County
Fair Queen second runner-up and a basketball queen attendant.
Martha is active on the track team, gymnastics team and swim team. She
was voted the school's most athletic girl. Martha also has participated in the
gifted and talented program.
She plans to attend Murray State University in the fall and major in computer science.
-11
\

People To Report For Jury Duty
The names of 20 people who should
report for jury duty in Calloway County
Circuit Court at 9 a.m. Monday, May 5,
have been drawn in open court.
The list includes: Torruny D. Alex •
ander, Ann Hughes Adams, Danny G
Cleaver, Gels Wilson Edwards, Otis
Franklin, Bobby Keith Henry, John

Mark Hill, Marcia.Lajoyce Johnson,
Larry Joe Kelso, Gary Palmer Key.
Linda L. Morris, Vernon Carr Nance,
Lubie E. Parrish,!tarry D. Puckett, Ira
Wade Roberts, Clara Louise Stubblefield, Connie Hopkins Talent, Melba
Faye Washer, Hal E. Winchester and
Irene Grogan Young.
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By Abigail Van Buren

Viewing Childbirth:
Why Not Hire a Band!
DEAR ABBY: When APPALLED IN K.C. wrote that she
was dismayed that her married daughter was going to let
her 3-year-old son and 19-year-old unmarried sister witness
the birth of her second child, you said, "It should be a
fascinating and educational experience."
My wife and I are contemplating having a child. I would
like to invite her 11-year-old nephew and members of his
Little League team to witness the conception of the child. I
also think it would be a "fascinating and educational
experience" for the neighborhood kindergarten class to
watch. My wife is appalled at this idea. Would you please
tell her that she is a prude - that the best way to learn
about the miracle of life is to witness it from its very
beginning? Signed . .
AS CRAZY AS YOU
DEAR ABBY: Surely you weren't serious when you
approved allowing a 3-year-old to watch his mother give
birth! I am a registered nurse who has assisted in at least
5,000 births, and every time one of those supportive
husbands scrubs and dons a gown to be with his wife during
childbirth, I hold my breath for fear he will faint. Men in the
delivery room are a pain in the neck. The bigger they are,
the harder they fall. Abby, please don't encourage making
childbirth a family affair. We don't need fainting daddies
and hysterical kids while mama is panting, puffing and
pushing.
MARTHA AT ST. JOHN'S
DEAR ABBY: When I was 9, my mother gave birth
prematurely to my brother. I was the only one present- not
counting my little sisters who were 4 and 6 at the time. It
took me years to get over it. I'm not sure I ever did. I am now
36 years old, married, but.. .
NO CHILDREN IN CANADA
DEAR ABBY: Allowing a 19-year-old unmarried girl to
witness the birth of a baby might cause her to go on the Pill
for the duration. But a 3-year-old child! Abby, that's sick!
According to the Bible, Elizabeth hid herself for five
months before John was born. Births should be sacred and
private - not a sideshow.
M.S.F. IN BELPRE, OHIO

7:15 9:05

DEAR ABBY. I think that a young expectant mother who
wants to let her 3-year-old watch a new life come into the
world is out of her mind. And so are you for agreeing with
her. If it's such a great "learning experience," why not
invite the toddler's nursery school class, and serve ice cream
and cookies? Better yet, why not hire a hall and sell tickets?
MAC IN PASADENA
DEAR ABBY: I've read and reread that letter 17 times,
and still can't believe my eyes. Abby, as a nurse (obstetrics
and surgery)for 23 years, and mother of five, I think even a
normal birth is not for the eyes of a 3-year-old. Can you
guarantee that the birth will be quick, quiet and uncomplicated? Seeing his mother moan, scream and yell could be
traumatic for the youngster. And heaven forbid there should
be complications! To expose a child to these facts of life at
such a tender age could give him psychological problems for
life. This is child abuse! Whero-were your brains on this one,
Abby?
R.C. IN RICHMOND, VA.

PKAY
OUT THIRD!

•
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Mrs. Anna ( Tex) Todd of Murray Route 8 announces the
engagement and approaching marriage of her oldest
daughter, Tina, to Steve Sexton, son of Mrs. Venela Sexton
and the late Charles Sexton of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
School and attended Murray State University. She is presently employed by Dr. Richard H. Crouch of Murray.
Miss Todd is the daughter of the late Dewey Todd of Murray and the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Todd of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Moore of Eddyville.
Mr. Sexton is a 1969 graduate of Murray State University.
He is presently employed by Don Faughri Enterprisers, Inc.,
of Murray. He is grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Workman and Mr. and Mrs. Bert Sexton of Murray.
The vows will be solemnized on Friday, June 6, at 7 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's Club House. A reception will follow the
ceremony at the club house.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception. Only out of town invitations will be sent.

We Are Going
Out Of Business
Sue-Z-Q's Beauty Salon
in the Dixieland Shopping Center

We wish to thank our customers
for their business.
Suzette Vaughn - Owner

•AR

BYBEE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Barry J.
Bybee of Alma Route 1 are the
parents of a baby boy, Joseph
Coleman (Cole), weighing
eight pounds five ounces,
measuring 20/
4 inches, born
3
on Wednesday, April 16, at
9:51 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Michelle, 5, and another son,
Tony, 11. The father is self
employed as a masonry contractor, and the mother is on
leave from Judy and Sheri's'
Beauty Salon, Murray.
Grandparents are Joe
Bybee and the late Sue Bybee
of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Terry L. Taylor of Jasper,
Tenn. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Mullen
and Mrs. Terry Taylor, all of
Paducah.
PENA GIRL
Lyndee Layne is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Dean
Pena of Cadiz for their baby
girl, weighing five pounds 4,-2
ounces, born on Wednesday,
April 16, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They
have another
daughter, Misty.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Rudolph Pena of Lexington and Margaret Newby of
Cadiz.
PHLLIPS GIRL
A baby girl, Meagan
Elizabeth, weighing seven
pounds nine ounces, was born
to Mr. and Mrs. Philip Phillips
of Canton on Monday, April 7,
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
They
have another
daughter, Chelsea.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. tharles J. Bowman of
Owensboro and the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren L. Phillips of
Calvert City.
HUTSON GIRL
Pamela Jo is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Hutson, 602 Walnut Street,
Paris, Tenn., for their baby
girl, born on Friday, April 11,
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Lisa Gream of Springville,
Tenn. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Billy D. Gream of
Route 1, Springville, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Romona Hutson of
Paris, Tenn., and the late D.
C. Hutson.
WILLIAMS BOY
Gary Brian is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Don Williams of Henry, Tenn ,
for their baby boy, weighing
six pounds, born on Thursday,
April 3, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
4-......1•1•1110 •

The mother is the former
Jan Page. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Page of
Henry, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Quince Williams of
Paris,Tenn.

an passes the childbearing
years, her tendency to develop
fatty-cholesterol deposits in
the coronary arteries often
increases markedly Eventually, she has just as much of a
problem as a man does.
You are wise to exercise.
The real value of exercise is
that it helps in weight control.
This, in turn, often helps to
lower cholesterol and blood
pressure - two important
risk factors in causing heart
disease
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 15-4, Diet To
Prevent Heart Attacks and
Strokes. It includes the general principles of low-fat, low cholesterol diets that people
should follow for dietary help
in lowering cholesterol to help
prevent heart disease. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of this newspaper. P.O. Box 1551, Radio City

Camp Training
Wednesday
Murray Day Camp Training for all unit leaders will be held
Wednesday, April 30, at 1 p.m. at the Girl Scout Cabin, according to the Day Camp directors, Sandra Parrish and Panda
Parrish.
Day Camp will be held July 7 to 11 at the cabin, located on
Sharpe Street in the old Murray City Park. For further information, all interested leaders should call 753-7319 or 753-9502.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Roscoe Underhill of
Dexter has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospial,
Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Tommie Cavitt of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Joe Ernstberger of
Kirksey.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Phillip Zacheretti of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah,

WOMAN N E EDIL WOMAN

a-4-u ffirring
We are pleased to announce that Sherri Miller
bride-elect of Terry
Paschall has selected her
pottery,
crystal,
stainless 8, accessories
from our complete bridal
registry.
Sherri and Terry will be
married June 6, 1980.

The Shacase
753-4641
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Highway 641 & Arcadia Ct.
Mon. Tues & Sat. 9:00-6:00
0
Wed., Thurs & Fri. 9:00-8:00
Sunda 1:00-5:00
SALE ENDS SAT, MAY
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POLYESTER & COTTON

SOLIDS AND PRINTED

CHECKED
GINGHAM

QUILTED FABRICS
45" WIDTH-WASHABLE'
POLYESTER 8, COTTON WITH POLY BATTING
DOUBLE FACE
SINGLE FACE
REG 5 99
REG 3 99
NOW , PRICE

NOW

1

REG. $2.29
45' WIDTH
MANY COLORS NOW ' PRICE
ASST. CHECK SIZES $1
TO 5 YD. LENGTHS

15

PRICE

KNITS-KNITS-KNITS
SOLIDS .4 FANCIES
60 WIDTH
1 TO 4 YD LENGTHS
POLYESTERS &
ACRYLICS
DOUBLE KNITS
SINGLE KNITS

FABRICS
FOR

FEW SPORTSWEAR, DRESS,
UNINSWIAD, autism WU
MAMAS WEAR, MIT WEAR,INCROATTII
WRATIVPI
•GINWIANS
•TAINT sieeu KNITS
•WWI KNITS
•PRRITEIP KNITS
•Pft WM CRAWS
•SOLIO COLOR NOW KNITS
•KAAARNINS
•PONTI-14-11•41A KNITS
•T•IIIIRT KNITS
•NITERLOCK PROWS
•SRISS PRINTS
• ACRYLIC SWEATER KNITS
•PILIN MANY NOR/
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
REG. Si 99 10 53 99
NOW
YR
TO
PRICE

8

SQUARE

DISCONINUID
4UMARRS
RFG 60' tO
1 10CD
NOW., pRict

30c silo

OLLYID:SPRINTS
WO
P
COTTON
BLENDS
• REG SEA
NOW ' I

2
FOR

$r9

POLY S COTTON

NVIAION1 710 -A

POLY & RAYON
MACHINE WASHABLE

'•

N

3

TD

REG ,54 99
OFF-WHITE it
NOW ' PRICE
WHITE ONLY
60 WIDTH
EASY CARE
FOR ACTIVE SPORTSWEAR
YD.

WHI E•FISIBLE

REG
69:
NOW

75

STRETCH TERRY

BUTTONS • GUILT BLOCKS INTERFACING
FANCIES & BASICS

REG. S1.50
NOW
PRICE

POLYESTER & COTTON

99c $199

BLUMENTHAL

a

Station, New York, NY 10019.
The ultimate measure of
whether the steps you're taking to prevent heart disease
are successful or not really
are the effects your life style
has on your risk factors. If
your diet and exercise program is adequate for you, you
should have a normal or low
normal blood pressure with
normal or preferably low normal cholesterol level. In addition, of course, you should not
smoke but I presume that you
don't.
In the event that a person's
blood pressure and cholesterol
or either one remain high
after adequate dietary and
exercise measures have been
initiated, then medicines may
be in order. I prefer for people to try adequate weight
control, diet and sensible
exercise, however, before
resorting to using medicines.
If these are successful, very
often medicines are not necessary

omBpmwrftww

ANDERSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C.
Anderson, Jr., of Myrtle
Beach, Air Force Base, South
Carolina, are the parents of a
baby boy, Ralph Carlton III,
weighing seven pounds 10'-'2
ounces, born on Tuesday,
April 15.
The mother is the former
Lisa Wimberley.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Anderson and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Wimberley of
Springville, Term.

To ripen fruits faster,
place them in a perplastic bag.
forated

Miss Tina Todd
to wed Steve Sexton

I'm a
DEAR DR. LAMB
24-year-old female and I'm
very concerned about my
health and preventing heart
problems My grandfather
end uncles had histories of
heart attacks at very young
ages. My father died of a
heart attack at age 52 He was
in excellent health and had no
previous heart problems.
With this family background, I want to do as much
as I can to prevent these. I
know that exercise and diet
are important. I Jog three
miles about three times a
week and swim three to five
miles a week. I try to keep as
active as possible Please
advise me about a sensible
diet, especially foods that are
wise to cut down or avoid.
What are the chances of my
developing a heart problem
with the family background I
have?
DEAR READER - You're
wise to take cognizance of
your family history. It's true
that some families have a
tendency to have heart
attacks early in life. You have
one big advantage - being
female. It's uncanmon for
women during the childbearing years to develop heart
disease. The exceptions are
women who have diabetes,
high blood pressure or kidney
disease usually associated
with high blood pressure.
Nevertheless, once a worn-

ERCALE_
BROADCLOTH

T-SHIRT
KNITS
SOLIDS, STRIPES. ETC
60" WIDTH
REG $2 99 & $3 99
...$17.
$1"
NOW
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N
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TURNER GIRL
_A baby girl, Marla Kay,
..veighing nine pounds three
.Junces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Turner of Route
1,_ Mansfield, Tenn., on Tuesday. April 8, at the MurrayCalloway Countyliospital.
The mother is the former
Cathy Hamm. Maternal
grandmother is Mrs. Mae
Overcast of Paris, Tenn., and
paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Turner of
Bruceton, Tenn.
.--a-rVR1
FUQL
Mr. and Mrs. John Fuqua of
Mayfield Route 1 announce
the birth of a baby boy, Craig
Allen, born on Tuesday, April
22, at the Western Baptist
--lospital. Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and
'Ars. Howard Monroe of
tlickory and Mr. and Mrs. Ben
,-uqua of Farmington.

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
GROSSE POINTE PARK,
Mich. AP - When Mrs.
Mado Lie changed her first
child's first diaper on April 28,
1960, she probably never
guessed her family was
destined to set a record.
But every Tuesday for 20
years,a Detroit diaper service
has dropped off 84 diapers at
Kim and Mado Lie's Grosse
Pointe Park home in suburban
Detroit. That's a grand total of
110,340 diapers, or a stack
eight feet wide and eight feet
high.
"That's a record for sure,"
said Russ Smith, manager of
Dy-Dee Diaper Service, which
is showing the family its appreciation with an 8-foot
diaper sculpture, a tour of the
plant and a cake.
Mrs. Lie, the mother of nine,
credits the record to her relaxed attitude toward toilet training.
"I just let it happen naturally - and most of them were
out of diapers by about three
or four years old," she explained.
When their youngest, 13month-old Sergei, is toilettrained, the family plans to
cut off the service. And just in
time, too. The cost has
quadrupled in 20 years, from
$2.50 to $10.05 a week.

4S--POLY & COTTON
WHITE & COLORS
1 TO 10 YD LENGTHS
REG
89'
NOW

.50%

ifiTATIromwrsigm.:

The approaching marriage of Miss Aleta Grogan to Mark
Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Adams of Lynn Grove, has
been announced by her mother, Mrs. Earleen Thurmond of
Murray. Miss Grogan is the daughter of the late Euel
Grogan.
Miss Grogan, a graduate of Murray High School, is now
employed in the Murray office of the West Kentucky Allied
Services. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mable Brown of
Murray.
Mr. Adams', a graduate of Calloway County High School, is
employed at the General Tire and Rubber Company,
Nfayfield, and is also self employed as a farmer. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Evie Adams of Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 17,
at 2 p.m. at the Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove, with the
Rev. A. H. McLeod officiating. A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Wise to exercise

Id

11iss .41eta Grogan
and Mark Adams

HEALTH

Diaper Service To
Give Special Cake
To Record Family

mwmwmimm

Wedding Vows To
Be Read May 17

•
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Happenings In Community
Wednesday, April a
Bridge will be played by the
Baptist Young Women of
women of the Oaks Country
Memorial Baptist Church will
Club at 9 30 am. at the club
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
with Mabel Rogers, phone 753Sally Scott.
3168, as hostess
Tuesday, April 21
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Suburban Homemakers
Women of the Murray CounClub will meet at the home of
try Club will play golf starting
Jo Hancock at 7 p.m.
at9 a.m
Meals for the Nutrition ProMurray TOPS take off
pounds sensibly Club will gram for the Elderly will be
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health served at 12 noon at the
Center. This is open to all in- Douglas Center.
terested persons.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at the church building at
7 pm.
ART SHOW — Mrs. Richard (t n) rysler will have a display of her art work in the lobby of the Capri Theatre during the month of May. The local artist is a member of the
Murray Art Guild. Mrs. Crysler works in oils using brush and palette knife techniques.
Her subjects include a variety of new pieces for this show. She has shown her work in
Galveston and Friendswood, Texas, Fulton, Ky., and Evansville, Ind. The public is invited to view her work during theatre hours.

'THE ACESIRA

-Find earth where grows declarer's ace and a diano weed, and you may find a mond was ruffed in dummy
heart wherein no error Dummy's spade queen was
grows." -- Thomas Knowles. cashed, a club was ruffed by
declarer and the last diamond was ruffed with
East made a defensive dummy's heart queen.
slip in the play of today's
Declarer was left with
touch and go game. The
only his trumps. East scored
winning defense is difficult
the two high trumps and
to spot and was missed by
Australia had made off with
one of the world's great
its aggressive game.
players. Look over the layHow __should East have
out and see if you can
improve on the play made defeated the game? After
winning the ace of spades.
by Benito Garozzo of Italy.
East should have cashed one
Jim Bonn of Australia
high trump and switched to
opened the South hand with
diamonds. This would allow
a weak two heart bid (undisonly one diamond ruff in
ciplined by American standards) and the Aussies dummy and, at the same
time, leave one trump in
climbed right up to game.
West's hand to prevent dumWest's club lead went to
my from cashing two spade
dummy's ace and dummy's
tricks.
spade king went to East's
ace. East (Garozzo) was now
NORTH
4-29-A
at the point of no return and
he missed the winning play.
SKQJ 108
At trick three, he returned
•Q4
the queen of clubs.
1111
Declarer discarded a dia4A K 1092
mond as dummy's king won.
A diamond was led to
WEST
EAST
•9 3
•A 6 5 4
•7 3
•A K 2
•K 10 7 6 3
•Q 9 4
+7653
ItQJ4
SOUTH
+72
,J109165
•A J 5 2
+

7
11
111

0

Phebian Sunday School
Legion of Mary meeting will
Class, Opal Howard, teacher,
be held at 7:30 p.m. in the recFirst Baptist Church, will
tory of St. Leo's Catholic Churhave a social at the church
ch.
parlor at 7 p.m.

Boy Scout Troops 45, 13, and
77 will have a city-wide Court
of Honor at the First United
Methodist Church, Fifth and
Maple Streets, Murray, at 7
p.m.

Knights of Columbus council
meeting will be held at 7:30
p.m. at Gleason Hall
Ephemeris 4 Conference will
be held at the First Baptist
Church from 7 to 9:15 p.m.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Conunumty Center. Lunch will be served at 11:45 a.m. and call 4365525 two days in advance for
luncheon reservations.
International Day, sponsored by the Calloway County
Homemakers, will be held at 1
p.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. Featured speaker will
be Helga Keller, native of Germany.
Murray State University
ROTC President's Awards
Day will be held at the Student
Center Auditoritun at 330
p.m.

Murray Women of the
Ray Smith, member of the
music faculty, will play five Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
woodwind instruments in an the lodge hall, North 16th
Friday, May 2
unusual recital at 8:15 p.m. in Street.
May Fellowship Day will be
the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Frames Drake
Youth Coffee House will be observed by Church Women
Arts Center, Murray State
United at 10 a.m, at the First
FOR WEDNESDAY,
University. He will be assisted at 8 p.m. at the Memorial BapChristian Church with Betty
tist
Church.
by other faculty members—
APRIL 30, 1980
Lowry and Dr. Yushin You as
What kind of day will Marie Taylor, Don Story, Dr.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of speakers. A potluck luncheon
tomorrow be? To find out what Gerald Welker, and Dr. Roger
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled will be served.
--the stars say, read the Reictimuth.
to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
forecast given for your birth
Ellis Center.
Wednesday,April 30
Sign.
Murray Day Camp Training
ARIES
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Calloway County Library
for all unit leaders for Day
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Mrs. C. W. Scott of Murray
A time to resolve financial Camp July 7 toll will be held Board of Trustees will meet at has been dismissed from
matters and to effect at the Girl Scout Cabin at 1 7 p.m. at the library.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
solutions. A willingness to p.m. For information call 753work hard will bring you 7319 or 753-9502.
results. Be cooperative.
TAURUS
Seminar on "Creative Sum(Apr. 20 to May 20)
mer Reading For Your
A time when your loyalty Children" will be by Dr.
will be appreciated. If a close Joseph T. Fuhrmann at 10
ally requirts your assistance, a.m. and 3:30 p.m. for the
be the rock that others can parents during the Story
lean on.
Hours at the Calloway Public
GEMINI
Library. All interested per(May 21 to June 20)
sons are invited.
You may not be able to fully
coilnt on others re a work
project, but you're quite able
Fifth Wednesday Hour of
to accomplish a lot on your
Power with Reginald Smith as
own. Dig in.
speaker will be held at the
CANCER
First United Methodist
(June 21 to July 22)
Close allies have your best Church with a potluck supper
interests at heart. Today, you at 6:30 p.m. and program at
know where you stand and about 7 p.m.
who you can count on. Talks
with kin go well.
Randall Jones, Director of
Vulnerable. None. Dealer
LEO
Missions for the Northwest InSouth. The bidding
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
diana Baptist Association, will
A home or business matter speak at 6:45 p.m. at the First
South West North East
reaches a climax. Be willing Baptist Church.
2•
Pass 24
Pass
to spend the necessary
--3•
Pass 1•
All pass amount of money to insure
Sigma Theta Tau national
success of a project.
honorary nursing society at
Opening lead Club six
VIRGO
Murray State University will
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
a dinner meeting at 6:30
have
A
chance to resolve a
A tough defense? You bet
p.m. at the Colonial House
Tough enough that even the disagreement. Your powers of Smorgasbord.
concentration are good. New
great ones might miss it.
perspectives are available on
"Spring Special" for the
financial and property matMurray Civic Music Associaters.
Bid with Corn
tion will close today. For inforLIBRA
South holds 4-29-B
(Sept. 23 to
'An mation call Mrs. John Winter.
Don't let bills mount up.
Settle accounts, esp those you
+72
"Celebrate the Sun"
may have neglected. You
•J 109865
should be able to make displays and activities
Avenger - Soft, luxurious nylon saxony in 15
.A.152
satisfactory
arrangements. demonstrating the principles
•8
multi-colorations you'd expect only to find in
SCORPIO
and efficiency of solar energy
more expensive carpet.
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) /1114V
North South
. will be at Empire Point, Land
I•
I•
Plan a get-together with an Between the Lakes. For inforReg. 8.95 sq. yd. $
I NT
^
old friend. A new sense of self- mation call 924-5602, extension
A95
ANSWER: Two hearts_ This confidence makes you willing 243.
hand looks good for hearts to help others shoulder
NOW
III
SO. YD.
and, since opener never bid
responsibility.
Citizens
Senior
Hazel
will
diamonds, there's little reason SAGITTARIUS
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
for South to introduce the suit. (Nov. 22 to Dec.
Orbital - A fantastic blend of color,
21)
the Hazel Center with protexture and value in 15 popular,
A talk with the boss may be gram by Calloway County
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
just what you need to get the Library. Lunch
CO Box 12363, Dallas Texas 75225
solid colors. Reg. 9.50 sq. yd.
will be served
with self.addressed. stamped envelope fires burning. Let hidden fears
at11:45 a.m.
Ion reply
come to the surface, and
$795
they'll disappear.
NOW
SQ. YD.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
PATIENT
PARIS
A time to straighten out
Freda N. Davis of Hazel has differences with friends,
esp
been dismissed from the those afar. Others will apHenry County General preciate your point of view.
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
You feel needed.
letspiratioa - A splashy-colored, sculpe
/
Xi Alpha Delta chapter of
I.
II0
AQUARIUS
nylon with Scotchguare and
tured
Beta
Sigma
Phi
on
April
met
3
PADUCAH PATIENT
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
in
static coated in 10 super colors.
Max H. Churchill has been
A turning point is reached re and 17 for work nights to make
dismissed from Lourdes a career matter. You'll know "ditty" bags and puppets for
Reg. 1&.5O
$R50
exactly what you have to deal the pediatrics ward of the
Hospital, Paducah.
Murray-Calloway County
NOW
with and should make important progress.
Hospital. Approximately 150
Dream Maker - Sumptious, yet verPISCES
bags and 75 puppets were
satile,
nylon in 15 lush solid colors to
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(C
r completed on those two nights.
It is with pleasure that
give you undreamed of decorating
A
time
to
finalize
Linda Knight, Wanda Morwe announce Cindy
agreements. Matters at a
ris, Debbie Lyons, and Brenda
freedom.
Chrisman, bride-elect of
distance are highlighted.
$950
Estes were hostesses for the
Reg. 11.50 Sq. Yd. Non
Decide on what role education
Charles Veoch has selectwo nights.
SO.
plays in your future.
ted her crystal, china and
Those present were:
YOU BORN TODAY have
stainless from our comRheanetta Coleman, Joyce
much creative ability but are
plete bridal registry.
Thomas, Linda Knight, Barinclined to stubbornness and
Cindy and Charles will
bara Chilcutt, Wanda Morris,
fixed opinions. Getting your
married May -21,
Rowena Emerson, Glenda
own way can sometimes work
Wilson, Brenda Estes, Joyce
1980
against your better interests.
Nuonally, Debbie Lyons,
You're gifted with the written
Vicky Holton, Lois Ruiz, Barand spoken word and will have
bara Williams, Ile Brown,
success in singing, acting,
Mary Graves, Peggy
music and art. In business,
Kentucky
4
4
Murray,
cKestile
Shoemaker, Linda Darnell,
you may be drawn to banking,
Debbie Villaflor, and Pam
advertising, publicity and
Thornton.
publishing.

"Iroc

Miss Martha Anne Walker
to wed Lan-I-Joe Page
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 0. Walker of Brentwood, Tenn., a
flounce the engagement and approaching marriage of thei
daughter, Martha Anne, to Larry Joe Page, son of Mr. an
Mrs. Russell R. Page of Nashville, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs
lonald W. Churchill of Murray, and of the Late Mr. and Mrs
Robert Thomas Walker of Brownsville, Tenn.
•
Miss Walker is a graduate of Franklin High School
Franklin, Tenn., and is now attending Middle Tennesse
. State University, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Mr. Page is the step grandson of Mrs. Grace Neal and
grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Neal, Ina, Ill., and
Austin Page and the late Lena Page of Benton, Ill. He is a
graduate of John Overton High School and is now employed
at Robert Orr and Company in Nashville, Tenn.
The wedding is planned for Aug. 30 at the Brentwood
United Methodist Church,Brentwood. Term. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

DON'T MISS THIS

DON'T
SELL YOUR

4124;gt

OLD
GOLD

eARpET
PEPP13%

AND

DIAMONDS
until you get our
prices. You can
TIM us to pay
the top CASH
prices.

YOU'LL GO NUTTY
SE LO

Oct. 22)

WE GUARANTEE
THE TOP BID

egiN

HOURS
10-6 Mon. Nu Fri.
10-5 Sat.

L.

0

G CORN, JR

Your Individual
Horoscope

Thursday, May 1
Meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club has been
changed to May 8

Thursday. May 1
Murray Senior Citizens will
nave activities at the Ellis
Center from 10 a.m to 3 p.m
with lunch at 12 noon and table
games, visiting, and own handiwork at 12 : 30 p.m.
_
_
Meals for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center. At 12:30 p.m.
Cathy Luber will demonstrate
the making of travel luts.
There will be no charge and
each person will receive a kit.

Xi Alpha
Delta Has
Work Night

=,AA

-che Cherry Branch

•

In "The Village" - -Highway 641 North Of Murray
Across From Dunn's Furniture
7S3-0707
Jerry & Sandra Henry Owners
wannuotwinsupwasaIlnalwattwo.

Inclination - Smooth, saxony textured
nylon in 11 striking multi-colors. A
great way to begin your next decorating
project.

$995

Reg. 12.50 sq. yd.son

SQ. YD.

Starliner - Unusual color from deep
within highlights this nylon saxony.
Brilliant multi-color yarns create a
tweed effect in 13 beautiful
colorations.
$1095SQ. ID.
Reg. 14.95 sq. yd. NOW

liner - Bursts of color accent the unusual
sculptured texture of this bright and contemporary carpet. Choose from 9 multicolorations.
95
Reg. 514.95 sq. yd.
NOW $10
SQ. YD.

Now Thru
May 19th

* CARPET
* WALLPAPER
* VINYL FLOORING
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Looking Back

inion Page

10 Years Ago

older people in nursing homes could be
cared for better at less expense ia nonInstitutional settings.
Pepper. chairman of the House Select
Conunittee on Aging, estimates that 25
percent of older people in nursing
homes could be cared for better at less
expense in non-institutional settings.
HEW's Adminuaration un Aging
estimates the mintier of older people
suffering form inappropriate
placements in nursing homes because
of the shortage of community-based
services to be in the hundreds of
thousands.
Significant dollar savings would
result from a mure rational pattern of
caring for older people, the Administration on Aging reports.
Compared with hospital care, community care can save about 40 percent
in costs, the Administration on Aging
estimates, Compared with nursing
home care, community care can save
:2510.50.percent
e Currently, disabled elderly people rely on their own families for the major
portion of the help they need. At least 60
percent of all care of functionally
disabled older people is provided by
their families, often by elderly spouses
and their adult children with some help
from social.agencies.
However. aboat 31 percent of all persons 65 and over live alone. Community
'services are tha only major resource
• for many persons...164o live alone.
The Departurtnt_if Health, Education and Welfareasnew effort to develop
long-term community services for the
disabled focuses on new ways of
organizing, delivering, and financing
services in about 15 communities. The
Administration on Aging and the Health
Care•Financing Administration, which
administer Medicare and Medicaid,
will select the organizations to serve as
models for these demonstrations.
In each demonstration project the
goal will be the same: to tailor services
to the needs ofthe individual.
The organizations will perform seven,
tasks for each client determine
Medicare or Medicaid eligibility,
assess the person's needs, develop a
plan of care that matches services with
needs, arrange for necessary services
and coordinate the delivery of the services, monitor what is being done, and
reassess the client's needs periodically.

Miles Senpoii. Ph.D.

•

Assoc. Prof. and

4

Interim Directar
Social Gerontology Program, MSU
The most serious problem facing
many older people is a nationwide Ina
of adequate services and care outside of
institutions for persons with chronic
disabilities.
Older people whose disabilities interfere with ordinary. activities of daily
living often face two undesirable
choices: continuing to live at home with
little or no assistance, or going to a nursing home.
Older Americans Month this May
coincides with an important new
• Federal government effort to develop
broader ranges of non-institutional
choices for disabled older people.
The goal is the creation of community
long-term care systems to provide care
and services in the home and in other
community settings for disabled persons who are eligible for Medicare andor Medicaid. Until now, Medicare and
Medicaid have demonstrated what
some persons have called "institutional
bias" favoring hospitals and nursing
homes. Less than 2 percent of Medicare
and Medicaid payments are made for
in-home care.
It is now widely agreed that prolonged institutional living is damaging and
dependency-producing for people who
don't need it. People thrive best and
have better chances of improving, or at
least maintaining, their physical and
mental health when living in the most
normal environment, their condition •
permits.
Many older people leave their homes
to medical institution's for
and go(
basically non-medical reasons: they
can't get adequate personal care and
help with meals and choresat home, or
can't afford to pa.' for such services at
home.
The kind of care they need might be
provided in a range of settings other
than nursing homes and hospitals - at
home, or in family-style boarding
homes day 'care centers, foster care
homes for adults, or in supervised
residences in the same community
where the older persons has been living.
Congressman Claude Pepper, chairman of the House Select Committee on
Aging, estimates that 25 percent of

-1gree Or Not

By S.C. Van Curon

Judicial Pay Increase To Cost $7 Million
FRANKFORT — The judicial pay increase bill hassled through the
legislature in the closing hour April 15
will cost the taxpayers more than $7_ ..
million for the next biennium.
Pay for judges will be increased
$10,000 and $11.000 per year beginning
in July.
District judges now get $27,500, circuit judges $35,000, appellate judges
$37,000 and Supreme Court judges
$39,000. The chief justice will have his
pay raised from $39,500 to $50,000.
District judges will get an $11,000-ayear boost while Supreme Court an appellate judges get a $10,000 boost.
The House had a pay boost for itself
onto the judicial bill as well as to put
legislators under the judicial retirement system,the best in the state.
After 20 years of service judges may
retire at age 65 at full pay.
The Senate balked on a legislative
pay boost but did agree to an amendment to the bill that will improve their
retirement system. They will receive
3.5 percent per year of service as retirement pay. After 20 years of service they
would be eligible for 70 per cent of their
annual salary.
In the past the practice has been for
legislators to vote themselves a pay increase at the same time the pay of
judges has been boosted. This was done
last in 1976. A legislative pay increase,
dollar for dollar, would cast less than a
judicial pay increase since there are only 138 legislators.
Some House members complained
that they are going to have a hard time
explaining the judicial pay increase
"How are you going to convince a constituent who is making less than $10,000
per year, that the judges are entitled to
a $10,000 a year pay increaser
Legislators also argued that about
half the state's employees make less
than $10,000 a year. Many at the entry
level are just barely above the poverty
level.
State employees have been getting a
five percent increase per year as an annual increment until they had reached
top pay in their job category. Gay,
Brown is changing thil to grant mare
increases to take care partially for inflation. The rate of inflation has been
greater than five per cent per year.
Chief Justice John Palmore said the
pay increase is necessary to keep
qualified judges. Several across the
state resigned their district judge posts
and returned to private practice as attorneys. Throe who resigried cited the
0.

lack of pay as their chiefreason for
wanting to return to private practice.
In some sparsely settled counties
there have been problems in getting attorneys to run for the judgeships. Some
small counties have one or two lawyers
and there is a county or two that has only a lawyer part time. But in the
populous counties where there are
several attorneys, there always have
been enough candidates for the positions.
To qualify for district judge, the candidates have to be an attorney and have
practiced and lived in the community of
the judgeship for two years.
The last survey of earnings of attorneys in Kentucky was made in 1977
according to Les Whitmer, director of
the Kentucky Bar Association.
Whitmer said legal charges and earnings have increased considerablx since
1977, but he didn't want to make a
percentage estimate.
The median income of salaried attorneys in 1977 was $20,000 per year and
that of the private practitioner was
$28,000. Whitmer said today these
figures would be considerably higher.
Here is what the survey showed attorneys made in 1977 according to city
or town size. In cities of more than
200,000, the average was $28,000; 100,000
to 200,000, it was $27,450; 40,006 to 90,000
it was $27,000, 10,000 to 31,000, it was
$28,000 and less than 10,4010 population
the figure was $27,000 annual earnings.

Bible Thought
The day foUowing. Jesus a ould go
forth into Galilee, and findeth Philip,
and saith unto him, -Follow me." —
John 1:43.
As Jesus called men and women in
His own day to follow Him, so today
He is still calling men and women to
follow Him. What is your answer to
His call'

Thoughts
In Season
_
,By KeitWolf.
The fruits of jealousy are many and
varied, but its existence is undeniable.
Perhaps it was the ever-preseht nature
of this vice, that motivated the English
poet, dramatist and wit Oscar Wilde
1854-19001 to write:
Fashion is what one wears oneself.
What Is unfashionable Is what ether
people wear.

00)AlOS SIMON A1000

Community Services For
Disabled Elderly IN ceded

Garrott's Galley

By M. C. Garrott

•

An Old Newsman Tries His Hand
At A Creative Writing Assignment
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Murray Optimist Club President
Jerry Bowden and board members
James Thompson and Dan Boaz are
pictured as they look over the final
plans for the Optimist Club Scholarship
Program. Three $200 scholarships to
students going to Murray State University will be awarded.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nannie
May Dawson,78.
The Kiwanis Club of Murray will hold
as annual spring donut sale on April 30.
Elected as officers of the Kirksey
School Parent-Teacher Association for
1970-71 were Mrs. Harold Fones, Mrs.
Rudy Lovett, Mrs. Bill Crick, and Mrs.
Jewel McCallon.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Coleman of
Louisville announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Sharon, of Johnny Kelso, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Kelso of Lynn
Grove.
Births reported include a girl to the
Rev. and Mrs. Ed Frank Jeffrey on
April 7 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Lee Jones on April 27.

Yoi

De

40 Years Ago
During the year I was or the staff at
Morehead State University, I took a
class in creative writing taught by
James Still, an East Kentucky mountain man, author and poet much the
same as is Jesse Stuart.
A quiet little man from Troublesome
Creek in Knott County, Mr. Still at one
point in the course gave us the assignment of coming up with a few
paragraphs of fiction. We were to write
on anything we chaise or could invent
through our imagination.
It also being springtime at the time,
and since I walked past an orchard full
of blossoming trees each morning on
the way to the office,1 dreamed up.a little piece and called it "Springtime M
The Orchard."
While digging'through some old files
the other day I came across it again,
and theught I would share it with you - it
being springtime and all. For what it's,,
worth, here it is.
•
+++
Springtime in The Orchard
With the quickness of time, conscious
only to the aged, the magic freshness of
spring bursts upon the orchard.
With it arrives the gradual warmth of
the sun; the softness of the thawing earth; and the sticky, running sap of budding trees.
The early morning hours once again
become recital time for the mocking
bird. The screaming bluejay again
bullies his way to the choicest kernels in
the open troughs of the chicken house,
while timid sparrows perch :cowardly
among nearby eaves, awaiting the time
when the old,jaybird, craw full, will fly
away in search of awakening and
emerging insects.
On the ground, the rye grass of a fall
planting springs from the warmth of
the earth to form a refuge for the tiny
field mouse, ever-fleeing the vise-like
claws of the vicious red-tail hawk.
From beneath a rottening fence post,
a black snake ventures forth from his
winter bed in search of fat and awakening insects, his newly-acquired skin
glistening in tha brightness of the mornaaa.a.
ing sun.
In a distant corner of the orchard, the
quail warns his scratching brood of impending danger or periodically converses with another through the shrill
of his "Bob White" call.
Overhead, the icy sheath of winter
has slipped away from the branches of
the trees. In its place has appeared the
moistness of a tree alive`, and tiny buds,
soon to be blooms and later. delicious

Letter To The Editor
Gires Thanks
Dear Editor:
The pediatrics nursing class at Murray State University expresses thanks
to the persons who helped make our
Children's Health Fair a success. We
are especially grateful to personnel at
K-Mart and local health professionals
who provided displays and samples.
The infant car seat, donated by K-Mart,
was won by Mrs. Marge McAllister of
300 South 5th Street, Murray.
Rita A. Fleming,
R.N., M.S.N.,F.N.C.
Assistant Professor
Department of Nursing
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fruit, push their ways to sunlight along
the limbs.
A rabbit doe nibbles at the sweetness
of succulent grass, her ears, eyes and
inherited senser of danger tuned to
every movement in the world around
her. In the warmth of the sun and her
fur-lined nest among an old, rusting roll
of wire fencing, her latest litter of six
squirms and squeaks, Within days, it
will be gone to seek its place in the
world beyond the orchard. In its place
will be the pink pile of a new litter.
+++
Then one day,the gate opens and with
a roar a tractor takes its place between
the southern-most two rows of trees.
Behind it trails a large tank on wheels
on top of which sits a man with the
snake-line hose of a power sprayer.
Slowly, the tractor moves along the
rows, engulfing the trees in a white,
cloud-like mist of death aimed at the
tiny but destructive insects that someday could fly, crawl or bore among the
fruit.
Frightened, the mockingbird streaks
out of sight to the south, to sing again in
the sweet, clear air of a walnut grove.
The bluejay, having stuffed himself al
the feeders, screams his annoyance
from atop the tallest pine tree in a longneglected family burial plot nearby.
The sparrows, accustomed to the
noise and belching smoke of tractors
from their nests among the eves of the
machinery shed, seize the opportunity
provided by the bluejay's distraction to
nervously feast among the baby chicks
at the troughs.
Forgetting the killer hawk in the face
of this new terror, the tiny field mouse
races along his webby trails - not knowing exactly where to go or what to do.
The shiney black snake slips swiftly
and silently back to the safety of his rottening fence post and the deepness of
his winter hole, if necessary. Head held
high in alarm, the quail whistles his
brood into a soldierly line behind him
and heads for the, safety of the woods
beyond the fence.
The rabbit doe, her sensitive ears tuned to the roar across the way, crouches

over her squirming litter among the latticework of the rusting, rolled wire.
Nose twitching and with blinking eyes,
she sits, statue-like, trusting the terrifying intruder will pass, leaving her, her
nest and litter undisturbed.
Only the insects, busily gorging
themselves on tender leaves and the
sweetness of the flowing sap of the budding trees, are unaware of the approaching danger.
The coddling moth goes merrily
about her work, laying upon the
blossoms the eggs from which the
destructive apple worms soon will
emerge.
Pepper-size red mites continue to
gulp the thin, sweet sap of the succulent
bark of twigs both old and new.
No warning sounds for them. No one
calls to lead them to safety. They're too
busy pursuing their inherited instincts
at the expense of others to notice the
death-dealing maching moving slowly
beneath the blossoms, and soon the
choking, paralyzing mist closes about
them like a shroud.
Down they drop - tiny, lifeless specks
-unnoticed to the ground below. The
sprayer rumbles on.
Qgietness once again returns to the
orchard, and its inhabitants again
resume their individual battles for survival amid the beauty of springtime in
the orchard.
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For an example of the saturation efficiency of the modern campaign, take the instance of the Red Cross drive of 1955. The more
popular men about town were selected to chairmen the drives, however this year two. were chosen for the task, Frank Albert Stubblefield and Harvey Ellis, as co-chairmen, thus nailing down the fertile
sources of contributions, town and country. In turn, the co-chairmen
set up an organization with a computer's finality of absolute giving,
including solicitors Ronald Churchill, Galen Thurman, Harry Sledd,
Randall Patterson, Luther Robertson, Joe Baker Littleton, Gene
Tarry, Beale Outland, James Thurmond, William Jeffrey, Rue Overby,
Connie B. Ford, Hiram Tucker, Gus Robertson, Henry Holton,
Karl Warming, Pete Farmer, Carlos Jones, Warden Gilbert, Wayne
Doran, C. L. Vaughn, Rev, Paul T. Lyles, Frank Lancaster, Zelna
Carter, Ray Brownfield, George E. Overbey, Dr. C. C. Lowry,
Alvis E. Jones, Mrs. Myrtle Wall, Richard A. Tuck, Paul Gholson,
H. Glenn Doran, W. E. Dodson, W. B. Moser and Joe E. Pace.
There was no escape. The doctor had you in his hands, the boss
made the touch, the preacher prayed, the banker loaned you dough,
the creditor blew down your neck while the lawyer comforted your
'egacies as the undertaker made ready to put you away. No problem.
The goal of $5,540 was subscribed before you had time to say skat.

By the time the Red Cross had you on a stretcher, Wells Puidom revived you with a Heart Drive in February, effectively soliciting $1,500. The chairman's touch was executed with the finesse of
a modern day heart transplant for you didn't have a chinaman's
chance back in the good old days to avoid a bypass.
Heart attack and Red Cross relief had scarcely released you
from the critical list before tile Calloway County Cancer Fund drive
under the direction of Mrs. C. A. Sanders reflected a malignancy
in the short-of-funds cavity when only $728 were subscribed of a
$900 quota. Apparently the women folks lacked the capacity to
organize, at least to extricate funds, with the dexterity of men folks
to pick their neighbors' pockets.
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A Tappan electronic range, manufactured at Murray Manufacturing Plant
here, was one of the prizes given April
27 on the NBC television program,"The
Price Is Right." The correct price was
$1201 for the range. A demonstration
was shown with a muffin being cooked
in 28 seconds.
Deaths reported include I.anna Rose
Phelps, 12, and F. N. Kennerly,90.
Lottye Suiter, Murray, president of
the Kentucky Association of Childhood
Education reported on the suite ACE
meeting and installed new officers at
the meeting of the Calloway Association of Childhood Education at the
meeting held at the Triangle
Restaurant. New officers are Mrs.
Eureta Healing, Mrs. Rue Overbey,
Mrs. Jane Taylor, and Mrs. Mavis McCamish,
The Calloway County 4-H Club Dress
Revue will be held April 30 at the Murray High School.
The Coldwater Twin States Baseball
Team won over Salem 15 to 10. Steve
Williams was pitcher for Coldwater.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre are
"The Big Night" and "Here Comes
Trouble" with William Tracy and J042
Sawyer,
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30 Years Ago
Dr. Henry H. Hill, president of
George Peabody College, Nashville,
Tenn., will be the principal speaker at
the spring commencement exercises at
Murray ,State College. More than 350
seniors are expected to receive
degrees.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Larry
Kerley,36, and Chrlie Anglin, 82.
Louis Boyd of Lynn Grove was one of
the winners in the upper division student dairy-cattle judging contest held
April 27 at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
The fish are really biting, according
to local followers of fishing. Elnius
Beale reported a catch of 56 croppie
from a boat near Irvin Cobb Resort.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Erwin on April 26.
Elected as officers of the Horne
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club were Mrs. Noel Melugin, Mrs. J.
A. Outland,and Mrs. G. T. Lilly.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, April 29, the 120th
day of 1980. There are 246 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 29, 1945, some 32,000 Nazi
victims at the Dachau concentration
camp were liberated by Americans in
World War II.
On this date:
In 1429, Joan of Arc entered Orleans
and won a victory over the English.
In 1639, the colonial settlement of
Newport, R.I., was founded.
In 1862, New Orleans fell to Union
forces during the Civil War.
In 1971, President Nixon said U.S.
troops would remain in South Vietnam
indefinitely if Hanoi refused to releaSe
American prisoners of war.
Ten years ago, an inquest report was
released that questioned Sen. Edward
Kennedy's truthfulness in his account
of the accident that killed a young
woman on Chappaquiddick Island. .;
Five years ago, the United Statia
ended two decades of involvement itl
Vietnam with the evacuation of nearly
1,000 Americans and 5,000 South Vietnamese from Saigon.
Last year, seven Jewish prisoners,
jailed by the Soviet Union on charges of
trying to hijack a jet to Israel, were
.leased and flown to a joyous welcome
in Tel Aviv.
Emperor
birthdays:
Today's
Hirohito of Japan is 79 years old. Poet
• Rod McKuen is 47.
Thought For Today: Money is a
stupid measure of achievement but unfortunately it is the only universal
measure we have — C.P. Steinmetz
11065-1923
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Make Sure Windows
Don't Allow Heat Loss

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
In an effort to lure customers
toward wall coverings and

By Roy Harmon
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Let's look again at our windows. As we have noted, there
are two ways windows
transfer heat that have a
direct bearing on their condensation resistance. These
are infiltration, or the transfer
01 cold through cracks or other
openings; and conduction, the
transfer of heat directly
through the material windows
are made.
Look for these crack openings. If you find them in nonoperating portions of the window, they can be sealed by the
use of caulking. If there is
missing or loose putty —
replace it.
If you find cracks at the
operating parts, they may be
fixed by replacing or adding
weatherstripping. If the win-

A certain amount of air exchange from the space
between the storm and main
window IS necessary to carry
away moisture. (No prune
window is completely airtight so a poor quality storm
Generally, we think that if window should be replaced
we have a storm window in also.
place, we should not have conNext look for single glass.
densation and ice on our win- Conduction will cause condendows. This is not necessarily sation and ice in most areas of
true. An improperly installed the country unless of course
storm window may permit an the relative humidity is close
excessive amount of air to to zero. Either add a storm
come in contact with the window or replace with inprime or main window caus- sulated glass.
ing condensation and energy
Uninsulated metal window
loss. A poor quality window frames conduct heat rapidly
even properly installed will and will have condensation
allow too much air leakage. A and ice. A good storm window
storm window should not be will stop this. They also can be
air-tight.
replaced by thermalized
aluminum window with double
or triple insulated glass.
If you want to live without
condensation and ice on your
windows, they must be thermally efficient and control inside relative humidity.
You may say, why is he going on so much about windows? The answer is very simple. Your windows do away
with five times more energy
on the average than your walls
and ceilings. These losses can
be cut significantly without
major expenses. Savings can
pay for this in three to five
years.
Doesn't it make good sense
to do what we can to save this
costly energy? I think s^..
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This do-it-yourself shower stall solves the big problem
of
installing a drain under the stall. Using this high base, the
water drains out to a remote drain. For more Information
get
In touch with Plaskolite, Inc., 1770 Joyce Avenue,
Box
1497, Columbus, Ohio 43216.

improved, the manufacturer
points out.
Its permanent high quality. heavy gauge ABS plastic
and fiberglass consruction
makes it virtually maintenance-free. New stainless
steel hardware is used to hold
it together. Cleaning is simple.
Plaskolite's shower stall
comes complete in carton,
ready to assemble on site.
including base, grab rail,
faucets,shower head,drain,
soap dish, curtain, and required assembly hardware.
It is also available with optional shower door. Plumbing knockouts are furnished.
The stall measures 32" x 32".
As previously mentioned,an
optional base permitting
plumbing to remote drains
is available.
With the rising cost of professional plumbing services.
this do-it-yourself project is
a real money saver.
These products are sold
at local home centers, hardware stores, building material retailers and retail chains.
For further information,get
in touch with Plaskolite, Inc.,
1770 Joyce Avenue. Box
1497,Columbus,Ohio 43216.

Exide Emergency
Lighting Systems
Low Cost
Decorator Styled
Maintenace Free

LIGHT GUARD
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ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.
206 E. Moin — 753-8191

BTU...Kilowatt Hour...Peak
Load Period...Retrofitting.
Confused by all the "jargon"surrounding home energy efficiency and insulation'?
"If so,"says Charles Hartmann. market manager for
Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corporation,a leading manufacturer of residential insulation, "remember that there
are only three basic things
the homeowner needs to
know about insulation: where
to install it, how much to
install, and the right type for
the job."
Not Just Attics
Since insulation's main
function is to resist heat flow
into or out of a home —
helping it stay cooler in summer and warmer in winter
— the material must be installed in all areas where heat
gain or loss can occur.
"These areas not only include attics, but crawl spaces
under the house, exterior
walls and basement walls —
basically those areas that
adjoin unheated spaces of
the home," Mr. Hartmann
points out.
It is relatively easy for the
homeowner to determine
whether a house has insulation in all but exterior walls
and finished basements.
"Generally," the OwensCorning expert explains."insulation in unfloored attics
and crawl spaces is exposed
and visible, and unfinished
basements usually have no
insulation at all."
"If the attic is floored," he
adds, "you simply can pry
loose one of the floor boards
and glance between the joists
— that's where the insulation
is normally installed.
"As for checking exterior
walls and walls in finished
basements, you should consult a local insulation contractor. He'd be able to determine
if these areas contain insulation.and if you have enough
by today's standards."
How Much is Enough?
You may find. Mr. Hartmann says. that your home
is underinsulated.
For many years. 6 in. of
insulation in attics and 31/2
in. in walls, for example. was
regarded as "full insulation."
As energy costs have risen
dramatically and shortages
have become a reality, however, many utilities and
government agencies have
begun recommending higher
levels of insulation.
"These recommendations
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A CIRCULAR STAIR ASCENDS FROM the central foyer
of this Farmhouse Colonial and on either side of it are the formal living and dining rooms. An informal family room also is
reached from the foyer. The second floor has four bedrooms.
Plan H Al 1 49H has 1,023 square feet on the first floor and
923 on the second. For more information write — enclosing a
stamped self-addressed envelope — to Homes for Living.
107-40 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills. N.Y. 1 1 375.

Whether You Do-It-Yourself Or Hire A
Contractor Things You Should Know

When householders want to
improve their bathrooms or
add a shower somewhere else
at little expense doing it themselves is one way to -keep
down the cash outlay.
One of the major cost
problems is installing a drain
under the shower. This generally calls for a professional
plumber and possibly other,
professional mechanics' work
as well.
This problem has been
solved by a Columbus.Ohio
manufacturer, Plaskolite.
Inc. It makes a knockeddown shower stall which can
be easily installed by do-ityourselfers. Better yet. it can
supply an optional base
which permits the drain pipe
to be run to a remote drain.
It is not only suitable for
up-dating old bathrooms but
can also tie used for vacation
homes,trailers, nnobile homes,
houseboats, garages, basements or bathhouses. It is
very easy to quickly assemble.
The stall is shatter-resistant.
leakproof, rustproof faderesistant,corrosion and chemical-resistant, according to
_Plaskolite. Acoustic properties have been dramatically
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dow is badly deteriorated, it
may not be practical to
weatherstrip or its cost may
seem to be prohibitive. At this
tune you should consider
replacing the wtndow.
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How To Pick Wall Coverings

vary across the country according to regional climates
and local utility rates." Mr.
Hartmann explains. "Your
insulation contractor can tell
you the recommended insulation levels for your area, as
can the local utility or building supply dealer."
Remember "R"s,
Not inches
When you ask about proper insulation levels, you will
find they are generally expressed in "R-values."R-value. not thickness,"
Mr. Hartmann explains,"indicates insulation's thermal efficiency. The higher a material's R-value, the greater its
insulating power. One brand
of insulation may be thicker
than another, but if they're
both marked with the same
R-value they'll both resist
heat flow equally well."
You can be assured of an
insulation's R-value performance by checking the package for the National Association of Home Builders Research Foundation. Inc. certification label. This label
assures that samples of the
manufacturer's insulation
have been tested and meet
thermal performance stated
on its package, Mr. Hartmann says.
Two Main Types —
Batts And Loose-Fill
There are two basic types
of insulation found in most
homes today — "bans" and
"loose-fill" — and you shoud
become familiar with both
to choose the right type for
your job.
"Batt insulation is easiest
for the do-it-yourselfer," Mr.
Hartmann explains."because
it is pre-fabricated into dimensionally stable blankets,
which must simply be cut to
size. Batts also offer the
greatest assurance of proper
R-value. since they maintain
uniform thickness and density.
"1 nose-fill, on the other
hand, consists of tufts of
chopped-up insulation, and
must be carefully poured or
blown into place with special
pneumatic equipment. Loosefill must be applied in certain
thicknesses and densities to
achieve the desired R-value
— a task that can be quite
difficult for the inexperienced
installer."
"Generally," Mr. Hartmann adds, "ban insulation
is best for open areas such
as attics, crawl spaces and
unfinished basement walls.
where it can be laid into
place. Loose-fill is most ef-
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fective in hard-to-reach areas,
including exterior walls in
existing homes and finished
basement walls."

By EARL ARONSON
AP Newsteatures
A small farm tucked into the
corner of Disney World in Florida plays an important role in
generating the fun, adventure
and excitement of the famous
tourist center and in beautifying the adjacent new Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow it is building
From this 120-acre tree nursery flowers, trees, stsrubs,
topiary figures and other plants
are sent to decorate the
grounds, hotels and other structures in an area already twice
the size of Manhattan — and
growing
At the farm, horticulturist
Katy Warner noted that hundreds of trees had already been
moved to the new community
area of 600 acres. Some required the use of derricks with
50-ton lifting capacity to hoist.
The talents of 250 persons are
utilized to shape
Disney
World's 967 acres of lawns, golf
courses and to landscape the
numerous buildings.
Visitors are told the plantings
must help create the environment of the past, or the future,
or fantasy, and in themselves
add extra visual pleasure for
visitors
Katy and John Dreyer noted
that waste water was "repossessed" at the farm and used
to help the plant growth.
Working on 600 hanging bi.skets for streets of the theme
park, hotels arid restaurants
were Heather Womack and
John Story, using Florida ruffle
fern, caladium and other mixtures.
Signs of the horticultural efforts are evident everywhere.
Along Main Street, U.S.A.,
there are hanging floral baskets.-In Liberty Square there
are great oaks. Tomahawk and
Fantasy Lands have topiary
sculptures of animals in their
trimmed leafshapes. There are
Polynesian and West Inches reproductions, mesquite, holly
and Texas ebony trees in Fron-

tier Land
There are groves of palms,
live oaks, glossy privets. Clunese elm, southern magnolia
and others. Discovery Island, a
newer attraction, has exotic
wildlife and tropical foliage.
The grounds are dotted with

topiary animals, with 100 visible from the monorail cars.
Growing on shaped metal rods
are elephants balancing on
balls, giraffes, alligators, Little
pigs, Mary Poppins, seals with
balls of greenery and frogs on
mushrooms
Katy, who studied at the University of Arizona, says she
will use anything that shears
well for the topiary, including
evergreens, arbor vitae, boxwood, native holly, and azalea
for color. It takes 4-5 years to
develop some larger figures,
grown in boxes and giant pits,
aided by drip irrigation. As
summer progresses, Goofy, 6
feet tall, will get fatter as his foliage flourishes.
At the farm there are also
500,000 annuals started, this
season emphasizing bright yellow pansies, alyssum, snapdragons and calendulas. Raised for
changing seasons and holidays
are such specialties as poinsettia Each week, 300 bundles
of mint are picked to spice up
drinks and other culinary tastes
in the World's hotels and dining
rooms.
Katy explained that Disney
World was doing extensive research, testing trees and plants
to determine the best for Central Florida. It will share its
knowledge with nurserymen
and others interested.
Any queries about gardening
problems must be accompanied
by a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.,
I For Earl Aronson's "Associated Press Guide to House
Plants," send II to House
Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
N.Y. 10020.1
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..,HOUSE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
When the exterior of your
house is brick, stucco, shakes,
shingles or any other roughtype material, a paint brush designed specifically for such surfaces may be the answer.
At least two such specialty
brushes are on the market.
Each is made of custom-processed synthetics. Both manufacturers claim this tool permits painting rough surfaces 50
percent faster than with a regular brush or applicator.
The brush does not look like
a regular brush. A special
grooved edge allows it to reach
under double-course shakes and

1

shingles and into mortar Joints,
slots, grooves and other hardto-reach areas. Its handle features a threaded hole which
takes an extension pole for
added reach.
Some government and state
housing officials have been getting pieces of wood in the mail.
Each bit of lumber has the
word "help" written on it. It's
all part of a campaign by some
builders to let housing authorities know how they feel about
the conditions that have put
such a dent in the sales of
houses in all but a handful of
communities throughout the
country.
Home owners who have had
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatares

Here's the Answer

Q. — In making a concrete
slab floor, can I use polyethylene sheets as vapor barriers to prevent moisture from
the ground from entering the
slab? If so, is a gravel fW necessary?
A. — Before answering your
question, it is assumed that you
know about putting some kind
of insulation along the outside
edges of the slab. Yes, polyethylene is a good vapor barrier. Generally, it can be used
without gravel provided the
ground is firm. If the ground is
firm but not quite level, use
sand to level it off. After this
has been done, wet the sand a
bit and tamp it down, then apply the polyethylene.
Q. — A few years ago, I cut a
wall for the insertion of two
windows. I cut the wall from
the inside. I have a similar
project corning up, but now
have been advised that the
openings should be cut from the
outside. Is this correct?
A, — The cutting should be
started from the inside, but
after you remove the necessary
stuck:ling and build up the
framework for the window, you

brushed the paint right afte
the lacquer was put on, it
would have come off, although
not without some difficulty.
There isn't much you can do
now except to take off both the
paint and lacquer. Try lacquer
thinner and, if that isn't fully
effective, a varnish-paint remover You may have to do some
scraping, especially if there are
several coats of paint on the
bureau. When the old Finishes
are gone, follow the instructions on the remover container
on what to use for rinsing the
wood. If you want the bureau to
have a white gloss finish, try
enamel. Be sure there is plenty
of ventilation when removing
the old finishes.
iThe techniques of using varnish, lacquer, shellac, stain,
bleach, remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
available by sending 50 cents
PLUS a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-Hoer,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.

can complete the cutting of the
exterior wall from inside or
out. If you do it from the outside, drill pilot holes' first so
that you will know exactly
where the corners are. Since
you did a similar lob in the
past, you know about all the
care that must be taken to be
sure you don't intiniere with
electric wiring or other utility
lines.
Q. — A bedroom bureau in
our child's room was painted a
dull white • few years ago.
Recently, my wife decided that
It would look better and be easier to clean if it had a glossy
flniah. I applied three coats of
lacquer to It. The trouble was
that I mimed the old Bash. It is
wrinlded in several places.
What did I do wrong and is It
possible to repair the damage,
A. — The mistake was In applying lacquer to a painted surface. The solvent In the lacquer, usually called lacquer
thimer, mete very much like
point remover. It loosens the
paint. If you had scraped or

'
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such difficulty getting mortgage loans may not know that
builders are having a hard time
obtaining the construction loans
that are necessary to the continuity of their business.
The Palm Beach County Unit
of the American Cancer Society
is getting the proceeds from a
$4 admission fee to tour a $400,000 designer showcase house.
Called "The Manor," the home
in West Palm Beach, Fla.,
brings together under one roof
the house-designing and decorating ideas of 200 Florida artists,
interior designers, home furnishers, suppliers and landscape
professionals.
Features of the house are
travertine-marble floors and
grass-cloth walls in the living
and dining rooms; suede walls
in the library; two bedrooms
with double-pocket, in-between
doors that open to reveal a disco dance floor for entertaining;
guest quarters furnished in
wicker; natural white oak cabinets in the kitchen; a kidneyshaped pool; and a sunken
marble tub in the master bathroom.
An intriguing array of old
And historical tools is included
in "The Great Tool Emporium," a new book by David
Manners There's a pictorial
extravaganza of more than 1,500 photos, woodcuts, engravings and rare old-tool catalogue
pages. But the book gives more
than a detailed look at old-time
tools. It presents a panorama
of the wide variety of tools
available today, telling how to
use them and where to get
them.
Do-it-yourselfers will find
much helpful information in
Andy Lanit's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending
$1.50 to this newspaper at Box
S. Teaneck, N.J 07666

ing room, as areas of decorating opportunity for wail coverings," said William Zendig,
marketing manager for Columbus Coated Fabrics Wall-Tex
wall coverings.
Zenchg's firm recently introduced the "Tailor Made"
collection, math 107 coverings
and some made-to-match fabrics
The new book, a departure
for the company, is an example
of the tactics a number of manufacturers are adopting to
boost their sales.
The book is laid out by color
family so that whole color sequences can be seen at once
As many as eight different designs can be combined with one
another and also with other colors or the book
In addition, many of the patterns are quiet and understated
to provide easy coordination
with other furnishings and good
backgrounds for art.
••Our research has shown
that people find it too hard to
make a choice when it comes
to wall coverings," said Zendig.
As a result, out of frustration
they often give up and turn to
the simple solution of paint It's
not surprising that choosing a
pattern is difficult, he added,
since there are at all times a
minimum of 1,400 new collections each with more than 100
items to choose from.
The "new" wall-coverings
customer, according to Zendig,
is in the 25-44 year age group,
among whom singles are an
important factor.

This group is likely to live in
apartments, as opposed to
houses. And, according to Tom
Woosley, design consultant for
Pantasote Inc., maker of Pants
Astor Wall Coverings, the new
quiet, contemporary wall coverings, with their emphasis on
companion patterning and
matching fabrics, go a long
way toward helping apartment
dwellers solve their decorating
problems.
Woosley says color is the key
to mixing patterns when it
comes to choosing companion
wall coverings for contiguous
rooms.
"The first thing to do is focus
on the purpose of the room," he
says. "Then choose a wall covering in line with the room's
function. The predominant color in the pattern which covers
the most space should be your
key, dominant color. Then you
can depart from there with additional colors and patterns.
-With pattern, scale is the secret. Don't be afraid to mix
patterns, but keep them in the
same scale."
Like the new Wall-Tex book,
Pantasote's "Duette Designs
and Fabrics" collection is arranged according to color, not
pattern.
Since companion colors and
patterns have already been
coordinated by professional designers, consumers making selections from a wall coverings
book arranged in such a manner have most of their work already done for them.
With matching fabrics becoming increasingly available
from numerous manufacturers,
consumers can select two of the
most important of all the elements needed in a successful
room scheme.
For reduced maintenance, to
deal with problem walls and for
decorative mileage, wall coverings chosen wisely can be a
boon to do-it-yourself home decorators, the manufacturers
claim.

NOTE:
Offices Close
at the
Murray Ledger
and Times
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Wilson Faces Only 17 Batters

Murray Sweeps Pair From Fulton
County To Build Record To 13-3
By GARY GARTH
Sports Writer
The Murray High Tigers used strong pitching from Kim
Wilson and Robin Roberts,
combined with a pair of home
runs, to sweep a doubleheader
from the Fulton County Pilots
yesterday. The Tigers shut out
the visitors in both games,
winning by scores of 10-0 and

KIM WILSON releases a pitch during his 10-0 shutout of
Fulton County on just two hits in the first game of a
doubleheader sweep by Murray yesterday.

Wilson carried the pitching
duties for Murray in the opening game, allowing only two
hits and surrendering a pair of
walks while striking out eight
Pilots in five innings of work.
The offensive punch for the
Tigers in the first game was
was highlighted by a pair of
home runs.
After scoring three times on
three hits in the first inning,
Murray shortstop Eddie Requarth hit a two-run shot over
the left field fence in the se-

cond to pad the lead to 5-0. The
Tigers added another run in
the inning on a walk and a
Fulton County error.
The Pilots collected their only two hits of the game in the
first two innings. Fulton County led off each inning with a
single up the middle. The first
inning runner was erased trying to steal second and Murray used a double play to take
the second inning Pilot runner
off the bases.
Murray chalked up three additional tallies in the third,
with a homer by Kevin Wright
serving as the big blow.
After Tony Herndon doubled
to lead off the inning, Wilson
drew a walk and designed hitter Kevin Wright belted a Pilot
fast ball over the fence in left
center, chasing home three
runs.
Murray ended the game
under the ten run rule in the

fifth. Carrying a nine-run lead
into the home half of the fifth,
Scott Brooks singled with one
out and scored on a Pilot error
off the bat of Requarth.
Wilson faced only 17 batters
in the five-inning game, two
over the minurnum of 15.
Murray backed superb pitching by Roberts in the
nightcap with fine hitting in
posting an 8-0 victory to complete the sweep.
Roberts allowed only one hit
in the game,a single in the fifth, while walking two, hitting
one and striking out nine
Fulton County batters.
The Tigers provided all of
the offense in the game, scoring in four on the six innings
played.
Murray jumped ahead early
with a run in the first when
Mark Denham walked and
scored on a triple by Bruce
Taylor.

Ibe Tigers added four quick
tallies in the second combining singles by Wright and Requarth with a hit batsman and
a triple by Brooks.
Two walks and a single by
John Billington and a double
by Requarth enabled Murray
to score twice in the fourth
running its lead to 7-0.
The Tigers scored their final
run in the bottom of the sixth
when Requarth walked, advanced to third and scored on
a single by Taylor.
The Pilots never mounted a
serious threat in the game,
putting a runner past first
base only once.
Murray raised its record to
13-3 with the wins. The Tigers
host district foe Marshall
County today in a 4:00 p.m.
contest. The Marshals handed
the Tigers one of t&ir three
season losses.
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EDDIE REQUARTH is greeted at home plate after a long
two-run home run in Murray's 10-0 first game win over
Fulton County yesterday.

Kelly Hoping To Change
Plugged Nkkle's Drifting
By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, KY. AP) —
Trainer Tom Kelly admits
he's superstitious,' perhaps
because of his Irish heritage,
but he isn't worried that Plugged Nickle is staying at stall 13
in barn No. 41 at Churchill
Downs.
As the trainer of one of the
favorites for Saturday's 106th
Kentucky Derby,_ Kelly has
another worry: to keep the 3year-old colt from drifting out
from the rail, as- he did in his
last two triumphs, the Florida
Derby and the Wood
Memorial.
"He seemed bewildered on
the front end in the Wood,"
said Kelly before putting John
M. Schiff's colt through a
workout Monday. "I certainly
hope it doesn't happen again."
On a track labeled good, the
bay ton of Key To The Mint
was timed in 1:413-5 for a
mile, pulling up in 1:584-5 for
1
miles. Regular jockey
Buck Thornburg, who guided
Plugged Nickle in the
workout, said he had hoped for
a better clocking but added
the track was muddy in spots.

-He had no problem with
the track," the jockey said. "I
thought he handled it."
Kelly, 60 years old and here
for his third Derby, had a
slight problem. "I think he
was going pretty slow early,
but I couldn't tell because I
borrowed a watch to time him
and then I couldn't get it to
work."
Plugged Nickle worked in
the company of 5-year-old
Rabmab "in order to keep him
interested ... I'd say we're just
about on our game plan and
this move today puts him right
where he belongs coming up to
the Derby," Kelly said.
Pressed on Plugged Nickle's
penchant for drifting out,
which indicates a tiring horse,
Kelly said, "Another eighth of
a mile won't hurt. He should
be right there at the end." The
Derby distance is 11,4 miles —
the first time 3-year-olds go
that far — compared the the
148-mile Wood and Florida
Derby.
Kelly has been here before,
with Globemaster finishing
sixth to Carry Back in 1961,
and Sunrise County, the second choice, winding up fifth
to Decidedly in 1962.
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Plugged Nickle has won
seven of 11 career starts, including three triumphs in four
starts this year.
Harry A. Oak's RockhiLl
Native, the Blue Grass Stakes
winner, is expected to provide
the biggest challenge to Plugged Nickle from a likely field
of about a dozen. The 1979 2year-old champion arrived
here from Keeneland on Monday.
Other possible starters include Degenerate Jon, Gold
Stage, Withholding, Rumbo,
Jaklin Klugman, Super Moment, Bold 'n Ruling, Tonka
Wakhan, Execution's Reason,
Major Run and the lone filly,
Genuine Risk.
The fact that Codex, the
Hollywood and Santa Anita
Derby
winner,
and
Temperance Mil, the Arkansas Derby victor, were not
nominated for the Derby, has
prompted some experts to call
this a poor 3-year-old Derby
crop.
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"I seem to hear that every
year," said the mildmannered Kelly in a moment
of disgust. "I don't believe
that talk."
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Kingman Shows He Can
Win Game With His Arm
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Dave Kingman didn't hit
any home runs Monday night
but he was a big man for the
Chicago Cubs anyway.. and
not just because he stands 6foot-6.
The tall left fielder, known
for his towering homers and
wild-swinging strikeouts,
threw out St. Lows' speedy
Garry Templeton trying to
score from second base on a
single by Keith Hernandez in
the third inning.
That preserved a 1-1 tie and
it remained that way until the
ninth when Kingman slapped
a pitch from Bob Sykes into
center field for a tie-breaking
Rp.1 single that triggered a
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three-run uprising as the Cubs start of the season and struck
defeated the Cardinals 4-2.
out four.
"He's the complete
Armas homered with the
ballplayer now," Manager
bases empty in the second innPreston Gomez said of ing to give Oakland a 1-0 lead.
Kingman. ''He beats you with
Murphy added a two-run
his bat, he can run, he can
homer in the fifth to make it 5throw and he can field."
0 and Revering homered off
Only three games were
Jim Barr in the seventh.
played in the majors while
It was the A's fifth confour were rained out —
secutive victory over the
Atlanta-San Diego in the NaAngels this season. They
tional League and New York- swept a four-game series in
Baltimore, Boston-Chicago
Oakland earlier in the month
and Kansas City-Toronto in from the defending American
the American.
League West champions.
In AL action, the Oakland
Mariners 6, Twins 4
A's made it 5-for-5 over
The Twins committed seven
California by blanking the errors and two of them by pitAngels 8-0 while the Seattle cher Terry Felton and left
Mariners defeated the Min- fielder Ken Landreaux led to a
nesota Twins 6-4.
five-run Seattle fourth inning.
As usual, Kingman wasn't Willie Horton began the big inavailable to the media but ning by drawing a walk
other Cubs didn't mind talking against Felton. One out later,
about him.
Bill Stein singled and Felton's
"When the game's on the error on a tapper back to the
line and he's up, you better mound loaded the bases.
watch him," said relief ace Larry Cox's squeeze bunt
Bruce Sutter, who picked up scored Horton, Joe Simpson
his sixth save. '.'When he first walked and John Verhoeven
came up, he used to swing at replaced Felton. But Jim
everything. He's cut down on Anderson singled to make it 3his strike zone. He knows what 0 and three more runs scored
he wants up there now."
when Landreaux, who hit a
Ivan DeJesus opened the two-run homer in the seventh,
Cubs' ninth with a walk and dropped Dan Meyer's liner.
Bill Buckner bunted safely Rick Honeycutt allowed seven
before Kingman singled. hits in 61-3 innings to raise his
Jerry Martin then greeted record to 4-0.
Donnie Moore with an RBI
double and Tim Blackwell added a waerifice fly.
The Junior Babe Ruth
A's 6, Angels 6
Tony Anima, Dwayne Mur- League will hold Its tryouts
phy and Dave Revering and registration for players
hmnered Monday night to sup- ages 13-14-15 this Thursday at
port the Rick Langford's 5 p.m. and Saturday at 9 am.
seven-hitter. Langford, 2-0, at the Pony League Field in
was m *trig only his second the new park.

Jr. Babe Ruth
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LOOK FOR
Gam TAG
AND FIND
GOLDEN
yALuEs

Come to your
participating Olds
dealer for solid
Olds value on
every gold-tagged
Oldsmobile. You'll
find his gold-tagged
Oldsmobiles mean solid
values. They're popularly
priced and ready for
delivery.
Look for gold tags on
America's best-selling car,
Olds Cutlass; roomy Delta 88;
the luxurious Ninety-Eight; and the highly
personal Toronado.
And the highlight of Gold Tag Days is
the special saving we're offering on the
Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme.

Introducing the
new Cutlass
Supreme Value
Package. Buy just
Sfour selected options,
get another three
selected options at no
extra charge. That alone
is a saving of over $170,
based on manufacturer's
suggested retail prices.
When you buy:Cruise Con.
trol, tilt steering wheel,deluxe
seat belts and V8 engine...
You also get: Dual sport mirrors, sport
wheels and body paint stripes.
Gold Tag Days is a golden opportunity.
See your participating Olds Dealer now for
his Gold Tag Values.
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Oldsmobiles are equipped with GM-built engines produced
by various divisions. See your dealer fordetaifs.
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Sims Is First Pick By Lions In NFL Draft
By BRUCE LOWITT
and punishing strength to go
AP Sports Writer
with his 5-foot-11, 210-pound
NEW YORK AP — Billy frame.
Sims, the exceptional
"Billy Sims is the greatest
halfback from Oklahoma, was player in the country
picked — as expected — by the Oklahoma Coach Barry
Detroit Lions today, the No.1 Switzer said before the draft.
selection in the National Foot- "I know 1 have said this
ball League's annual college before, but he is the greatest
player draft.
clutch player there is. There
The Lions, who shared with will never be another player
San Francisco the worst like him at Oklahoma ... he's a
record in 1979 at 2-14, officially million dollars walking
picked the 24-year-old Sims around."
3k2 minutes after NFL ComWhether he will, in fact, sign
missioner Pete Rozelle called with Detroit, still is open to
the draft to order.
question. His agent, Jerry
Sims, the Heisman Trophy Argovitz of Houston, and the
winner as a junior and the run- Lions' management have thus
nerup to Southern California's far been far apart in contract
Charles White in the balloting talks and Argovitz has talked
for the prestigious award as a about taking his client to
senior last year, has 4.5 speed Canada.

'['hat was the route taken by
Ohio State linebacker Tien
Cousineau, the NFL's No 1
draft pick a year ago when he
and the Buffalo Bills coukin't
agree on a contract.
'['he instant the selection
was made, Suns appeared on
the podium, alternately
flashing a victory sign and
waving a football as a gallery
of fans attending the draft in a
midtown New York hotel
ballroom cheered the annowicement.
While the San Francisco
4*rs were pondering their
selection, the second in the
draft, Sims was ringed by
photographers. Two minutes
later, he departed — again to
cheers — for a news conference.
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AWARD WINNERS, LETTER WINNERS AND COACHES gathered after the
Calloway
County basketball banquet last night. Pictured at top for the boys team are
first row,
left to right, Assistant Coach Jimmy Nix, Coach Chic Nute, Brad Miller, Assist
Leader
and Co-Most Valuable Player Gary Emerson; second row, Marty Wyatt,
Most Improved Player Keith Lovett, Defense Leader Jeff Garrison, Free Throw Leader Dan
Key
and Rebound Leader and Co-Most Valuable Player Richard Smotherman.
Pictured at
bottom for the girls team are left to right, Senior Award winner Kim Willie,
Most
Valuable Person Penny Overby, Most Valuable Player Mina Todd, Defense
Leader
Melissa Miller, Most Improved Player Mimi Todd, Attitude Leader Jena Hoke,
Manager
Denise Rutherford and Hustle Leader Jane Ann Barrow).
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Kuhn's Signature Can Bar
Horner From Playing Again
ATLANTA (AP) — All it
takes is Bowie Kuhn's
signature, and Bob Horner
will be barred from professional baseball.

"The commissioner's office disqualified list, spokesman
indicated they will wire ap- Wayne Minshew said Monday
proval" of the Atlanta Braves' night.
request that their slugging
That means Horner will
third baseman be put on the forfeit his estimated $2,000 a
day salary for refusing to obey
a Braves' order to report to
their farm team at Richmond,
Murray (188) — Christine Va., to get his game back
Spann 40, Velvet Jones 43, Jo together.
Beth Oakley 52, Lisa Clees 60,
It also means Horner cannot
Connie Spann 53, Wege be offered a contract by
Rushing 66.
another club or be given his
outright release by the
Boys Results
Braves, Minshew said.
Mayfield 335, Murray 345
Kuhn said during the
Murray (345) —Trent Jones weekend he approved of the
88, Robert Billington 84, Mark Braves' sending Horner to
Erwin 85, George Bell 88, Mike Richmond.
Boggess 89, Johnson Overbey
Horner was hitting .059 with
95, David Ryan 83.
no homers and no RBI,and the
Braves were 1-9 on April 21
when the Braves ordered him
to report to Richmond.

Murray Golf Teams Split
The Murray high boys and
girls golf teams split their
matches at Mayfield, with the
girls making up for an earlier
one-stroke loss and the boys
losing to Mayfield for the first
time.
Christine Spann broke
Velvet Jones' string of
medalist honors with a 40 on
the par-34 Mayfield course.
Girls Results
Murray 188, Mayfield 192
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NFL.
The Atlanta Falcons, picking seventh overall, took
Junior Miller, Nebraska's AllAmerica tight end. Miller was
considered by far the best
tight end in the college ranks
Iasi season.
As the noise in the ballroom
grew, the New York Giants
selected Colorado AllAmerican defensive back
Mark Haynes. There was
minutia] reaction from the
gallery, which had booed
vociferously a year ago when
the Giants made their surprising first-round pick of littleknown quarterback Phil
Simms — who blossomed
rapidly as a rookie Pro when
he became the team's starter
midway in the season.
The draft, which had been
proceeding crisply with teams
making selections within a
minute or two,finally hit a lull
when the Minnesota Vikings'
turn — No.9 overall — arrived.
It took them 13 of the 15
minutes alloted in each of the
first two rounds to choose
defensive tackle Doug Martin,
who underwent minor knee
surgery last spring. Martin's
older brother, George, plays
for the New York Giants.
The Buffalo Bills also took
their time — eight minutes —
before trading their No.1
selection to Seattle for the
Seaha wits' first-and thirdround picks. Seattle's firstround pick was No.17 overall.
The Seahawks then took one
more minute and selected
Jacob Green, a defensive end
from Texas A&M, who is considered the best college
passrusher at the position. He
was the second player chosen
from Texas A&M.
The Kansas City Chiefs, as
expected, grabbed offensive
guard Brad Budde of Southern
Cal, whose father, Ed, was an
all-pro guard with the Chiefs
during the late 1960s.

Jolley Knows About
Preparing For Derby
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Trainer LeRoy Jolley is a
fellow who knows a lot about
preparing horses for
thoroughbred racing's most
prestigious outing — the Kentucky Derby.
/
By the same token, he also
knows a lot about the pitfalls.
Jolley saddled 1975 Derby
winner Foolish Pleasure, than
saw Honest Pleasure, the 1976
favorite, finish second to Bold
Forbes.
Jolley stepped squarely into
the Kentucky Derby limelight
this year when he arrived at
Churchill Downs over the
weekend with his prize filly,
Genuine Risk. It is owner Bert
Firestone's announced intention to start the filly in Saturday's 106th Kentucky Derby,
marking the first time since
1959 that a filly has challenged
colts in the world's biggest
horse race.
Silver Spoon ran fifth in the
1959 Derby as the last of 30
fillies to try the 1a-mile race.
The only filly to win the Derby
was Regret back in 1915.
"Any time you're going to
do something unusual — and
we all agree that running a filly in the Derby is a little
unusual — you have to look at
all the aspects," Jolley said,in
explaining why Genuine Risk
is in Louisville at all.
The filly ran an impressive
third to Plugged Nickle and
Colonel Moran in the Psi-mile

Wood Memorial on April 19,
but Jolley said a few minutes
after the race that he saw no
reason to take her to
Louisville.
"At that point, there were 20
horses in the Derby," Jolley
said. "Now, it appears there
will be 12. There's a whole
world of difference between 20
and 12...I think that as the
field, got smaller, it became
more attractive to run in...the
less horses, the less chance of
being banged up."
Jolley's is a realist when he
looks at Saturday's race.
Unlike others, he thinks that
likely co-favorites Rockhill
Native and Plugged Nickle
are the best of the lot and will
be hard to beat. He sees Genuine Risk as "a legitimate
third or fourth choice."
"The Derby is a tough job
for a filly, we know that,"
Jolley said. "But she has a
great deal of determination
and is willing to fight it out. I
don't think giving up is in her
book."
The choice to go in the Derby may be an expensive one
for Jolley, Firestone and Genuine Risk. By coming to
Louisville, Jolley admits that
he will eliminate her from the
New York Triple Crown races
for fillies. But the trainer is
philosophical about that.
"Well, nobody guarantees
you're going to win the filly
Triple Crown either, if you
don't run here," he said

The Last Time For No. 23
A NIGHT OF TEARS AND MEMORIES culminated at Calloway County last night when
Mina Todd (at right) was given her road jersey no. 23, which was retired from further
use by another Lady Laker. Coach David Elliott (left) called her the "best player I've
ever seen" and Todd said she was just "very surprised and happy" to have her number
retired.

Ali Is Back To Play It Again
One More Time For 4th Title
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
"This is the legend of
Muhammad Ali," said the
bulbous ex-champion with the
unfamiliar mustache, "the
prettiest fighter you ever will
see.

Sports In Brief

HAS BEEN APPOINTED
YOUR LOCAL AGENT FOR

kVA INSURANCE COMPANIES
Come by to see us

We've Got the Shield for You
753-0445
522 Main St.
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By The Associated Press
BOXING
NEW YORK AP, — Muhammad All.
seeking to win the heavyweight crown
or a record fourth time, formalized a
July 11 title fight against World Boxing
Council champion Larry Holmes in Rio
de Janeiro
The bout, co-promoted by Don King
Productions and Prime Sports, MI1
carry a record $12 million purse with Ali
receiving
million and Holmes getting
$4 million Contracts have been signed
and up front money of 1250.000 for All
and 1100.000 for Holmes has been paid
TENNIS
DALI,AS( AP) -- South African Johan
Knelt defeated John Sadn 74. 6-4, 7-5 for
a World Championship of Tennis
qua rterftnal victory
The chase for the 1100,000 first prize
continues tonight with llechoslovalua's
Ivan I endl meeting Iricha's Vijay
Amrttraj
Knelt earned the right to play the survivor of Thursday night's mulch
between John McEnroe and Germany's
Heinz Gunthsrdt
Jimmy Connors or Bill Scanlon will
meet the winner of the lendl-Amntral
match
HOCKEY
ST LOULS I AP ,
Scotty Flosirren.
who guided the Buffalo Sabres to a 47-1716 record, was named the National
Hockey league's executive of the year
by Tlw Sporting Sews
•

"This brash fighter is
something to see," he spouted,
"Four times champion is his
destiny.
"This fighter is great — got
speed and endurance,
"If you sign to fight him, increase your insurance."
Play it again, Sam — one
more time. The great Ali is

roerraau.

King is the live-wire entrepreneur who is copromoting the spectacle with
Murad Muhammad and the
latter's. California-based
organization called Prime
Sports. A Californian named
James Glennie, owner Of
Brazilian gold and diamond
mines, is said to be footing the
bill.
Ali and Holmes already
have received advance
payments of $250,000 and
$100,000, respectively. All is
slated to get $8 million and
Holmes $4 million of the $12
million pot.
The two heavyweights,
following the script, exchanged insults and made menacing
gestures toward each other.
"Don't worry," Holmes said
when Murad Muhammad
sought to restrain him.
"Nobody's going to hurt me."
"I made you," yelled All,
referring to the years Holmes
spent as his sparring partner.
"I'm gonna get out of my rocking chair and whip your tail."
"Ali was a great champion
once," Holmes said. "I learned a lot from him. Now he will
learn from me."

Weber To Replace Gibson
By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
University of Louisville assistant football coach Bob Weber
has been named head coaeh to
succeed Vince Gibson, who
resigned to take the head
coaching job at Tulane
University in New Orleans.
Weber, who served under
Gibson as offensive coordinator, is in his fourth year at
Louisville. He served from
1973 to 1976 as offensive coordinator at Kansas State
University.
University of Louisville
President James G. Miller announced Weber's appointment
at a news conference Monday
afternoon.
Weber said he hopes to keep
the coaching staff that has
served under Gibson, but said
Gibson told him there were
two openings at Tulane and
Gibson might try to hire two
Louisville assistants.
Weber said the coaching
switch would not damage
Louisville football, and added,

Baseball At A Glance

Transactions

Madinat Fea4$o11 League
ST. L01.11S CARDINALS- Nallifled
last week's trade with the Kansas City
Chiefs for Walter White, tight end,
because White failed to report fair a
physical

Barring
complications
(there are reports of a court
suit by a slighted Madison,
Wis., promoter), the 31-yearold Holmes and the 38-year-old
Ali will meet July 11 in Rio de
Janeiro's 165,000-seat
Maracana Arena.
"This is the last hurrah,"
Don King said. "The song is

over, but the melody lingers

-We hope to continue without
a slide in our program."
Weber said he supports a
"sound defense capable of
making big plays" and a "protype offense. which is whhat
we worked during spring practire,fortunately.
"It will be a pro-type of-

fense, and we will make the
opponent defend the width and
depth of the field. And we'll
blend in some college type options.
"We'll try to strike a real
balance between the run and
the pass," he said.

LUCKY STRIKE
SALVAGE
"the inflation fighter"
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$1595

•No. 1 Self Sealing Shingles
'No. 2 Self Sealing Shingles

V•ler*

•

•4'x8' Blondes

$295

•30 Gal Water Heaters

$9995

•42 Gal. Water Heaters

$10595

Sealing Tile
'

Bowman, the Sabres' coach and
AbICRICAN LEAGUE
general manager. edged Philadelphia
BAST
General Manager Keith Allen 13-11 mu,
PM. Ge
vote of 36 NHL executives.
Tcrunto
ST1
WEIGITTLIPTING
New York
1
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia ( AP)
Boston
7
417
14
Janko RUA, of Flulgarta bettered his
Milwaukee
6
4311
previous world weightlifting records in
Bailknore
6 1
3
375
the lightweight category at the EuroDetroit
6 1
3
175
peen weightlifting championship
Cleveland
5
357
3
The 21-year-old student front Sofia
WT
snatched 376 pounds and then jerked 41$
Chimp
ii
pounds for a total of 745 pounds in the
Osidend
11
Ell
biathlon 'all world records.
Kama Oly
113
2
His previous record was 73114 pounds 'how
163
2
in the category of up to 1411 pounds
Saadi
00
24
536
Mlemmasola
.303
3
Callerre
7
07
4
By The Associated Press
BASILETBAII.
Math:mat Basketball Amer-Istios
HOUSTON ROCKETS Signed Ray
Patterson, general manager. to a new
threeyear contract,
Wesare's Baske4bs11 League
opicailo FRISTIE Announed that
Doug Bruno, heed coach. resigned to
became an assistant coach at the
University of Chicago-too:es

back, and the whole world has
got him. The fistic sport is
jumping and jiving again.
The record is old and
squeaky now. The poems with
their jerky meter and simple
rhymes are unchanged. But,
for fight fans, it's a melody to
their ears.

"He talks a great deal, he
does indeed.
They were all there — the
"Of a powerful punch and Ali worshippers, the hangerslightning speed.
on, the wheelers and dealers,
"The fistic world was dull the soul people, the fat cats
and weary,
and the cynical press. And
"With a champ like Holmes, they relished every minute of
it had to be cireery."
it.
The 64th floor of a New York
Here we go again.
skyscraper shook from the
All, three-time heavyweight
roaring laughter. An imported champion, dapper in a grey
four-piece Brazilian band pin-striped suit but looking
struck up a bosa nova tune. puffy around the jowls_ and
Guests drowned out the music belly, flew into New York to
with resounding applause.
sign for a comeback fight
The man they call "The against the undefeated World
Greatest" was just getting his Boxing Council champion,
second wind.
Larry Holmes.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Johnny Williams

SHIELD OF SHELTER

The 49ers then swapped
their pick to the New York
Jets for the Jets' two firstround choices, Nus.13 and 20 in
the opening round ltie latter
was obtained from Denver in
the trade that sent quarterback Matt Robinson to the
Broncos.
With the No.2 selection in
the first round, the Jets
selected Johnny "Lam"
Jones, the speedy wide
receiver from Texas who won
a gold medal in the 1976 Olympics as a member of the U.S.
400-meter meter relay team.
"I've watched Lam on film
and met him in person,"
Coach Walt Michaels of the
Jets said in a release handed
out moments after the selection of Jones."He has the type
of character and ability that
should help accelerate our
program."
The Cincinnati Bengals,
picking third, took 285-pound
offensive tackle Anthony
Munoz of Southern California,
who missed almost all of the
1979 season after undergoing
his third knee operation.
The Green Bay Packers used little time in selecting
defensive tackle Bruce Clark
of Penn State, who, like
Munoz, required knee surgery
last season. Clark was expected to play nose guard in
the Packers' new 3-4 defense.
In quick fashion, the
Baltimore Colts grabbed running back Curtis Dickey of
Texas A&M, like Jones a
world-class sprinter, who
could be used as a wide
receiver to replace Roger
Carr.
Carr has said he is set on
leaving the Colts.
The St. Louis Cardinals, who
were thought to be seeking a
tight end, went instead for
Michigan defensive lineman
Curtis Greer, who played
tackle in college but is expected to be an end in the

$1095

$300

'Exterior Shutters
"Stainless Steel Sinks
'
Marble Top Vanities
•Prehung exterior door with lights
•Insulation 6""
•Insulation 3","
•1/2 APA-CDX Plywood

$27
"
95
$49

$7995
229
139
—S6.95

•All types of wood stoves and inserts
•••••••••••••••••••0000000000000•••••••••••••••00000Hee.

817 Paris Rd.
Mayfield
347-3276
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Commissioner Tells Of
Two-Count Indictment

Townsend Announces
Department Awarded
Grant For Production
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Development Secretary Larry
Townsend announced today
the Department of Tourism
will award a $75,000 grant to
the Kentucky Mountain
Theatre for the production of
"Song of the Cumberland
Gap," a project supported by
-Gov. John V. Br.
ow n J r.
The one-time grant, which
will come from a $.500,000
Department of Tourism's
special events fund, is to be used for production and operation of the new drama.
"Song of the Cumberland'
Gap" depicts the life of Daniel
Boone and the opening of the
West through drama,song and
dance against a multi-media
blackdrop. It replaces "The
Story of Job." a long-running

Joe W. Smith
Elected Commander
Of Local DAV
Joe W. Smith was elected
commander for the 1980-81
year of the local chapter of the
Disabled American Veterans
and Kathleen Smith as corn- mander of the Ladies Auxiliary last week.
Weldon Thomas, state service officer, gave the oath of
office to the newly elected officers.
Elected as senior vice president of the DAV was Horace
Tucker, while Glenn Card was
elected junior vice president.
Other officers are Lester Nanny, treasurer; Robert
Rickman, chaplain, and Alex
Pall, publicity chairman,
Ladies Auxiliary officers
are Bobbie Cook, senior vice
president; Ynema Wright,
junior vice president; Mildred
Tutt, treasurer; Ernestine
Hargis, chaplain; Elizabeth
Herndon, adjutant; ,Verna
Curd, hospital committee;
Kathryn
'
Lewis,
Americanism; Anna Outland,
community service; Rachel
Rickman, historian; and Imogene Herndon, membership.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger d Tines by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
33O p.m. Saturdays are urged
to toll 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday three* Friday, a
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery,
The regular business office
hours of The Murray ledger & Timesore 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to noon,Saturdays.

'outdoor drama previously
held at Pine Mountain State
Resort Park.
The grant may only be used
for the production, and the
theatre is required to provide
the Department of Tourism
and the Development Cabinet
with
monthly
financial
statements. If the project is
terminated before the end of
the season, any remaining uncommitted funds shall be
returned to the Department of
Tourism.
Although the grant will not
be disbursed until the next
fiscal year begias in July, the
letter of commitment will
allow the theatre to obtain
financing to support the production in the interim period,
said Bruce Lwisford, deputy
secretary of the Development
Cabinet.
In the cabinet's letter of
commitment, the Department
of Tourism recommended the
theatre promote a fundraising premier to stabilize
the theatre's financial position.
The grant for the production
was strongly supported by
Sen. Charles Berger ( DHarlan ), Rep. Steve Cawood
(D-Pineville) and Rep. Roger
Noe D-Harlan).
"Song of the Cumberland
Gap" will be presented nightly
except Sundays, from July 1
through Sept. 6 in the Laurel
Cove Amphitheatre at Pine
Mountain State Resort Park.

FRANKFORT — Kentucky
Revenue Commissioner
Robert Allphm has announced
the Rowan County grand jury
returned a two-count indictment against a Department of
Revenue field representative
who was dismissed last
January.
Allphin said Jimmy L
Spurlock of Morehead was
named today in an indictment
charging him with failure to
turn over to the Department of
Revenue payments he had
received from taxpayers.
The commissioner said the
charges against Spurlock
were prosecuted under Kentucky Revised Statutes
514.070, specifically -theft by
failure to make required
disposition of property,"
which is a Class D felony. Conviction could result in a one-topenitentiary
five-year
sentence on each count.
DOGWOOD BEAUTY — With dogwoods in full bloom, one can look in most any direction and see the beautiful
white and pink blossoms. foe Pat James thinks the dogwood pictured above is the most beautiful one in the area.
The tree is located in a small country cemetery in the Scales community of Marshall County and is very large for a
Dogwood, measuring 70 inches around the trunk. James first saw the tree about 12 years ago and returns there
each spring for photographs or just to see the tree in full bloom.

State Of Emergency Declared
KEY WEST, Fla. (API —
Gov. Bob Graham declared a
state of emergency in counties
struggling to cope with 3,500

Louisville Public Library
Is On Historic Register
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Louisville
Free Public
Library is one of 11 Kentucky
sites which have been added to
the National ROgister of
Historic Places, according to
Eldred W. Melton, executive
director of the Kentucky
Heritage Commission.
This library provides one of
Louisville's finest examples of
Beaux-Art style architecture.
It has been one of Louisville's
cultural and educational
centers since it was built in
1908.
Other National Register

WKMS-FM Holds
Call-In Campaign
WKMS-FM, fine arts radio
station of Murray State
University, is holding a call-in
fund raising campaign on May
7-11 to celebrate its 10th birthday.
Volunteers are needed
throughout the campaign to
answer phones, process
pledges, typing, distribute
posters, etc.
If you have a spare hour or
two contact Karen MillerWelch, promotion development director at 762-4661 or
762-4359.

listings include: expanding
the West Main Street Historic
District in Louisville to include the south side of the
street's 500 block; the Samuel
May House, Prestonsburg
(Floyd County); Loretto
Motherhouse, Nerinx vicinity
(Marion County); Samuel
Menifield House, Bloomfield
(Nelson County); Spring Hill,
Ballardsville (Oldham County); the Miller Brothers
Building and Lexington City
National Bank, both in Lexington; the Harrodsburg Commercial District and
Daughter's College (Beaumont Inn) in Mercer County
and the Michael Salter House
in Lancaster (Garrard County),
The National Register of
Historic Places is the official
listing of the nation's
resources worthy of preservation and is maintained by the
U.S. Department of Interior.
Listing on the register
enables property owners to
apply for federal and state
matching grants-in-aid and
for federal tax benefits. It also
provides for limited protection
from altercation or destruction by federally funded or
licensed projects.

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month
• Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is impossible tell them when to
come and collect.

Cuban refugees as Coast
Guard officials found dozens
of deserted boats and two
bodies and feared more people
may have died when a storm
hit the -Freedom Flotilla."
The Immigration and
Naturalization Service dispatched 100 more Border Patrol
agents to deal with the sealift
and customs agents seized
three shrimp boats Monday,
slapping heavy fines on the
owners who brought 507 illegal
aliens into the United States.
In Miami, immigration officials locked up more than a
dozen Cubans who fellow
refugees identified as
criminals, and INS officer
Kent Wheeler said there were
signs Cuban President Fidel
Castro was "sending his incorrigibles."
For the first time since the
ragtag boatlift began eight
days ago, there were no arrivals from Cuba on Monday
following a storm with
hurricane-force winds that
pummeled the 90-mile straits
between Florida and the
communist-controlled island.
Despite choppy seas,
however, about 100 stnall craft
put out for the Cuban port of
Mariel to join 1,500 boats
already waiting to take on
refugees. The weather was expected to improve today.
The bodies of two Florida
men who set out to retrieve
relatives in Cuba were pulled
from their capsized cabin
cruiser — one of at least 26

such boats, many of which
were deserted. Authorities
said it would be "highly
remarkable" if all aboard the
boats had been saved.
The Coast Guard, using 12
vessels, brought ashore a
dozen boats and more than 50
survivors of the Sunday
storm.
"Before I saw these people,
I didn't know what the look of
stark terror meant," said
Cmdr. Homer Purdy.
Graham declared a state of
emergency in Dade and
Monroe counties — the area
from the Keys to Miami —
released $50,000 in state aid
and sent patrolmen and National Guardsmen to shuttle
supplies to. relief centers in
Miami.
"How long is Uncle Sam going to keep his head in the
sand?" said Vincent Grimm,
assistant administrator for
Miami, where the refugees go

from Key West. "The city's
already at the breaking
point."
Grimm's assessment came
as customs agents seized the
shrimp boats and slapped
fines totaling $507,000 on the
owners.
The Coast Guard said it
would revoke the license of
any boat operator known to
have received money for the
trips. Some have admitted
charging up to $1,000 per
refugee, but Cmdr. Samuel J.
Dennis said enforcement
would be difficult.
-They've all got their
stories together," Dennis said.
-They all say no money exchanged hands."
The two known storm victims were identified as Edwardo Roque, 45, and Adolfo
Martinez, 65, both of Orlando.
Their 22-foot boat was found
overturned 20 miles south of
Miami.

The Murray Civitan Club ject. MembIrs are free to fill
will be joining clubs in eight the needs that exist in their
nations this month by local communities.
Service projects of the Murcelebrating givitan Internaray Civitan club include finantional's 60th Ifirthday
Mrs. Opal Roberts, presi- cial support to Murraydent of the local club, explain- Calloway County Comprehened that the Civitan organiza- sive Care Center and public
tion was founded on April 15, school programs; providing
1920, in Birmingham, equipment for crippled or hanAlabama. Since that time, dicapped; special olympics;
Civitan International has college scholarships to majors
grown to include 1,200 service in mental retardation and
Civitan Citizenship Essay
clubs in eight nations.
Founded for the purpose of Contest,
Civitan International is the
building_ good citizenship,
Civitans are committed to ma- only major service organizajor emphasis projects aiding tion which has opened its
the mentally and physically membership to both men and
handicapped and service to women. This action was taken
youth. However, local clubs at the organization's 1974 conin
Boston,
are not bound to devote their vention
energies to a particular pro- Massachusetts.

Girimuisto
REGISTER NOW

"Summer Session"
June 3-July 29
Mark Fisher Instructor
753-4647

Join the Fun
siveFanner.

SOUTHERN

COOKING SCHOOL

,
ENTERTAINING IDEAS!RECIPES!PRIZES!

Thursday, May 8th 7:00 P.M.
Murray State's Lovett Auditorium
FREE

*Free Admission*

Gift Bag For All!

With Ticket Only

Plenty Of Fun...
And Prizes For Everyone
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Donna's Needlepoint Needlework IF,
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Murray Ledger & Times
Peoples Bank
Murray Appliance
Bank of Murray
Ward Elkins
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Wirray Home & Auto

Parker's Market
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Transportation Map,
Directory Will Soon
Be Available
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A
Kentucky
Public
Transportation Map and
Directory
indicating
transportation services existing in the state will soon by
available to the public.
Included on the directory is
the location and availability of
intercity bus lines, rail
passenger lines, taxi service,
commercial airlines, carpool
and vanpool assistance, and
local and rural transit services. Phone numbers to call
for additionali:information in
each city are also listed on the
back of the map.
Directories will be
distributed in each city to all
areas where the modes of
public transportation are
found,including inner-city bus
terminals, airports, taxi companies and carpool-vanpool
agencies, according to Rick
Sparer, a transportation planner for the Kentucky Department of Transportation. Local
chambers of commerce will
receive the directories, and individuals may also obtain
them through requests to
KYDOT's systems planning
division in Frankfort, he said.
"We think the directories
will increase public
awareness of the systems
available in their areas,"
Sparer said. In many instances public transportation
is not used simply because
people don't know it's
available."
Sparer said the public
transportation directory is the
first produced by KYDOT.
"Only two or three other
states have a comprehensive
map of this type," he said.

1

Civitans Have Birthday

Cuban Refugees Invade Florida

By DAN SEWELL
Associated Press Writer

Spurlock was employed as a
field representative by the
Kentucky Department of
Revenue from June 1977 until
January. He worked out of the
Ashland district office.
The principal duty of field
representatives is the collection of delinquent tax accounts, Allphin explained.
Spurlock was dismissed after
the discovery of apparent irregularities in his records of
payments received and
receipts issued, he added. At
that point the department initiated the investigation which
resulted in the indictment.
Commissioner Allphin said
the specific charges against
Spurlock were prepared with
the assistance of Truman L.
Dehner, commonwealth's attorney for the /1st Judicial
Circuit, who presented the
case to the Rowan County
Grand Jury.
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Division Of Forestry
Appeals For People To
Avoid Outdoor Burning
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GUEST SPEAKER — Bill Boyd, president of the Peoples Bank, told the fifth grade
students at Southwest Calloway Elementary School about the importance of saving,
arid how to open a sayings account at the bank. Shown from the left are Andy Adams,
Mr. Boyd, Macon Taylor, Tammy Overbey, Jessica Raspberry, Tina Chandler, Gary
Balky,3rad Mitchell, and Sandy Miller.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — Officials of the state Division of
Forestry today appealed to
Kentuckians to refrain from
outdoor burning near wooded
areas 4,s long as the present
dry, windy conditions continue.
Noting that the state's spring fire season will continue
through May 15, Fire Control
Chief Charles Prather said the
number of fires occurring appears to be leveling off.
However, the total acreage
burned tripled from Tuesday
to Wednesday, reflecting the
lack of rainfall, he added.
Firefighters were engaged
in bringing 77 fires under control Wednesday and 76 the
previous day throughout the
state, Prather said. On Tuesday the number of acres burned was 1,249, and Wednesday's
fires resulted in the burning of
3,472 acres, he added.
Prather said the highest fire
hazard is in Eastern Kentucky
where there has been no rain
for the past eight days.
However, he asked residents
throughout the state to avoid
unnecessary burning until
conditions are alleviated by a
rainfall of at least one-half inch.
The worst fire situation is in
the Kentucky River district,
particuarly in Perry,
Breathitt, Knott, Letcher and
Owsley counties, Prather
said. The district had 18 fires
Wednesday. Fire involved
more than 100 acres, he said.
The district has 73 emergency firefighters on the lines, in

FRANKFORT,Iy. — Silver
The Junior League of Lex- showing reproductions of 100
has always held a treasured ington has donated $5,000 to maker's marks, will be for
p1act in the hen tof- pioneers sponsor this exhibit. Active sale at the Bodley House or
and Kentuckians. They have members of the silver com- from Mrs. Crump, 247 North
bought and sold it and molded mittee are Mrs. Crump, Mrs. Mill, Lexington, Ky. 40507.
A 10-minute color film entitland hammered it into cups, Cecil
Bell,
Mark
rmikefi bowls,spoons
Boultinghouse, Mrs. Frank ed "Silver in American Life,"
and °thin treasiiiidl articles.
Rose,Sam Bennett, Mrs. T. Al produced by Yale University
ErIv coids were melted Hagan, Mr. and Mrs. James and American Federation of
and i•Mipi=ihtifi -prizes for Codell, Ron Hall, Mrs. James Arts, will accompany the exRgriCaltUral i?.'.hibits. Today Shropshire, Judge and Mrs. hibition. Dr. Johnston and
'14 eaeried on Caswell Lane, Mrs. Richard Mrs. James B. Moore will
in the cup: aod trophies at Crutcher, Mrs. E. C. O'Rear, demonstrate silversmithing
firq
and --Mrs. Stanley Parks, Dr. Col- techniques during the exhibi.eman Johnston, Mrs. William tion.
:6 a pait of ihe Heritage Iliff and Carole Thomas
cnitneinorating Chesnut.
..—rransylvania .University's
The exhibit will be divided
__Bicentennial .celebration My into four periods including the
I (Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray Theatres)
11-18 nr•tsztilition of Ken- Classic Federal period of 1790By KENT FORRESTER
tucky
wilt be displayed 1810, the Empire period
in .the 11,x1,01. House at 200 between 1810- and 1840, the
Market Street in T.exhigton.
Rococo period lasting 1840- tO
Maity...---oa,rly -Kentucky 1850 and the Renaissance
.Alverstitiths wid e affiliated period of silver 1850-1870.
withi Transylvania either
More than 100 exhibitors
through teaching or serving as have agreed to lend pieces
Little Darlings is not a old female
euratoz. The exhibit will from each period, and more movie that adults will enjoy
Other /Pas of the movie,
showcase the Kentucky than 100 smiths from the Cen- very much. However, teen- however, seem to be designed
silv.ersiniths not only as tral Kentucky area will be age girls, if the audience I sat for an adult audience. There
creative ..rti.sans and gro- represented in the show. A in is any indication, will ab- is,for instance,some satire on
cers of both domestic and catalogue, listing more than solutely eat it up. They tit- adolescent gang psychology
presetiLition silver. but also to 400 pieces in the exhibit and tered, laughed and sat en- and cruelty. And we get occaillustrate _their roles as
tranced in all the places that sional glimpses into the fear
members . of an expanding
the director wanted them to. and innocence that lie behind
community, according to Mrs.
And when the mean and nasty thirteen-year-old bravado.
'Lawrence M. Crump, chairI camp snob gets her comeupSome of the humor seems to
man of glees-Whit.
A member of the music pance, the audience, ap- be on the adult level t00. When
faculty at Murray State
parently full of snubbed girls, a budding flower child is askUniversity will play five wood- broke into the kind of rousing ed why she's not shooting her
wind instruments - flute, oboe, cheer that is usually reserved arrows during archery pracclarinet, bassoon, and sax- for. radio announcements of tice, she replies that her
ophone - in an unusual recital
snow days.
parent's don't want her to get
on Tuesday evening, April 29.
What brought all ofthem out into competitive sports.
_ Ray Smith will be featured
was a safe but Somewhat
And when one of the girls in
in the program to begin at 8:15 titilating movie starring two
the who-will-lose-her p.m. in the Farrell Recital
hot teenage actresses, Tatum virginity-first
contest gets
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
O'Neal (The Bad News Bears) cold feet, her
girlfriend
Arts Center. The program is
and Kristy McNichol TV's
bolsters her flagging courage
open to the public at no admisFamily).
by telling her, -It couldn't be.
sion charge.
The plot of Darlings is sim- too bad. If it
were, everybody
Smith, who joined the faculple: Which of two teenage
wouldn't be doing it. Think
ty in 1979, will be assisted by ' girls at a summer camp is goabout that."
other members of the music
ing to lose her virginity first?
Fietter ser, the new ve.y
Actually, the movie is
faculty. They are: Marie
With their cabinmates betting rather sweet and wise at
A B. Dick 990
the
plain paper copier
Taylor, piano; Don Story, on the outcome, O'Neal and
end when the girls learn that
Ow 990has all of the'most
clarinet; and the Faculty SaxMcNichol stalk their quarry, a the difference between
ited" features of maophone Quartet, consisting of
French teacher and a hand- girlhood and womanhood is
. hines costing 50% more
including tha versatility
Dr. Gerald Welker and Dr. some blondhaired kid from the
not based on sexual exta make 11' x 17" copies,
Roger Reichmuth, along with
boys'camp across the lake.
perience but instead on
r.'-,oy both Sides, and use
Smith
and
Story.
The
problem
with
Little
pny kind of paper, in.
mature qualities like honesty,
i .,dirtc oqerhead transMusic will include works by
Darlings is that it doesn't courage, and kindness.
i
and- labels
Dutilleux, Alec Wilder,
seem to know whether it's a
Darlings is a very mild R.
11
to(Jay
Poulenc, Hindemuth, and
movie for the age group that it
Most of the scenes are handled
Pierne for flute, oboe,
portrays or a sweet adult
delicately. Nevertheless, the
..darinets, bassoon, and saxsatire on teenage sexuality.
plot and most of the humor
,iphones.
Most of the time it's a movie
around an adult
revolves
Smith is currently a canfor thirteen-year-olds. There
situation, and there are a few
didate for the doctor of music
116 NORTH 7TH
is, for instance, a decidedly
four-letter words.
degree in woodwinds perfornon-adult food fight - inspired
MAYFIELD
247-5912
mance at Indiana University.
no doubt by the famous food
fight in Animal House. Many
cPECI111 SPICIAL - SPECIAL- SPECIAL-SPECIAL-SPECIAL-SPECIAL
other situations and jokes are
4 vz. ARM.
II you have a dishwasher.
on the level of a food fight.
enjoy It. but use it in a way to
However, what are we to
conserve energy. suggests
make of the movie's opening
the Extension energy conserscene in which Kristy vation specialist with UK's
McNichol kicks a young College of Agriculture. Stop
Monday, April 28 thru Friday, May 2 7
masher in the groin? Is the he dishwasher as it reaches
scene merely a opening grab- the drying cycle and open
ber? Or is it a comment on he door slightly to allow the
Let us check your tires for correct
women's liberation? Or is it dishes to air dm It will save
7
air pressure and tire wear
the director's version of wish- half a killowat t per hour for
fulfillment for thirteen-year_ every normal load
Proper Air Pressure increases your
•

* At The Movies *
Little Darlings:
Girl Fare

addition to the permanent
staff of 23 there, he added.
Because of the dryness and
high winds, Prather said, fires
are burning hotter and faster
and spreading more rapidly.
"They are much more difficult to control and we are experiencing breakovers," he
explained. "In some cases,
after we have put a line
around to control the fire, a
high wind comes up and blows
the fire over the line."
State law prohibits any outdoor burning within 150 feet of
a woodland until after 4:30
p.m. during the spring fire
season, which began March 1,
Prather said. Another section
of the law requires anyone doing outdoor burning to maintain control of the fire,
regardless of the time of day
or the season, he added.
About 85 percent of the
state's fires occur during the
spring fire season, Prather
said, and traditionally most
are caused by the burning of
debris in fence rows or the
burning of garden areas,
brush piles and household garbage.
Other Eastern Kentucky
districts with large numbers
of fires Wednesday were
Prestonsburg, with 15, two of
which involved more than 100
acres; Pineville, with 14, two
of which involved more than
100 acres, and Northeast in
Morehead, with nine fires,
none involving more than 100
acres.
The division's other five
districts had four to five fires
each. None involved more
than 100 acres, Prather said.
The Forestry Division is in
the Bureau of Natural
Resources of the Kentucky
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection.

SCIENCE WINNERS — Southwest Elementary School Science Fair winners include
Scott Adams, first place, Staci Tidwell and Renee CarroH, second, Lee Ann Lockhart
and Melissa Butterworth, third. Other winners include Paula Killingsworth, Leigh Ann
Steely, Lisa Overcast, Sherri Lamb, Craig Fox, Sherri Gallimore, and Scott Nix.

Madison Artisans To Hold
Second Annual'May Affair'
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Madison Artisans, an arts and
crafts club based in Richmond, will hold its second annual "May Affair" on Nay 2-4
at Irvine McDowell Park in
Richmond.
Exhibitors will display and
sell silver jewelry, pottery,
macrame and woven pieces,
ceramics, paintings, painted
china and tole ware, embroidery, dolls, photos and
other arts and craft pieces.
Many of the exhibitors will
demonstrate the processes involved in their work.
in addition to participants
from the organizing club, artists from other parts of Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, West
Virginia and Florida will exhibit at the fair.
Last year's May Affairs was
put together in only three
months, but still drew 75 artists and craftsmen.
The Madison Artisans Club

was organized shortly after
the fair. With an initial
membership of 32, the club
has now grown to 54 members.
President of the group is Bill
Tipple, Richmond, who with
his wife Ellen founded the
club.
In addition to the arts and
crafts exhibits there will be
entertainment scheduled at intervals during the three-day

ROSES

show. Bluegrass, Appalachian
music, gospel singing, a variety show and folk dancing will
be performed.
There is no admission
charge for the show, and exhibitors are not required to
pay commissions. Hours are
from 10 a.m. to dark each
day. A facility at Eastern Kentucky University will be used
in the event of rain.

CORRECTION

On page 7 of our Mother's Day Tabloid
the Corelle Dinnerware states...Set includes 5 each.. THIS IS IN ERROR...it
should state one each. We apologize for
this error and hope it hasn't inconvenienced on of our customers.

Smith To Play Five
Instruments In Recita

Copier en
'the blink?

-Summer Special_.
FREE.

If you're thinking of advertising in the
local newspaper to boost sales ... you've
hit the nail on the head! A constructive
ad program here can effectively remedy
your business' lagging sales problem inexpensively. Try newspaper advertising!
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Kentucky AFL-CIO Says It
Will Support Wendell Ford
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API The political arm of the Kentucky AFL-CIO has announced that it is endorsing Sen.
Wendell Ford, 0-Ky., for reelection.
Ray Crider, director of the
AFL-CIO Committee on
Political Education,said Monday that the 43-member committee decided on its endorsements at a weekend
meeting at Kentucky Darn
Village State Park.
He said the group, representing some 121,000 labor union
members around the state,
based the recommendations
on candidates' voting records
and questiohnaires sent to the
candidates.
Ford is challenged in the
Democratic primary by Flora
Templeton Stuart, a Bowling
Green lawyer,

Seeking the Republican
nomination for his seat are
Jackson Andrews of
Louisville, Granville Thomas
of London, Mary Louise Foust
of Shelbyville, Tommy Klein
of Louisville, Yale Jay LubAin
of Casey Creek and Desoto
Vaught of Science Hill.

2. Notice

2. Notice
bible facts Free Store tor the
needy 759-4600

In other house races, the
committee endorsed incumbent Rep. William Neuter, DBowling Green, in the 2nd
District; incumbent Rep.
Romano Mazzoli, D Louisville, in the 3rd District;
State Rep. Raymond
Overstreet, a Republican, in
the 5th District; State Sen.
Toni Easterly, a Democrat, in
the 6th District, and incumbent Rep. Carl Perkins, I)Hindman,in the 7th District.
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Sixth Annual Poetry
Contest To Be Held

BEETLE BAILEY
1,11, VOU
TNAT,BEETLE!

MAYBE YA

YOU'D LIKE
A WEEK
ON K.P. V

STATEMENT
ON 71-IAT MAY
BE 155LIED ON
A LATER DATE

FOR ONE THING,
THINK I-4E'5 BEEN
WATCHING TOO
MUCH TV NEWS

YESTERDAY
WAS A

hruGGER!

A $1000 grand prize will be
awarded in the sixth annual
poetry competition sponsored
by the World of Poetry, a
quarterly newsletter for poets.
Poems of all styles and on
any subject are eligible to
compete for the grand prize or
for 49 other cash or merchandise awards.
Says poetry editor EddieLou Cole, "We are encouraging poetic talent of every kind,
and expect our contest to produce exciting discoveries -like
Virginia Bates, a housewife
from Woodbine, Maryland.
She won our grand prize last
year with her poem PIETA,
about her son in Viet Nam."
Rules and official entry
forms are available from
World of Poetry, 2431
Stockton, Dept. N, Sacramento, California 95817.

Sgt. Junior L. Ross
Completes Course

WELCOME
PHANTOM.

PHAN-TOm!
P14041`1"TOM •

FRIENDLY! WHY
GREET terg5. DIDN'T THEY SMILE
BE FORE ?
THEY
THEIR
SAVE
•
SMILES UNTIL
NEEDED,

FORT CAMPBELL - Sgt.
Junior L. Ross, son of Mrs.
Edwardine Ross, Route 1,
Hardin, recently completed a
basic noncommissioned officer course at Fort Campbell.
During the course, students
received instruction in skill
development techniques and
military occupational specialty subjects.
Ross is a squad leader with
the 326th Engineer Battalion.
fie entered the Army in
January 1973.
Ross attended Big Bend
Community College, Moses
Lake. Wash.
His wife, Rachel, is with him
at the fort.
•
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Early Bird
Special
saws Tad
Brilder at

Storks
Hardware

12th & Poplor Sin.
753-1227

Smith's Cemetary on 1346, 3
miles east of Dexter will have a
workday May 3 1980 Come
and bring your tools and lunch

Solid Cherry
Furniture
Bedroom
Dining Room
Occasional
All At
DISCOUNT
PUKES

CRASS
FURNITURE
S. Lost and Found
Lost, Strayed Of Stolen Brittany Spaniel, male, lemon and
white, Lynn Grove area.
Reward, Call 435-4117

6. Help Wanted
Experienced small engine
mechanic. Only experienced
need apply. Richard's Small
Engine Service 492.8519,
Earn extra money at home.
Good pay. Easy work. No eu.
penence necessary. Send now
for application. JCG Box 847,
Harlingen, Texas, 78550.
Experienced Cleanup men. Apply in person only. Mutt 'Jeff
Used Cars 635 S 3rd Extended.
No phone call please. Must
have referances, 8-5,
Nutrition Site manager wanted
in Hazel Area. Call Senior
Citizen 753-0929.
Sell Avon's exciting cosmetics,
exclusive jewelry and great
men's products. You'll be
amazed to find how easy and
enjoyable it can be. Call 7535750 in Murray or 443-3366 in
Paducah for details.

10. Bus. Opportunity
44 x 32' Block and brick body
shop with'bath, city water, on
1 acre, close to town, $20,000.
Call Spann Realty and
Associates, 753-7724.
$15,000-$25,000. Management position, now open. Excellent earnings opportunity
while learning. When qualified
you will attend management
training school and will receive
$50/day salary and expenses
during lirgited schooling
period. Sales representatives
also available. Phone 443-6469
between 8 am and 10 am ONLY. An equal opportunity
employer.
Thriving Camper Sales
business. Store stocked with
parts and and equipment,
Repair shop. Located 4 miles
East of Murray on Highway
94E. Call 753-0605.

13. For Sale or Trade
Established business in good
location. Limited low interest
financing available. Consider
trade for real estate, farm land,
rental property, etc. Call 7534109.

14. Want To Buy
Want to logy: Junk cars. Call
474-8838 after 5 pm.
Window for 1969 Buick Skylark.
2 door model passinger side.
Call 436-2289 after 5 pm.
Want to buy a three drawer
desk. Two on one side one in
Will
consider
center.
reasonable price. 753-6173
after 5:30 pm.

We BuySell- Trade
-Pawn
We Pay
Cash For
GOLD- 108, 148, 168
1118, 728; SILVER COINI
1964
and
before,
STERLING

Vernon's
Western Store
Pawn▪▪ tilop

SERTA
Bedding
Queen Size
Regular
Firm
Extra Fines
Si9995
2 Pc. Sol

CRASS
FURNITURE
NOTICE
hell Beauty School ho;
changed their operating
hours The new hours
Ore
8 4M to 5 P 41 Mon
day thru Friday Closed
on Saturday
-If you have a Saturdoy
appointment end have
not been notified of the
change please call 753
4723 for a new np

pointment.

Olympic Plaza
111. scrota Aver sob..
lischdlog
Merano) mil pill Moon le wimp
rordirlbeIi. hipiesi
werbeg ay..'Nebo plm amb
NW ever,

15. Articles For Sale
Aluminum extension ladders.
14'. $31 99, 16' $38 99; 20'
$5499, 24', $6999. 28'
$94 99; 32'. $13099 Wallin
riarchvare. Parts
Discount savings, discontinued
styles, Waterbed frames, Sealy
and King Keil regular bedding
Save up to 50% Diggs Sleep
World, 211 W Wood, Paris To
For sale Air compressors and
air conditioners Come by Dill's
Electric.
12 HP Wheelhorse lawn mower
$11009 foot wheel disc $350
6 foot pickup disc $175 king
size mattress and springs $50
Call 75314487
Little girls clothes. sizes 2T and
31. Call 753-4820 or 435-4377
after 4 pm.
Purple Martin houses. 6 room.
$23.99, 12 room $36,99; 18
room, $49.99; 24 room,
Wallin Hardware,
$59.99
Paris.
Mood Wks
Bosh?
We have 24 extra good
used metal desks at a
good, low price!

Wiggins
Furniture
Hwy 611 North
753-1566

Plastic pipe sale. CPVC hot
2"x10', $1.60; 14.
1
water pipe; /
"x10'. $3.19. Schedule 40
2"x10', $3.29,
/
plastic pipe, 11
2"x10'. $3.99; 3"x10', $8.90.:
4"x10', $11.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Waterbeds- complete with
heater from $299. Sealy
posturpedic mattress and foundations. Lowest discount
prices. Diggs Sleep World, 211
W Wood, Paris, Tn.

16. Home Furnishings
Commodes. White $39.99, colors $54.99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Complete Bedroom set and
desk, coffee table and matching end Tables, odd table,
glider. Can be seen at 301 S
6th or call -3593.
Kenmore, 16 cu ft upright
freezer, 1 year old, like new,
$150. Call 753-9288 or see at
705 Sycamore Murray.
Used electric stove, 36",
$75.00. Fridgidaire refrigerator
$75.00. Kenmore Dishwasher
$100.00. Call 753-0172 after 5
pm.

19. Farm Equipment
Building! Last chance at these
prices... All stcel clear span
buildings. (Major Mfg) 20'x
24'00' for $2,896. 30'x 48's
12' for $3,886. 40'x 48'x14'
for $4,807. 48'x72'x14' for
$6,897. F.O.B. Factory. Call collect today 614-294-2675 till 8
pm.
10 foot Krass Disc and a
Ferguson 14 inch 4 bottom
plow,also whirlpool bath. Call
753-7369.
Must sell Now. all steel
buildings, 40x 72 x 14 $5,695.
F.O.B. also 40 x 48 x 14
$4,395. F.O.B. Call now 513278-4821.
Super C Farmell, 3 pieces of
equipment plus 6 foot mower.
$1,700. Call 901-642-6431

22. Musical
Baldwin Acrosonic Spinett
piano. Practically new. Phone
753-4820 or 435-4377 after 4
pm.
If you think renting a piano or
organ is cheaper than buying
you have not shopped at
Clayton's I & B Music, Dixieland Center. Murray
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.
Repossesed piano, balance due
or monthly payments. Also
practice pianos I & B Music,
753-7575.
Upright piano. Call 753-7505.
Used upright piano in good
condition Call 247-1896

23.
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8

24.- 1
Bearca
4487
Lawn r
guaran
Wallin

Large
$5 00
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502-52
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guaranl
60 mo
exchan,
Paris.
One hi
logs, c
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season.
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quality
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riding I
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nia rot(
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qualify.'
9 am- 2

267TV

AM'FM
player.(
767-263
Business
some ter
ins. 12"
Color an
cornbina
$20 and
• Music, 7'
Stereo fi
, lawns. Cz
Two repo
remote c
monthly
& B Mu
40 Zeni
prices. h
19 miles
Call 382-

$1000 di
% loan
home. t
garage. (
Pm
1971 Hoi
2 bedrcx
after 4 p
7625.

F(

1 2x!
Dave
offer
0913
P.m.

INEV/
Mondi
Price
NAM

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
A 1 00 bed skilled/intermediate
care Nursing home in Graves County is
looking for an RN with supervisory
qualifications and leadership ability forthe position of Director of Nursing, experience a plus.
Must have interest in Geriatric nursing and be able to work closely with
Administrator.
If you would like:
An excellent salary
Company paid Life Insurance
Company paid prescriptions
Company paid health insurance
An excellent retirement program
lots more. We are ar Equal Opportunity Employer
CALL. 2474200
Information
Further
For

111

on
fro
Ma

LA
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n ladders,
38 99: 20
I 99 28
99 Wallin

LIME WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
23. Exterminating

USED MOBILE HOMES Own
rour own home and fight inflation Guaranteed and completely reconditioned 10 12'
14 wide (Free) Delivery West
End Mobile Homes, Highway 60
West Paducah 442 1918

scontinued
mes Sealy
ir bedding
los Sleep
Paris In
essors and
Ile by Dill's
mower
disc $350
$175 king
)rings $50
larn

izes 21 and
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tro good
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27. Mobile Home Sales 32. Apts. For Rent

28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray city limits No
pets Call 489-2611
Mobile Home 12 x 60 natural
24. Miscellaneous
gas, furnished very nice
753. located near University Call
Bearcat Scanner
753-3895 Or 753-3482
4487
Lawn mower battery, 24 month Two bedroom Trailer, nice and
guarantee, $24 99 exchange clean $50 deposit $130 per
month Call 753-2377
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

49. Used Cars

43. Real Estate

Unfurnished two bedroom
duplex, stove and refrigerator
furnished Deposit required
$170 per month Call 1538211

STROUT REALTY, MC.
fie

Le.or. a.. 'MI• iOreme
amil was.

fAltlitS MONIES
BUSINESSES
LAKE ANO IKREATIONAL
PROPERTY
,stings neecled' Offices
tc Cool Buyeys tram
f ververtlete Free (atoglog

3-3711ioms for Rent
Rooms for Rent One block
from University Boys or Girls
Call 753-1812 or 759-4909
Sleeping Rooms, living room
and kitchen stove and
refrierator $25 per week Living room and bedroom $20
Will clean and also furnish
clean edding Call 753-3685

Street Realty
ley

t

1911 Coigne, •
Ile

753-0186
Anytime

-s 46:1kines For WI

34. Houses For Rent

1976 Monaco. $700 or will
trade for pickup Can be seen
at 1109' Vine Street
1975 Monte Carlo Landau,
power steering brakes air,
cruise control excellent in
everyway Call 759-4908
1977 Monte Carlo Landau,
firehorn red, tape, tilt wheel
excellent condition, low milage
$3300 Call 753-9880 after 5
pm.
1978 Pinto with 23000 miles.
excellent condition Call 7594663
1979 Suraco Volkswagen. AMFM radio, mag wheels Call
759-4427
1968 Volkswagon Fast back.
Call 767-6409.
1978 Z'28, mint condition,
1979 Bonniville.' loaded like
new. Call 753-8666 or 7536562

53.
------11ifCt
Services
ed

53. Services-Offered-

AA-l AU.TYPES home remodel- Insulation blown
in by Sears,
ing
and
maintenance save on these high heating and
References Guaranteed work cooling bills Call
Sears, 753Free estimates. Call 753-8948
2310. tor tree estimates.
or 753-2501 after 5 pm
Ken's Lawn Mower repairs and
Brick repair. tuck pointing,
sales. Overbey Road Call 753water proofing house painting 86%
Call after 6 pm 436-2855
Licinsed Electrician and gas inBrick patio and walks also stallation heating
installation
wooden patio decks. Free and repairs Call 753-7203
estimates, have references Call
LANE MODERNIZATION Kit753-6581
chens, bath rooms, roofing and
Concrete and block work Block siding Phone 436-2740
garages, basements driveways
Blacktopping
walks, patios, steps. free Mitchell
estimates Charles Barnett driveways and small lobs a
speciality, also patching and
753-5476
seal coating 753-1537
Carpentry service Whatever
your needs old or new quality
work Call 753-0565
DRIVEWAYS
WHITE ROCKED
courniar SMALL
AND GRADED
ENGINE REPAIR
Hauling Ag Lime Grovel

By builder New 4 bedroom
2'7 bath house in Canterbury
Completely furnished brick
house Ideal for college couple No! This isn't the Happy Hour Cafe. This Call /53-3903 for further infor
[nation
Large bundles of slabwood. 30. Business Rental
or teachers Lease for summer.
isn't the happy anything."
$5 00 loaded on truck Cadiz Business or office space $275 per month, utilities opBy owner 4 bedroom tridevel
43. Real Estate
Lumber Company, Cadiz, KY available for rent or lease. tional Adults prefered 247- 43. Real Estate
1102 Doran Call 759-4868.
502-522-7994
Close to court square Private 4386 after 4 pm
By
Owner. 421 South 10th
1111111W
Marine batteries 36 month customer parking Call 753- One bedroom house with bath,
Mowers Tillers Oxansaws
Dirt Sand any kind white
753-3290, White stucco house,
ideol first home It has 3
4109
beside Charlie's Used Cars in
guarantee. $34 99 exchange,
Fast Service
Guaranteed
rock
4 rooms and shower, fully
bedrooms living room
60 month-guarantee, $44 99 32. Apts. For Rent
Hardin Call 527-3833, Benton.
work Will pickup and deliver.
carpeted, back and side yard 50. Used Trucks
nice kitchen with plenty
DSS Jahassa Ricky Edwards
exchange Wallin Hardware, Brand
753-4164.
of cabinets ond a bath,
fencd, large storage house,
753-509
new 2 bedroom duplex, Two bedroom unfurnished
7E3410
Paris.
1976
Chevy
Silverado
pickup,
The
house was com753-111766
$21.500
has refrigerator with ice maker, house $85 00 per month. Call
brown
Air,
and
Stereo,
tan.
cleaning,
Smith
Carpet
Joe
pletely
redecorated last
One hundred year old barn stove, dishwasher, and garbage 7533293 after 5 pm.
fall inside and out It's tn
cruise control, dual gas tanks, Carpet Center, professionally
logs, different lengths Call disposal $250 per month rent.
HOME WITH
Brick,
tip-top
shape
and only
gooseneck and drophitch, done Free estimates. Call 753- MOBILE NOME ANCHORS,
36.
For
Rent Or Lease
753-2622
Available now. Phone 753
"PURSE-ONALITY"
roofs sealed, and underpinn$25,000. Should eCISily
trailer brakes and wiring.'ton, 6660.
bedroom,
9400.
Newly
listed 3
ing. Aluminum or fiberglass.
Pyramid wood stove, used one
qualify for VA or FHA
many
extras, 37000 Carpet
cleaning,
free
100”s
Also patio awnings and carbedroom home in
Mini
v
1630 sq. ft., miles.12,800. Must Sell. 753season, half price, Call Thomas For sale or rent. New duplex in
'
h,
estimates.
references.
satisfied
ports. single or double Jack
Canterbury Estates,
Ramey. 753-0521
Westwood Subdivision. Two
6012.
Warehouse
one
and
a
half
steam
Vibra-Vac
or dry clean- Glover. 753-1873 after 6 pm.
features great room
JOHN SMITH
Swimming Pool Distributor has bedroom, bath, large living
1977 Chevrolet pickup. 4 ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
Storage Space
bath home. wheel
with
beamed
Painting, paperhanging. comsurplus of brand new first room, kitchen with stove and
drive. Call 753-9235 753-5827.
cathedral ceiling and
mercial or residential. Farm
For Rent
quality above ground family disposal, washer and dryer
Well
i
n
pm.
after
3
Driveways and parking areas buildings etc. Free estimates.
lovely brick fireplace.
pools complete with filter, lad- hookup. Call 753-5400 after 4
753-4758
sulated,
even
1977 Chevrolet Silverado. white rocked and graded Free 759-1987.
Beautifully decorated
der, deck and stairs completely pm.
reasonable, low milage, Call estimates! Clifford Garrison.
throughout, this home
installed only $895. Terms ar-• Furnished apartments, one or
beneath floor- 489-2755
Painting,
Painting Interior
after 4:30 pm.
753-5429.
is a housewife's dream
ranged Call warehous, toll free two bedrooms, also sleeping
and Exterior. Free estimates.
s.
Electric
heat
at
a
753-7411
LEASE
down-to-earth
FOR
1-80B-292-9438 ask for Randy rooms. Zimmerman ApartElectrical .and plumbing Call Scott at 7513803. ,
AROUND THE CLOCK
price. Phone Kopair. Meticulourepairs. by the job or hour. Well
1973
Professional Office or
Trash Compactor. Jr set of Golf ments. South 16th Street.
perud Realty, 75371222,,
pumps repaired. Call 474- Steve Martin's repair plumbclubs and bag, Couch with 7536609.
retail space The Village,
Ford Van
sly
maining, 24 hour service,
You're moving to a new city
for
all
the
information.
matching chair, John Deere Furnished one bedroom garage
641 North, Coll Don
fully customized inside
reasonable rates, work
What good does it do to cat tained.
EASY
LIVIN'
1605
riding lawn mower. 5 HP, apartment, water furnished,
2T
Fe2n5ce sales at Sears now. Call guaranteed. Hazel. KY 492and custom point outMiller, 753-7550.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Economic
family
livchilds school deak, new anten- married couple only. Call 753Belmont DrivSears 753-2310 for free 8491. ash for Steve.
side. Digital read out
Realtors here in Muring in this wooden conma rotor control Call 753- 8294.
estimates for your needs.
clock, and AM/FM tape
ray?..
Because
a
Century
21
37.
Livestock-Supplies
e.
Call
Special Tune-up, $12.95, lawn
753temporary
home
and
2280.
deck. 52250.00. Coll
Neighborhood Professional
Furnished apartment near
For white rock, gravel, dirt, all mowers and tillers. Ken's Lawn
1"°2 acres located in a
chicks and ducks, from
Baby
2503
1-354-6217,
between
from the city you are moving to
downtown Murray. Call 753types of backhoe and yard Mower Repair.- Overbey Road,
lovely setting at the
25. Business Services 4109.
now through August. Charles
will promptly call you. They'll
work. For free estimates call 759-8696.
5:30 and 7:30
edge of Murray. Many
Beane, 2 miles southeast of
take the time to find out the
Wade Herndon, 753-7565.
1976
Dodge
with
cap
Pickup
Financing available for For rent: Furnished apartment Pottertown.•
unique
unusual
Tractor work, bushhogging,
p
.
Ap- low milage. V'8. automatic, one
m.
kind of home you'll be looking
busnesses, new or old if they in New Concord, $80 per monFor all your plumbing in- plowing. discing, blade work,
features including
38.
Pets-Supplies
for.
They'll
give
you
some
ideas
praisal
value owner. Call 436-2743.
qualify, Call 759-1406 between th. Call 436-2427 after 5 pm.
stallations or repairs. All work gardens. Free estimates. Call
solid oak kitchen
about your new community
Basic and Advanced dog obe9 am - 2 pm
Experienced. Call 753-7400 or 753-2632.
g75
u
cabinets, 40 x 12 redJeep
$48,000
topper.
truck
1970
with
firm!
Furnished 3 room Apartment.
And
then
they'll begin putting
dience classes and private ina3r-8950
wood deck, 40x12 -conCall
753-5889.
$2000.
upstairs, Almo Heights, water structions. Also
together
a list of homes for you
tracking and
26. TV-Radio
crete patio, fireplace
furnished, 759-1966 after 6 protection training.
to look at upon your arrival. For sale by owner 3 bedroom 1970 Jeep truck with topper, Fast, efficient plumbing, elecAll breeds
Resumes, Passports,
in living room and
AM'FM Stereo Receiver, 8 track pm.
trical, and all types repair
This service is part of the Cen- brick home, located on 2 wood- $2000. Call 753-5889.
and ages from 2 months up.
ID's.
family room, pella
player. One year old. $75. Call New Duplex Northwood
9
o5
r
k
o
.
.
f
41
_se_nric
.
e.charge.
759tury 21 VIP Referral Program ed lots in Sherwood Forest. 2 New 1979
sub- Professional instructor, 436GMC Pickup- 6
767-2634.
thermopane windows,
CARTER STUDIO
It links together the more than baths, attached 1 1 2 car garage, cylinder, rear bumper,
•
drvison, 2 bedrooms all ap- 2858.
radio,
and much, much
7.500 Century 21 offices and greenhouse Natural gas radials, gages. $4500. Hatcher For your your exterior house
304 Main
753 8298
Business is great! We have pliances. central vacumn Golden Retrever.
two years old,
more. Phone 753-1222
around the country. If you're heat and wood burning stove, Auto Sales.
some terrific bargains on trade- system, electric air conditioned
painting needs call 7538861.
excellent health., Call 753-9101
for all the information,
about to sell your house, call central air. Grounds include
ins, 12", 13", 19" and 25". and heating. Call 753-8146
Experienced and dependable
or 759-4924 leave message.
Tree Service - Complete
Century 21 Loretta Jobs garden. fruit orchard, and Two 1978 Ford half ton vans. 6
at Kopperud Realty.
Color and b/w t.v.'s. Even a days 753-2437 evenings.
Guttering by Sears. Sears con- removal or pruning. Experrenc,
cylinder
standard
Realtors
And
then
you're
on
Keeshan
AKC
puppies.
child's log cabin playhouse
combination t.v and stereo. New duplex, 2 bedroom,
tinous gutters installed per ed with references. Call after 5
cen$20 and up. Clayton's J & B tral heat pump, central registered. Call 247-9481.
How can you finance your your way to the easiest move Phone 753-9866 after 5 pm for transmissions. $2950 each. your specifications. Call Sears
pm 753-0211.
One.1978 Ford one ton panel
you've ever made - going and appointment
Music, 753-7575.
economy?
house
crazy
in
this
Public
Sale
vacuum, intercom. Located in 41.
delivery truck. $3450. All in 753-2310 for free estimates.
coming. Call Loretta Jobs
Will
haul driveway white rock
idea
has
these
Everybody
an
Stereo for sale also will mow new subdivision in city. Yard Sale. 503
good condition. May be seen at Home building; cabinet mak- and Ag lime. also have any type
Vine,
Realtors at 753-1492.
47. Motorcycles
lawns. Call 753-7648.
Available May 1st. Call 753- everything cheap, Thursday Fri- days on financing. But you
Company.
Equipment
7th
Best
ing; and home remodeling. Call of brown or white pea gravel
don't lust need ideas.. You
and Poplar. Benton, KY. 527- Damon Lovett, 753-4449.
day and Saturday. 8 am to 5 need the best ideas, and plenty
Two repossesed 25- color t.v.s, 8024 or 753-8130.
Also do backhoe work Call
1977
750
Honda,
6,000
miles.
3222
remote control. Take up small Newly decorated One bedroom pm.
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
of them. That's why Century 21
excellent
condition,
$1700
monthly payments. Warranted. 'Apartment, furnished or unfur- 'Yard Sale, Everyday the sun Loretta Jobs Realtors are train753-6763.
51. Campers
GARDENS
753-9507.
& B Music, 753-7575.
nished. See at 1414 Vine shines, 811 N 18th, this week. ed to show you 21 different
YARDS
Wet
basement? We make wet
fits
camper,
half
Baron
ton
Honda, ATC-185. like new. Call
Lured & Fertilized
clothes, shoes left from the ways to creatively finance 40 Zenith TV at wholesale Street.
basements dry. worreoMP1etepickup 8' long bed • with
753-7358.
Gardens
Worked
sellbuying
or
prices. Must sell. Stsson's TV. One bedroom furnished Apart- Youth Shop, household items. whether you are
ly guarenteed. Call or write
cookstove. double sink, water
Ready for planting the scene
1978 Yamaha 750. Special, tank, ice box, and porta-pottie.
some furniture, stereo, and ing. And we take the necessary
19 miles west on highway 94. ment $125. Call 753-3949
Morgan Construction Co ..
day
Bush
Hogging
THE
GENTLEMAN
time to explore your options
misc items.
1979 Yamaha 650 Special Sleeps 2 Permanent storing
Call 382-2174.
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah.
Biadeworl
One bedroom furnished Apart
FARMER
and to formulate your best
Both like new $1995. each. lacks. $800. Call 753-3941.
KY 42001, or call day or night.
Des Jontoe.
would fall in love with
27. Mobile Home Sales ment, Inquire at 100 S 13th 43. Real Estate
course of action. Stop in at
Jimmy Garland
Fairing $200 Custom step seat
751-5699
1-442-7026
Street. Kelleys Pest Control
Do you know why we say "Sell- 1200 Sycamore or call Century
753-1656
this luxurious 3
with bar $100 available. Jim 1975 Coachman camper, 16
753-1716
Will plow and disc gardens.
$1000 down and assume 10k7- Two bedroom apartment for ing a house is easy, keeping it 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors at
bedroom home with all
Diggs, Paris Tn. 901-642-9200 foot, sleeps 6,fully seIrcontainCall 753-1973 or 753-3413.
% loan will get you a 24x52 rent. Also a three bedroom sold is tough?" More than 50% 753-1492. In a crazy economy
ed, electric or batteries. TV
the extras, including
home, two acre lot, well, apartment for rent. Call 153- of all home sales have major you need all the help you can
antenia and gas furnace Like Herndon's Welding, Route 6. Will do hauling of any kind.
41. Auto. Services
den with fireplace, 2"2
Box 154, Murray, KY, 753garage Call 489-2248 after 5 9240 Monday through Friday.
new. $2100 Call 489-2514
closing problems. 50%! That's ,get.
baths, central gas
9507. 24 hour service. Open mow yards; clean basements.
Service Station bay hoist, Joyce
pm.
why Century 21 Loretta Jobs
attics, garages, etc Call 753heat, attached 2-car
Saturday and Sunday.
Three bedroom, double carport
Three bedroom Duplex, kitbrand, complete, $350. Truck 52. Boats and Motors
0305.
1971 Howard Joluison, I2x64, chen, dining. Living room. Heat Realtors are trained to concen- on 3 acres. One bedroom apartgarage. Home is
14' Alumnacraft. 20 Johnson, House Painting, inside or out.
5 speed and axle 759-1739
trate
on
follow-through.
No
2 bedroom, extra nice. Call pump. appliances. Call 753situated atop a knoll
ment and large metal building
Will babysit in my home Have
paperwork detail is too small,
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite 25 Johnson electric. Excellent Call 436-2124.
after 4 pm. 753-6919 or 753- 5791 9 am to 5 pm.
and is surrounded by
Located 4 miles East of Murray
referances. Call 753-9575
condition 753-3672
no processing or financial prosnow
tires
with
studs,
mounted
7625.
43 acres of rolling
on 94 East. Call 753-0605
Will haul sawdust and slabs.
cedure too unimportant to
on wheels. Will fit Chevrolet 17' Arrowglass. tri-hull, walkpastureland. Located
Will
do
house
FOR RENT
Call 435-4115.
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is Five acre mini-farms near lake
Camaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet. through windshield, fully
only
Smiles
from
Murbuilding
sites,
Good
restricted
cleaning. Has ex- 57. Wanted
to make sure your sale closes
Size G 78x14 $90 Call 753- equipped with 135 hp
Two
bedroom
ray, this is one of the
on time and you get all you ex- to homes only, nicely wooded
2796
Evinrude and Shoreland trailer
perience. Call 753Townhouse Apartment
finest
properties
area,
Want female roommate to
blacktop
road. electric
of
pect. We call it "Seller's Peace
Excellent condition Call 7537435
or 753-1 996. share
all carpet, range,
1 2x55, 77 model
this
type we've seen.
house in country. Call
phone
available.
41111e
d-Ul
s
of Mind." We put it all in and
5387.
refrigerator, dish•
Phone 753-1222, Kop759'1798
Dawn trailer. Best
writing in an agreement called Reasonably priced, 25% down
1975
Buick
maroon
Century.
CORUCTION
washer,
washer
and
perud Realty for fullthe Action Warranty. And then payment balance financed at
offer. Call 753with white top, 4 door,air. tilt, 1976 17 Ft Checkmate V Hull
dryer hookup, disposal,
time Real Estate Serwe back it up with the most only 10% Now is the time to
0913 after 5:30
new tires. 44000 miles Call 150 Mercury, new stainless
Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
central heat and air.
vice.
important agreement of all: A purchase one of these
steel prop cover and trailer
753-7166 after 4 pm
p.m.
handshake...We mean what we homesites. John C Neubauer
COMMERCIAL
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
753-7550
after
3
pm.
Call
753-5731
1973 Cutlass Supreme. exsay. Call Century 21 Loretta Real Estate, 1111 Sycamore,
PROPERTY
day ar night.
753-0101 or 753-7531.
cellent condition. $1195. 1966 Cutter boat. 40 hp
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492.
4000 square feet inGuaranteed. Call 753-3704.
Johnson motor and trailer.
sulated metal building
NORNREKLE BARBER SNOP
on 1-L-2 acres located
1980 Chevrolet Citation, Load- good condition. Call 436-2555
209 Weilwarl Street
NordenA Thurman
on busy . highway 4
ed with extra equipment. $600 14 foot Jon boat, semi V. extra
Closed All Day Wed
NEVI OFFICE 1101INS:
•
laseraace
under retail price. 28 MPG wide Call 753-3030
miles from Murray.
Saturday 7:30 ill 5:00
•
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
•
Call 759-1703
Priced below replaceReel Estate
Price of
14' Richline bass boat, trailer
•
•
ment cost - $60's.
Southstde (our' Square
1979 Datsun 310 SX, newness and 65 hp Mercury motor for
PItICIIIIAVE 75' : Im BOYD-MAJORS I •
NAINCIIT $1.25
•
Phone Kopperud Rela• fog Howool Neon.Cons please Coil 153 W.'S one doe IF,anew.e
•
not worn off yet Book $5025 sale Cheap Call 753-5433
*array, Kontweky
REAL ESTATE
•
Nofary Poblo So..,
,
•
ty, 753-1222, for all
sell $5200. 753-0123 9 til 4. before 9 am.
753-1451
i
753-8080
your real estate needs.
436-2724 after 530
1978 Sunkist let boat.
o
"Prolessronal Services
1970 Datsun Pickup, Good Metalflax green and white, 19
With The Friendly TourN"
condition, Phone 489-2425 or foot tn-hull, 454 Chev Elder[
brook highrisor and chrome
489-2220.
WE CONTROL
"."
WFSTWOOD
1977 Ford LTD, 2 door, Cruise. heads, like new, $4.500 Call
Been reluctant to buy
Reclining seats. $1900 Call 435-4467
because prices too
489-2702 after 5 pm
53. Services Offered
high? Here's your
Also household, lawn indoors and outchance - attractive 3
1980 Ford Fairmont. 4
PAINTING
Bdrm. brick with lux
cylinder. 4 speed. 33 actual
doors!
Ressdentwl. Farm
highway miles, 5300 miles
baths, den, big kitchen
and Commercial
14160 2 Bedroom, electric
Spray, brush & roller
$4300 Call 753-9516
with dishwasher and
15 Yrs. Experience
range, attached
24x56 3 Bedroom, 2 bath
1971 Mercury for sale ExRALPH WORLEY
Prokssiowal Pest Controlgarage, central heat
cellent running condition,
434-1353
and air. Only $39,500'!
14110 3 bedroom 17 bath, electric
$200 Call 753-8040 or after 5
Act quickly.
pm 753-0665
Air-conditioning
and 12156 2 bedroom, electric
19 AtRES
1973 Monte Carlo. Automatic. ref rigeraton, service work on all
Located near Hazel on
air-conditioning
power,
brands. Used air-conditioners 14156 2 bedroom, electric
E.W. Miller Rd. Ext.
Smooth riding, good tires with and refrigerators foosale BM
West of Hwy. 641 joinmags Interior in excellent con24136 double wide electric .
Rollins, 753-0762.
CONTACT:
ing city limits. Level
dition Need to sell $950 Call
•••••1I•••••••••••••••••••••t
r
'w
high productive land,3
Termites You spend thousands of dollars for
between 8 and 5 pm 753,
a home
acres of wooded area
ROOFING
but never think about termites - they
1916, ask for Lisa After 5 pm
if Inc.
cause the most
excellent for building
All IFlifts, Free I
call
753-6331.
damage
next
to
fiee
Have your home treated now!
Puryear, Tenn.
site. $40,000.
753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Control,
Eitimates• Ca 7591973 Model Ford ETD Country i 4512
or Your Local Dealer for Details
100 South
or 759-1151
13th
Street, Murray KY Over 33 years
525
g2
u9
ire,5tatton Wagon all elec
212-11a yvi Sir
experience
nights. AN work permHome owned and o rated
753-$0110
tric, $1395 firm Call 436
•

FOR SALE

I

LAIRD BRICK CO.,

• TERMITES

REBATE
$500

FOR DEPENDABLE

Per Thousand
on all BRICK invoiced
from March 1, 1980 to
May 31, 1980.

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.

LAIRD BRICK CO

•••••••••••••••••••••....r.

...ow-

"le

11,747.00
22,489.00
13,526.00
8,025.00
9,398.00
13,992.0tr
HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH.
New Camden Highway
Paris, Tennessee
642-2281
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Vance Replacement To Be Named

I Deaths & Funerals
Mr. Kanine, Father
Of Murray Woman,
Dies This Morning
Word has been received of
the death of Samuel Graves
Karune of Mt Pleasant, Mich.,
who died today at 2.30 a.m. at
a nursing home there.
Mr Karune was 88 years of
age.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Thomas (Dottie Roberts, Murray Route 6;
seven sons: several grandchildren including Billy Wade
Roberts, Patricia Nance, and
Wayne Roberts. all of Murray.
Funeral and burial services
will be held at Mt. Pleasant,
Mich.

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Dr. Spann

Funeral services for Dr.
Liza Spann of Murray Route 8
are being held today at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker and
the Rev. G. T. Moody officiating. Wayne Halley is conducting the music and song
service.
Serving as pallbearers are
the
Dr. W J. Pitman, Dr. Charles
Loon Gov. Dr. C. (.. Low ry made his official visit to
Knight
Bracie
President
night.
Howard, Dr. Hal Houston,
Monday
Club
Hazel Lions
Bobby McDowell, Dr. Harold
(right) presided over the meeting.
Eversmeyer, and Dr. Richard
Stout. Burial will follow in the
Ground
Camp
Coles
Cemetery
Dr. Spann, 81, died Sunday
at 9:50 a.m. at the MurrayDr. C. C. Lowry, Governor and several members of his
Calloway County Hospital.
She was a retired professor of of Lions Club District 43-K, club.
The first fund raising probiology at Murray State made his official visit to the
The funeral for Mrs. Martha
Lions Club Monday ject of the Hazel Lions was
Hazel
new
being
University.
is
Bucy
Patsy)
Della
She is survived by one night. Visiting with Lowry scheduled for Monday night,
held today at 2 p.m. at the
James, guiding May 12, by President Bracie
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman sister, Miss Martha Spann, were Joe Pat
Hazel, George Lilly, Knight. The members of the
Funeral Horne with the Rev. Murray Route 8, and several Lion for
president of the Murray Club civic club will canvass the
R. J. Burpoe officiating. nieces and nephews.
community door to door sellMusic is by the choir of the
ing brooms and light bulbs.
where
Church,
Grace Baptist
The items will be of good
she was a member.
quality and were made,
Grandsons serving as
distributed, or packaged by
pallbearers are Billy Steele,
Students who will be playing people with vision impairA 16-hand piano recital?
Danny Steele, Mark Bucy,
music students from a in the recital are: Peggy ment. Profits derived from the
Eight
Skip
Bucy,
Kenneth
laboratory at Mur- Capps, Crystal City, Mo., sale will be used by Hazel
Smallman, and Buddy class piano
will pre- sophomore; Lisa Cates, Lions in support of civic proUniversity
State
ray
Jameson. Burial will follow in
piano Paducah junior; Kathy jects within the community.
multiple
of
recital
a
sent
the McCuiston Cemetery.
Copeland, Boaz Route 1
Lions appointed to organize
classical
from
ranging
music
Mrs. Bucy, 92, died Monday
junior; Kathie Grisham, the sale were Johnny Miller,
six,
four,
using
to blues and
Westview
the
at
a.m.
at_l_Z
Scott chairman, and
Jones,
and eight pianos on Wednes- Robards Route 1 senior;
Nursing Home. She was the
Kaufman, Paducah Route 2 Ronnie Robinson,and Richard
30.
April
evening,
day
widow of Dallas Bucy.
Klein, Scarberry. Three new Lions
To begin at 7 p.m. in the sophomore; Lonnie
Survivors include one
Henderson junior; Phyllis were inducted into the Hazel
the
of
Annex
Hall
Recital
daughter, Mrs. Clyde Steele,
Brandenburg Club by Governor Lowry. InPrice Doyle Fine Arts Center, Love,
and three sons, Robert,
Laurie Small, stalled were Ronnie Robinson,
and
freshman;
the
to
program is open
Woodrow, and Allen Bucy, all the
Harrisburg,Ill., junior.
charge.
Richard Scarberry, and J. W.
admission
no
at
public
en;
of Murray; 10 grandchildr
Jones.
The performers, all music
15 great grandchildren; two
All members of the Hazel
education majors, are in their
great great grandchildren.
Club are asked to meet in the
third semester of piano study
parking lot of Dees Bank of
and are presenting the
Hazel at six p.m. on the night
musical program as a class
of the bulb and broom sale.
project. They organized the
Families of Calloway Counrecital and conducted rehear- ty and Adjoining Counties is
sals under the supervision of the book just published by the
Dr. Judyth Lippman, a music Calloway
County
1980-81
Officers for the
member.
faculty
Genealogical Society, accorschool year will be elected and
ding to Mrs. Charlie Stub20 new members will be inblefield of the organization.
Jehovah's Witnesses from
ducted into the new Delta EpThe books are now on sale at -the Murray area concluded
silon chapter of Sigma Theta
a cost of $15 each and may be their semi-annual circuit
Tau national honorary nursing
County purchased by calling Mrs. assembly at the Executive Inn
Calloway
society at Murray State
University at a 6:30 p.m. din- Democrats elected its officials Doris Nance, 753-2566, Mrs. - Rivermont in Owensboro,
ner Wednesday, April 30, at for the next four years and 24 Clifton Key,753-2331, Mrs. Jim this past weekend, according
House delegates to the state conven- Byrn, 753-4769, or Mrs. Stub- to Garvin R. Doran,
Colonial
the
blefield, 436-2241.
spokesman for the local
Smorgasbord.
tion June 7 in Frankfort.
This book contains records group.
Dr. Charles Kupchella,
Z.C. Enix was named chairThe theme of the meeting
chairman of the Department man, Betty Bennett was pick- of families with information
of Biological Sciences at Mur- ed vice chairman and Jane furnished by the families was "Please God by Our Oberay State, will present a pro- Hopson was selected themselves. Only 300 copies of dience," and the highlight of
the book were printed, Mrs.
gram on "What Do They Mean secretary-treasurer.
Named to the party's county Stubblefield said.
When They Say That Cancer is
This is the third book
executive commmittee were
an Environmental Disease"
The formal chartering of the Enix, Bennett, Douglas published by the local society.
Delta Epsilon chapter was Tucker, Skip Neal, Joe Dyer, The first two were Cemeteries
April 20. The charter, engrav- Lame Sledd, BW Warren, Joe of Calloway County and AdThe Faith Tabernacle Full
ed with the names of the 72 Arnold, Mary Jane Littleton, joining Counties and Bible
Church, located three
Gospel
County
Calloway
of
Records
Harframed
is
Carroll
Marion Herndon,
charter members,
of Almo on the
east
miles
All
Counties.
Adjoining
and displayed with the coat of rison, Violet Johnson, Lester and
McDaniel Cemetery Road,
arms in Masoo Hall (Nursing Nanney, Bill Pinkston Jr. and copies of these books have
will hold revival services starbeen sold
Building on the campus.
Walter Steele .
ting Wednesday, April 30, and
continuing through Sunday,
May 4.
Flossie Radford of Cadiz
will be the evangelist for the
services to be held at 7 p.m.,
Wednesday through Saturday,
and at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. on
Sunday. Church School will be
at 10 a.m.Sunday.
The pastors, Dwain and
Geraldine Baker, invite the
public to attend.

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API - Back from a
quick trip to express his personal
thanks to the servicemen injured in an
aborted attempt to rescue American
hostages in Iran, President Carter is
preparing to name a secretary of state
to replace the one who quit in protest to
the mission.
The man most commonly mentioned
as the likely successor to Secretary of
State Cyrus R. Vance was his deputy,
Warren Christopher.
Carter was expected to reveal his
choice to congressional leaders before
announcing it at a 9 p.m. EDT nationally televised news conference from the
East Room of the White House.

Lowry Visits Hazel
Lions Club Chapter

Services Today At
Funeral Chapel
For Mrs. Bucy

Music Students To Give
Piano Recital Wednesday

Special Book On
Families Now On
Sale By Society

Officer Election,
Member Installation
To Be Conducted

Area Democrats
Elect Officials

TH

WE

K -YOU!

WISH TO
TAKE THIS
OPPORTUNITY TO
THANK THE
MURRAY FIRE
DEPARTMENT FOR
THEIR
EFFICIENCY TO
DUTY IN
DEVOTION &
INING
CONTA
THE
FIRE ON THE
RECENT
COURT HOUSESOUTHSIDE OF THE
SQUARE. WE FEEL
EXTREMELY LUCKY TO
HAVE SUCH
GOOD MEN
WORKING IN OUR
BEHALF AS CI,TY
FIREMEN

PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE

Reginald Smith To
Speak Wednesday,
Methodist Church
Smith,
Reginald
businessman and active Christian lay person from Jackson,
Tenn., will speak at the Fifth
Wednesday Hour of Power,
First United Methodist Church, on Wednesday, April 30.
A potluck supper will be
served at 6:30 p.m. followed
by the program at about 7
p.m., according to the pastor,
the Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., who invites the
public to attend.
This .quarterly program
features an inspirational talk
by one who has a special
Christian witness, Dr.
Mischke, Jr., said.
Smith, partner in Town and
County Realtors and member
of the Forest Heights United
Methodist Church, both of
Jackson, recently spent 30
days with-40 men in Ecuador
on an evangelistic mission.
Called Penetration '79, it
was sponsored by Men for
Missions .International, an
inter-denominational
missionary
laymen's
organization. The Ecuador
mission was a door to door
program
visitation
distributing tracts and inviting people to nightly
evangelistic services.

In Texas after his hospital visit to the
injured survivors of the rescue mission
- the president's first trip outside the
Washington area since the hostage
crisis begun Nov. 4 - Carter called
Vance "a fine and dedicated man who
has served this nation well."
•
But he said Vance's departure - and
the circumstances that prompted it "could not have any adverse effect at
all on the efforts to rescue the
American hostages....nor will it have
any impact on the future."

Iran

•

....'Continued From Page 1)

cle and entered the Iraqi Embassy."
Pars also said two suspects had been
taken into custody. There was no
Kuwaiti confirmation. Iran and Iraq
have been having a dispute along their
border in recent weeks.
Ghotbzadeh arrived in the oilrich
Persian Gulf emirate Monday on a tour
to try to improve his regime's relations
with Arab governments. The Kuwaiti
and other governments in the region
are worried by Iran's attempts to export its Islamic revolution.
Tehran Radio said residents in
Sanandaj were told by bullhorn to
evacuate their homes today and head to
the army garrison so that government
troops who have deployed throughout
the city can battle Kurdish rebels and
"see to these sinners once and for all."
The Kurds have been battlingiran's
central government for autonomy off
and on for months, and over the
weekend hundreds of guerrillas and
troops were reported killed in fierce
fighting in Sanandaj and Saqqez, 90
miles to the northwest.
Eight American commandos were
killed in the failed hostage rescue mis-

tempt, some of the 50 hostages who had
been held in the U.S. Embassy had been
moved to Tabriz, 330 miles to the northwest; Qom, 100 miles south of
Tehran; Isfahan, 210 miles south of
Tehran; Yazd, 160 miles southeast of
Isfahan, and Nasjafabad,50 miles west
of Isfahan.
The broadcast said some of the
hostages remained at the embassy,and
the three U.S. diplomats held at the Iranian Foreign Ministry since Nov. 4
were reported still there also.
The nine U.S. allies in the European
Common Market completed a two-day
summit meeting in Luxembourg and
issued a statement reaffirming their
governments' previous decision to halt
exports to Iran May 17 unless "decisive
progress" is made toward freeing the
hostages. They made no mention of the
rescue operation, which they had not
been consulted about, or Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance's resignation
because he opposed the mission.

sion, and Greek Catholic archbishop
Hilarion Capudji arrived in Tehran today and said he would accompany the
bodies "to another country and hand
them over to the International Red
Cross for delivery to their families."
There have been reports that the
American rescue force was to be aided
in Tehran by American agents who slipped into Iran earlier and Iranians
hostile to Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's revolutionary regime. Tehran
Radio reported that the US. Embassy
was fired on three times Sunday night
by persons in passing cars, and on Monday bombs went off under a car in a
Tehran parking lot and in a movie
theater, a bank and a drug store.
Hospitals reported three persons killed, and a revolutionary guard commander said 34 persons were injured in
the parking lot and 10 cars destroyed.
Security was ordered strengthened
throughout Tehran, but the government
radio said to foil another rescue at-

.
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Stock Market

Jehovah's Witnesses
Conclude Assembly

Faith Tabernacle
Revival Starts
Here Wednesday

Earlier this year, the departing
secretary of state made a formal, written dissent to Carter's [mention to ban
food exports to Iran -- a plan that never
was unplemented.

Weeks before Vance resigned in a
rare public clash of views on the failed
rescue mission, Carter's top national
security adviser, Zbigniew Brzezinski,
said he expected Vance to be replaced
by Christopher early next year.
Brzezinski, long pictured as a Vance
rival, said he did not want the job and
reported that Carter was favorably inclined to Christopher.
There have been various reports that
other officials would follow Vance and
resign because they disagreed with the
rescue attempt, but White House press
secretary Jody Powell sa id Monday he
would try to talk them out of it.
The Iran rescue mission wasn't the
first time Vance had expressed his
disagreement with Carter.

the conference carried out this
theme with the public lecture
Sunday at 2 p.m. on the subject "To Whom Does the Obedience of the People Belong?"
More than 1850 persons from
Kentucky and
Western
Southern Indiana heard the
speaker, Lester L. Roper,
district supervisor of The Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society of New York, briefly
review the effects of disobedience that are evident in the
world today. But he went on to
say that 'obedience to God is
essential to life,' and he emphasized the need for Christians to walk 'as obedient
children and become holy in
all our conduct.'
Baptism is a regular feature
of these two-day gatherings,
and 20 persons were baptized
on Saturday.
Meetings at the local
Kingdom Hall will resume this
week on the regular schedule.

Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
a m CST today furrushed to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp , of Murray.
+.589
361,11+4.
.5%-hs•
3.3%+44
52.44+
7ks+4
249a+%
4+4a
91,
1 UDC
15,
68ss-St
45ks+S

Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A.F
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hardees
Heublein
I.B.M.
Jerico
K-mart
Pennwaft
Quaker Oats
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's

194s+ us
, unc
it.
40% unc
- 12Ks-kii
264-1-'s
54'4+%
16isb, 1644a
21 unc
25'. unc
2774-Ini

ISTM TRANS AM - Silver Annlversory Echr.o, app
30.000 miles looded with extros PS PB AC lit wheel
cruise, AM-FM, T-roof. 67500.00

2977 CAPRICE CLASSIC- Four door

PS Pa AC
tilt wheel cruise blue w blue vinyl roof, blue cloth in
tenor. $3500.00
Keep

Great GM teeing with Genuine GMParts
Oil slurry
SOWN MIS

753-2617
maw alifffM *W.=fai•'

641 South

•, 11Er

The Decor Store

LAYAWAY AVAILABLE

GM

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.

33l4A
10041b,llks a

Open Till 8:00 P.M.
Mon. Thru. Fri.

Thal

We

Except

Visa 8 Master Charge

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
Phone 753-3642

Latex Wall Paint Sale

Hog Market

Best

Better

Federal-State. Market News Service
April 29. 1900
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. NO Est. 500 Barrows &
Gifts steady 25e lower Sows under 500
steady over 500 504-$1.00 lower
. ....$28.75-29.25
US 1-2 200-230 lbs
$28.50-29.00
US 2 200-240 lbs.
127.50-28.50
US 2-3 240-250 lbs
US 2-4 260-280 lbs
Sows
$24.00-25.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
122.00-24.00
US 1-3 300450 lbs
124.00-26.00
US 1-3 450-500 Ibis
126.00-27.00
SU 1-3 500-650 lbs.
$21.00-22.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars over 300 120.50-23.00; under 300
116.00-18.50

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky AP - USDA Cattle2300; slaughter steers and heifers
steady: cows 200 lower, slaughter bull
trade Very spotty, yield grade 1 near
steady; other slaughter bull 700-300
lower. calves and vealers untested;
feeder steers over 550 lb I 00 higher,
under 550 lb not fully tested, heifers
steady;
Slaughter steers choice 960-1200 lb
61 60-63 10. good and choice 960-1135 lb
6090.61 25. good 720-1135 lb 54 00-56 75:
standard and low good 1000-1150 lb 50 50.
54 00;
Slaughter 'seders choice 1005 lb 0400.
good 740-970 lb 53 50-56 25,
Slaughter cows commercial /0 0046 10. utility 43 0049 00. under 850 lb
42 00. high cutter and low utility 49 0053 DO, other cutter 42 00-48 00. canner
and cutter under 800 lb 3800-4200,
Slaughter bulls 1295-1505 lb 62 50-65 50;
1-2 1100-1500 lb 56 0041 00; 2-3 1000-1700
lb 49 00-6400.
Slaughter calves and ve•lers
untested, feeder steers 480-580 lb 74 1601 00, 126 heed string 516-521 lb 77 10:
580-6410 lb 66 00-75 00, 756-778 lb 64.3066 50- 8054130 lb 60 0045 50; 1-2 bull
calves 486-575 lb 59 50-61 50, 300-500 lb
6760-77 50, 500-700 lb 60 0047 001 balmteals 350490 lb 54 0048.75, hedan 31111.
500 lb 64 110-08 00: 5104106It
495-700 lb 55 75-0 00; 3754111 lb 14.111,
4400. stock cows 756.001 lb 43.0641.10;
800750 lb 2-3 years old CI 1041.10:
Hogs mon. barrows and gilts 2740•111%
12220-356 lb 2940-2995; 210-171 lb 111.116
$45. 2,1 210-270 lb 27 1021 95. MINS
33 25-27 M. sows 50 lower, 1-2311.31111,,
25 60-2600. 350400 lb al 00-77 CO; 411.315
lb 77 WM 00, 430.300 lb 61 5029 110; 1101.
617 lb 291030 IS, boars over MO lb 22 11'
2438.
Sheep 25 untested

$
65 Per Gal

Per

Latex
House
Paint Sale
2 Gal.
Only
$1 995

Per Gal

Gal.

Wallpaper Sale
All Through The
Month of May

10
:Cent Off
.
Per
Every book in the store. Come in
and order this month and save
Over 200 books to choose from.

A Special Section Of
Manny Ledger & Times
Tuesday, April 29, 1910

T.a shopping tear of Murray with Miss Spring of 1910, Miss Martha Pitman. fellow Miss Phase as as shops to stares of Murray on the pages of this special 20-pegs section.
Miss Masao,a soder at Mangy Nigh, is the deogkter of M.end Mrs. W:J. Pitman.

.-
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The
•• moods of Nipon fashions
Frilly, flirty, fresh. factual—
these attributes express the-

mood that spring and summer, cate to and from the women
1980, clothes will communi- who count on Nipon fashions.
"Women have earned the
right 10 look feminine again and
they glory in it." says Pearl
Nipon. -They'll wear a lace
collar to work, and look fragile
and innocent every chince they
eet.•
- "What they won't do is be a
slave to their wardrobes. The‘
won't fuss with clothes ever
again, the designer must see to
that."
This collection moves into
1980 with a thoroughly modern
form of easy shaping.. Widened
shoulders are managed-without
padding, and smooth, nipped
waistlines without interlining.
The "little" suit of light
but firm tissue faille or in
linerkand-Fibranne and the
printed crepe dress with a solid
Fibranne jacket are important
spring looks.
The suits are completely understated. collarless, slim, and
most often boast hidden dos
ings Under a placket front

AIttaig-h the colTecirrui
glows with lush, non-neon but
non-watery color. particularl
P1.1111/ AND PLEATS and casual springtime style. perfect for leaf green's and lilacs, Nihon',
a garden party. entertaining on the patio or greeting friends at message also comes in black
a simple get-together. A while pique top with criss-cross and white.
straps sets off this long skirt in yellow. red and black cotton
Pleats and tucks'are as al
plaid. which hangs loosels from unpressed pleats. From the
ways superbly minted each sea1980 Spring/Summer Collection by Albert Nipon.
son into 'Nipon clothes. The
characteristic Nipon chemisier
falls in narrow box pleats.
straight or with a narrow tic belt
beneath a quilted yoke.

•

PLANT
YOUR MONEY
INTO
THE

BANK OF
MURRAY

BIG M
MONEY
MACHINE

Festive clothes have vets tcs
tive touches: multicolored ribbons as appliques or decorative
loops around necklines, double
ruffles forming necklines and
hem frills. faggoting, hem
stitching, picot edgings in a
contrast color, lace collars.
satin sashes and, of course, the
inimitable Ni,pon tucks and
clustered pleats.
Fabrics that speak-summer in
a totally new- way include
feather-light diagonal two-tone
picque that is actually not a
weave but a surface treatment.
wide threaded stripes on a
lineny sheer cotton and a jet
black cotton voile with a day- to-night fashion potential.
While the feeling is demurely covered, there is quite a
lot of skin—short sleeves,
sltieVetessness, camisole tops.
halter backs, subtle see
throughs.
The prints are notably Nipon
—pretty but contemporary. in
stylized fruit and flowers, geometries, and geometries combined with flowers.
Skirts are definitely flyaway
in feeling but actually carefully
contained by pleats, tiers or circular fullness.

Miss Spring 1980
Martha Pitman
Shops where she can
always be in styFe
at... .

he Cherry

\‘ Branch=
'=b-a)cli,T,ZwZ$2,1'
177 l

, The virginal white dress with
thoroughly adult innocence
- forms a large thematic group
in the collection. It comes in
white jacquard crepe, in dotted
Swiss. georgette and voile

HANDBAGS FOR
ORNAMENT OR
FOR-FUNCTION
Handbags go practical or a,
ornaments+ as Jewelry The
briefcase plus small matching
handbag is for the young execu
tive
The carryall "luggage" tote
sports lots of pockets Irrides
cent box like geometries are III(
nu-

C,1
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ank ofMurray

FIERY FAS!
silk chiffon I
line, ohi Nast
1980.
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Bold, beautiful color
C:)
,

MISS SPRING SECTION

Don Sayres'fashionsfor
discrimintauag women

Soft

styling

it

Fashion in our time gets
clear, explicit feedback from
the consumer. Discriminating
American women have no interest in tricks and stunts.
They expect staying power
as well as excitement in fashion
since they wear.their clothes
frequently and for a long time.
Two collections from Don
Sayres, his Suits for Gamut and
. his Signatures collection of
sportswear, express this philosophy, while making intrinsic
newness look easy and effortless when worn.
Although the Gamut suits
are sold as units of two and
three parts and the Signatures
collection is composed of inter-.
relating separates, both collections exhibit many of the same
elements.
•A feeling of pared-down
slenderness and fit that does not
constrict or really touch the
body is a Sayres* feature.
Clean, unbroken outlines
that break into movement in
small peplums. godet skirts and
— interesting groupings of pleats
have virtually no trimming.
The fabric and color say it all.
•Open necklines on jackets.
smooth and sometimes dropped
FIERY FASHION FAVORITE ... red and coral Iwo-niece waistlines on dresses, are also
silk chiffon gown features double cowl top. graduated liens- common.
Jacket lengths range from the
line, obi sash and a look all its own. Fr
Ralston, fur spring.
short waiter's jacket to classic
1980.
blazers, with a tendency toward
hovering around the hipbone.
•The new fashion length is
lust below the knee.
•Jackets are lightly fitted
and clean-cut with straight but
llnex ag mated shoulders.
• Very clear colors somewhat deeper than is usual are
seen throughout the collections.
Suits and jacket costumes often combine two colors—
cream with black, lilac with
pink, pearl grey or ice blue with
cream, although many suits do
match. There is a series mingling red, white and navy.
•Don Sayres' sportswear
makes a tonal interplay betv.ven three colors—geranium.
lilac and emerald—together
with paler tones of the same
colors. They also work with the
springisummet neutrals, stone.
navy and cream.
•Pants are either very classic, well-cut trousers,- some
with tucked fronts, or slightly
bagged. Bermuda shorts arc

softly pleated.
- no Fabrics strike the right balance between fluid and firm
chiefly due to the use of silk and
wool mixtures.
Silk faille is a new suiting.
silk boucle. silk shantung_plaid
silk broadcloth, silk crepe.
plain and printed'in mfero
dots and triangles, charmeuse.,
georgette.
Other important textures.
polished cotton, sateen. cotton
batiste. Tropical gabardine.
cotton Ottoman. arc almost always used in combination.
•Cotton sweaters are designed as mini-collection items
for Siknature sportswear.
The yarns, in solid cellar Or
tweedy mixtures. are dyed in
spring/summer 1980 colors:
geranium, emerald, lilac and
Sas! ," navy.

SOFT, CURLY, LIGHT AND AIRY is how John Dellaria,
Fashion Director of Intercoiffurr America,sees short hair for
spring/summer, 1980. A linear shape is created in the hack
wring a scalloped cutting technique. and a permanent adds
hod, and support.

FABRICS THAT
TAKE THE
80S SHAPE

Miss Spring, Martha
Pitman "reflects"
on all the
fine shoes
(0
10
the
Shoe
the
*hoe Tree
tree has to
offer.
Southside Mann,

•If it's clean and crisp: pi
que, cotton duck, linen, oxford
cloth. chino,.chintz...denim,
seersucker, fresh-colored
corduroy.
•If it's ultra-refined: crisp
silks, fine line gabardine, silky
poplin, shantung.
•The new sophisticates: collectible knit textures, shiny
glazed looks, the lustrous aux ury knit, cotton and linen knits
•For fun and games: comfortable cottons, terries and
velours, fuzzy chenille ribs.
crochet knits, stretch fabrics.
•At night: lace, silk taffeta.
polished neon lycra blends; net.
voile, mouselline for airy evenings; drapy lightweight knits
for Grecian fantasies; iridescent
Antmn for spaced -out dreams.
Wefeel the chemise will become
a 1980s classic. ultra-sophist:
cared fashion statement. The
no-waistline Silhouette ((in
seals weight problems and(-an
even look sexy on the right
woman.
--Ted Saulino
and Frank Tignino

Miss Spring 1980,
Martha Pitman
Shops The Place For A Great Selection
of Spring Clothes.

P.
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Elegantly easy dressing

29,1980

MISS SPRING SECTION

Pacing the eighties:
Easter egg brightsto start
•
The big news in loungewear quality and, yes, reason, in a
this spring is "together." To- way that makes sound fashion
gether: tricots and ten's. Pair- sense."
ing off: rompers and jackets.
The integrated look works in
teddi's and robes. periwinkle several ways. In sleepwear the
and plum—a clutch-of easier blend of ten and tricot. robe.s
egg colors to jump, scoot. sleep
with nightgowns in a Grecian
or just be in, in the spring of a mood: robes, softly enveloping
• new fashion decade.
delicate lace on the sleeves.
As 1980 begins, Dutchess is : The lacy yet active mood folfollowing its 55-year tradition lows through in coordinated
of pace-setting and gathering :rompers and jumpsuits.
together looks that spell fashion
Commenting on designers
now for women of most any age who still-patronize their cus("We follow women," says tomers for label and price.
Dutchoss-Ptesident-Rene-Sel- Selver said. "Its an outrage.
ver. "from the teens on up.") The purpose of faAion. is to
to choose from.
.serve existing needs.and skit
Selver also commented, with sense and creativity for the
"We don't so much create a customer."
state of mind as evoke in our
Not surprisingly, the strong
designs what's already there— fashion sentiments reflected in
in our customer's mind.
Dutchess intimates are part of
"Today's -wotnan lives her the Selver fashion philoso-_.
life. We provide her with the phy—a pamphlet of which is
clothes—and the capacity_for available from Dutchess, 180
choice and integration—that Madison Avenue. New York.
we-feel will Tiiiflser need for NY 10016.

BARGAIN DAYS
AT BEHR:,

• Shoppers Charge
• Master Charge
• Behr's CtAirge

This Thurs./ Fri./Sat.
and Sun.

• VISA

Some fashion trends
for the spring season
Shoulders, waists and legs
have it this season. Broadened
shoulders axe still important,
along with a new leg emphasis
via shorter skirts, slits, short
pants. (By shorter, we mean
barely knee-covering to slightly
above the knee-.)

THE EASE OF THE CHEMISE,in a georgette nosegay print
by Andrea for spring '80. Chemise in turquoise and violet
with optional violet pants. A covered button side elosings„anil
lauded belt add trim, smart details.

Spring fever prescription. . .

Choose easy-to-care-for wardrobe
Spring fever—that rare and
uplifting "disease"—is all too
easily eliminated from your
system if your wardrobe maintenance takes up more time and
money than you had planned.
Rather than wasting your
play time on personal clothing
chores, here are some suggestions that can keep your spring
enthusiasm at a high pitch:
•Check the care labels on all
items you select for your everyday warm weather wardrobe.
Look for machine washable,
colorfast, shrink-resistant items
that require no ironing.
Asking all this from the majority of your clothing before
you purchase will ensure that
little will be asked of you after
you wear it.
•Compare fiber content
labels On similar fgshion
items and choose the sturdier
synthetic blends over natural
fibers.
Clothing that wears better
looks better in the long run. Besides, the wash-and -wearability of synthetic blends is a boon
to busy summer schedules.
•Attend to sod and stains on
your washable items quickly
and easily, eliminating costly
permanent stain damage
to your spting garments.
Simply pretreat grass, fool
Because of America's current
unstable economy, women have
become more concerned about
investment clothes that will last
foralong
e—
arid
seasons. A vital longevity factor will pervade the 1980s
Clothes will have timeless
.
lines, opposed to a futst•r'--istir feeling. Look for softer
shoulders, nipped-in waists
and naturalfibers.
—Sal Cesarani

and cosmetic stains with
Spray 'n Wash' laundry soil
and stain remover. lust spray
the pretreat directly on the
stains, wait 60 seconds and
launder items normally along
with your other clothes.
•For sportswear, choose
clothing that is easy to wear for
the activity you need it for. Designers are often "creative" at
the expense of your comfort
and seams—and you know
your lifestyle best.

Fashion is fun, however. Assign your fashion flings to those
special occasions when you
truly want to make a big splash.
Then choose an outfit from
one of the newest spring fabrics, be it organza, charmeuse
(gently crinkled satin),lightweight leather and suede or
banana-colored chamois,
knowing full well that the special attention it will require will
be worth all the compliments it
will attract.

What distinguishes the new
80s short looks(from the 60s)is
the sophisticated "all-woman"
look . . far from the flowerchild mini-shirts!
Asymmetry brings a new
slant to fashion with one-shoulder looks.tilted hemlines, offcenter prints and side-buttoned
jackets.
Bias cuts and Grecian draping are feminine slants. Many
hems hang at varying lengths.
some with multiple slits.
Witty knits are collectibles in
the new 1980s shapes. The
"trendy" is the short heavyribbed knit dress with wide
shoulders and undefined waist.
Knits flirt with see-through lacy
and openwork patterns.

VEST SETS 0
Knife pleated,
plaid skirts with
matching vests.
Many colors.
Reg. 29.99

VEST DRESSES
Cool, crisp stripes, plaids.
8, prints. Dresses with matching
vests. Perfect for spring.
Reg. 33.99

Without a doubt—roller skates.
I attach colorful, ball-bearing
wheels to my patented RunThere sneakers. Now, there's a
Famolare shoe for walking,
dancing,jogging or rolling!
—Joe Famolare

/i's a classic spring

16.99

Always free
layaway at
Behr's

8.99
24.99
8.99
8.99
399
8.99
8.99
3.99

V Blazers Reg. 15.99
Better
'
Blazers Reg. 49.99 t
V Jr. Coordinates
Shirts, pants, vests, skirls Rog.19.99
V Misses & Jr. Pants Reg.19.99
V Summer Shorts
and T-Tops Reg. up to 9.99
V Shorts Sets

Reg.12.99

V Caftans & Floats
"Handbags
"Dresses

Reg. 20.00

Reg.9.99

Racks & racks of fashions
smartest styles Reg.39.99

40%-60% OFF

•Junior
•Misses
•Halfsize
LAUNCHING A NEW DECADE, bright and snappy coordinates for men and women. Left,
companion looks for Wrangler men. The bright (or red) pastel jean is coordinated with a
stencil signature shirt. The younger man features a more casual fatigue styling, in yacht cluh
whiie. worn with rich navy velour, white cuffed and hatided shirt. Light and bright or nautical
white, the classic, preppy look for spring, 1980. will he either 100 percent cotton, straight
legged fashion jean. in strong pastels (yellow, blue) or sailor whites . . always worn with knit
tops. Wrangler likes s button front sailor pant worn with boldly -striped, seagull signature shirt
for juniors, shown shove, right.

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER
f

"••••cm.NIIn

.

•

-ANN.

es...mostse.

_
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Crab Imperial

Stylish-western wear

POWER LEVEL: High 10). Ntedium High (7). Medium (5)
MICROWAVE TIME: 12', to 16 min., total
2 tablespoons butler
Microwave at High I minute.
2 tablespoons unsifted
Very slowly stir in half& half
all-purpose flour
until mixture is-smooth.
1 teaspoon salt
-Aild lemon juice. Worcesterteaspoon pepper
shire sauce, green pepper and
1 teaspoon dry mustard
pimiento.
1 cup dairy half &- half
•
Microwave at High 31
/
2 to
1 teaspoon lemon juice
minutes, until thickened, stir2 teaspoons
ring every minute.
Worcestershire sauce
Stir a little of hot mixturc ru
2 tablespoons minced
egg. then add egg to rest of
green pepper
sauce.
.
•
2 tablespoons minced
Microwave at Medipm High
pimiento
I to 2 minutes:.
1 egg, beaten
Drain crabmeat. 1 lb. lump crabmeat
Remove any shell or earn,
2 cup line dr% bread
lage.
crumbs
Stir sauce into crab.
Y4 cup melted butter
Divide crab mixture into 6 to
In I
,asscrolk: place but- 8 shells or small ramekins.
- ter,
Combine crumbs and butter.
Microvvay e at High : minDivide over top. M terms a\e
ute. until incited
at Medium High 6 to 8 minutes.
Stir in floor. salt. pepper and until heated.
mustard until smooth.
Makes 6 ii, 8 servings.

Easy-wear, easy-care
hairfashionsfor spring
Wearable. something-for- highlighting for a natural look
everyone styles highlight Blonde, eggplant, red and
hair fashion for spring.
Warm brown tones are the faThe overall look is wavy and vorite colors this season.
soft, and designed to suit each
indiyidual's needs according
Hair conditioning and good
to the twelve members of the general hair care are important,
exclusive Helene Curtis Hair- as moreand more Americans
stylists Advisory.Board. see the benefits and value of
Hair length.,for example, healthy, shiny hair itvhowing
runs the gamut from very short off a style.
to very long. The newest looks
The Board points but that
are short, with a geometric feel- good salon and at-home condiing that's reminiscent of the tioning is especially needed to
'60s cuts.
care for penned or color-treated
Medium-length hair will be hair.
simple and chic With an allNo matter what the length of
American pageboy the leader.. style, the look for spring is easy
Longer hair is generally waved, to wear and easy to care for,
spiked or "feathered" around with a professional hair design
the face, or worn in "updo's" from your favorite salon.
fora romantic evening look.
Whatever the length. spring
styles move softly and require
little maintenance, thanks to
body perms and end perms that
add fluffy fullness and wave
where it's needed.
Today's perms are less visible than in the past, and often
serve as easy-care style support, rather than as a style-by
itself.
'

TAMING THE WILD WEST—Bill Atkinson has ilesignid
softly feint
soestern togs for spring, 19811. "Just a Bit
Western." shirt of he
herring!
• !musts embroidered collar.
Pants lip match. Jaunts si llitc hal t
'Ickes the look,

Multi-toning will continue to
be the most popular way to
color hair, say the board membet's. Tints in several tones of
one shade give lightness and

THE 1980
WORD
IN HATS

Hats are part of the total look
of neatness and refinement. In
general we see fewer, "conversation-piece" hats, except for a
once-in-a-while speciaLeffect_
The shapes are neat and controlled in felts, knits, leathers
and feathers.
Roller skate visors head for
fun, and we see more brimmed
summer hats to shield palefaces'

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY

212 EAST MAIN ST.

THE REALTY OF THIS ELEGANT COASTAL ENTREE is a
total microa acing time of less than 16 minutes. A colorful
cream sauce and blend of seasonings makes this General Electric reitipe special. Sem ing suggestions: 'White \sine. tossed
green salad with light dressing and French bread.

Miss Spring
1980
Martha
Pitman
Spring perfect. especially
when you feel that
cushioned insole and
the fabulous fit. Bone
white or block patent

"Appliances Are Our Only Business!"
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS

1

PHONE 75.3-1586

Miss Spring
1980
Martha Pitman
Looks At A
General Electric
Range That Can
Be Found At
Murray Appliance.,.
Stop By And See
John or Howard
For Your Next
Appliance.
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Snoopy sleepwear is a hit

-

ONE OF THE BENEFITS OF REGLIAR WALKING is better
posture. Exercises, such as this one developed by Maurits
Hobart*. for Scholl. also aid posture: Stand in best posture
then *1-1-o-w -l-y bend upper body forward and down until
hands dangle near feet. Hold the position for 30 seconds;
0-1-o.w-1-% raise body, using abdominal muscles. To make sure
feet and legs are limber too, simply walk in Exercise Sandals
from Scholl.

PEANUTS Characters: C 1958.1965
United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
SNOOPY AND ALL THE PEANUTS" GANG adorn a delightful spring selection of Junior and Misses Sleepwear and
Loungewear. Sporting a look of wit and charm. this knit dorm
shirt is a hit in white with red or blue baseball stripes. It is
available at your fa% orite lingerie shop or department store in
sizes P/5-7, S/9.*Mill and U13. and retails for about
813.95. A free catalog. describing the complete line of
intimate apparel, can be obtained by. writing to: TEMPO
Lingerie, 1.35 Madison A% enue, New York. NY 10016.

This spring season,the
fashion eye is on the leg
Hemlines are inching up
above the knee this spring, as
skirt lengths begin to rise above
the long lines of past seasons.
Leggy warm-weather looks
will also show dressed-up
shorts on the avenues and at the
disco.
Since limber legs are a fashion asset in 1980, the fitness
experts at Scholl recommend
that fashion-conscious women
get off on the right foot with a
spring shape-up routine.
Walking is an easy, healthful
way to stride into spring's legbaring season. To walk your
way to fitness, begin with
twenty minutes each day of
brisk walking.
Walk anywhere—to work. to
the tennis courts, to the grocery
store. When you feel comfortable with the pace and distance,
work gradually to stretch the
walking time.
At a brisk pace, the average
woman can cover about three
miles in an hour and burn off
almost 300 calories.
The results? Supple, welltoned legs, improved posturc
and, quite possibly, weight
loss. A fit, well-conditioned
body will look better, especially in spring's new leggy
looks.
Exercise benefits also accrue
to feet and legs that walk in
Scholl's Exercise Sandals. The

A PEARL HERE.,
A GEM THERE
ADDS ORNAMENT
TO AN OUTFIT

Martha Pitman, Miss
Spring of 1980 is
visiting the most complete children's store
in Murray!

Jewelry often takes the place
of hkts with hair ornaments.
Pearls are still everywhere, especially the prim graduated
necklace.
Geometric jewelry, the new
match in graphic shapes, l. often mirrored. ''Investment''
jewelry in semi-precious stones
,adds color.
Satiny-finished pewter and
gunmetal are new ways to add a
glow.
Disc -like flying saucer
bracelets. large dist. or cube
earrings replace the many studded cab .

raised toe grip encourages feet
to flex and bend, helping to
stretch and strengthen muscles
in feet, ankles and calves.
The bcechwood soles and
leather strap in neutral browns,
blue or red, make the sandal a
fashion classic to pair with
knee-skimming skirts, short
shorts or jeans.
Fitness is a fashion accessory
this spring. And walking—to
exercise and to show off casual
fashions—will help any woman
look and feel her best, from
head to toe.

The Shoe Shack Woman
You Never Know Where She'll Turn Up

hoe
hack

The Best
Name Brands
At The
lowest Prices
In Town
Court Square

TI
..
Ru
thi
TI
be
is

Col
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Partnership ofcolor, shape,
cut is key to fashion success
The jumpsuit with wide padSpring clothes are cued together by color, shape or cut. ded shoulders and waist em Everything takes a partner. The phasis comes in many versions
daytime, evening and actotal look is much more refined
I've sportswear!
and elegant.
Sirts
make news when
Classics are cleaned up:4'.
modernized and perfected with they're swinging .with pleats.
lots-of detail and finishing swirling in short full styles,
touches such as piping in con- flirting with ruffles like a flamenco dancer or working hard
trast colors.
The white suit and the white in slim dirndls, wraps or slits.
The slim jeans skirt plays
dress are the ultimate cleanedalong in sensational spring
up 80s look.
colors and fabrics. The
"pantskirt- is a new suit partJacket talk
ner.
Jackets are partners to
dresses, skirts and pants. The
newest is the short-cropped boNew look for an old style
lero.
Dresses do a new number on
The peplum (sometimes almost a skirt) feminizes many the chemise, with shoulder emjackets. So do side-button and phasis and shorter skirts. Sundraped effects done in mens- dresses shape up in tailored
linen fabrics.
wear fabrics.
The stripe knit dress with a
camisole top and jacket to
What to look for
match is the summer partner.
Look for lots of interesting So are knit T-dresse
s that show
knit jackets, for broad shoul- up everywhere
in new color
ders, for the jacket "minus" treatments.
(without a collar, lapel or even
sleeves). The strapless jacket is
Fresh dress
the great "minus" for evening.
Pants come in an array of
The prim white pique dress
looks from the shortest rolled- and
the dress wrth pique collar
up shorts to the new daytime and
cuffs make a fresh appeal.
"Bermudas."
The one-of-a-kind handknit
There are new short lengths look
continues in lightweight
worn tight as toreadors, casual knit
tops for summer.
as clamdiggers, baggy and
The strapless knit bandeau.
comfy, draped as pantaloons.
the dimpled shoulder sweater,
.The look is always very femthe twinset, the back-button
inine—away from ,no
sweat& and new cotton-andlinen knits are sweater collect-

THE NEW
FASHION LOWDOWN
ON BRA-BEAUTY:
THE BALI-LO STRAPLESS!

ibles.
Topping off sportswear are
huge T-shirt tunics, the fan.
pleatedstrapless top, lots of
new strapless looks (especially
the look of a bandeau under a
jacket).

The strapless bra is back, for today's
baring, darng clothes And Bali makes
the best of the strapless bra Bali-lo
—the bare minimum, bra that still ((flies
you iust the right amount of support'
Bali to is light, lacy, uttrafemnsine.
Each cup is individually underwired for
a lovely lift. What's more,to round
out your own curves, the new Bahlo
is lightly liber.filled With an open.
weave spandex back that moves
with you There never was a bra more
beautifully seductive, yet more
comfortable than the new
You owe it to your body to
wear one'
#2202—Balao Strapless
Bandeau A,8, C cup
32-36, $9.00
White
D Cup
&Beige
$10.00
jj

Blouse beauty
Wrapped silk blouses, beautifully detailed dressmaker
blouses and lots of ruffles.
bows and lace stretch the bloust.
wardrobe.
The blouse is usually the
fastest way to update or add
new color to your closet this
season.
Coats become part of the total look . . . not just tossed on
over everything. They're coordinated in color, cut and pattern
to what's underneath.
Tells a story
The best coat tells a color
story in the new bnghts, a knit
story as a long sweater or a pattern story in striped or graphic
designs.
Watch spring versions 21 the
shorter 'In coat.
The white cotton raincoat
with big shoulders is a new allweather look. Iridescent silk
bubbles and spring quilting go
out for evening.

PARKER'S

Uniforms And Maternity Fashions
Mayfield Shopping Plaza Mall

Red, white and. . .spring!

Miss Spring Rides In Style
In A Jeep Laredo
From

Cain's AMC Jeep & Renault
CJ-5, CJ-7, Cherokee Wagonneer Renegade
and Jeep Trucks Also Available

40

THE PERFECT COLOR COMBINATION FOR SPRING 'BB
. . pristine whitr trimmed with vibrant red. Christian
Rupert had the active woman in mind when designing thin
three-piree contunte--skirt. jacket and coordinating coat.
The while double-faced wool coal is trimmed in red and mat
be worn alone or over the matching fabric suit. The slim Ink irt
is slit ton both widen and in topprdb, a Moroi jacket with shard
collar and raglan shoe,en.

•••

Cain's
AMC-Jeepillenailit
Inc.

641 North

71134448
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Andrea's fashion focus
is on woman ofthe'80s
In her second collection. Andrea features feminine, flattering styles interpreted in
delicately printed georgettes,_
crepes and chiffons.
",1 deign clothes for the woman's body..7. the young
Philadelphia native explains.
showing _a .trio of:pieces in a
fragile violet nosegay printon
turquoise georgette. _ •
The blouse and dress feature
delicate covered buttons along
the side neck Closing, while the
skin isa graceful wrap.
Gesturing towards a pair of
vibrant, violet pants.. Andrea
continues, *:The pants can be
worn under the dress. It's a
combination that can go from
day into evening."
This versatility- in approach
is carried over into Andrea's
graceful slip dresses: some in
turquoise. plum and raspberry
butterfly print on white chiffon:
others in a Middle Eastern design of jade, amethyst and purple against a Persian green
background.
-

"I plan to her clothes that
are made to go together, to give
the woman the maximum wardrobe with the least number of
garments," Andrea explains.
"1 call it 'Nodular' fashion," she adds.'noting that a
typical Suitables ensemble
would include a dress, four different blouses, two different
skirts and a jacket.
A woman could buy any or
all of these garments and know
that they go together."
Andrea's Suitables differ
from traditional mix-and-match
sportswear separates in that
they are specifically designed
to meet the fashion needs of the
career woman.
Year-round fashions

As in her couture and 'boutique fashions. Andrea has created Suitables to be worn
around the-clock, the year
round.
Skirts and jackets are in
lightweight wools and blends.
while blouses and dresses are in
the same quality ot crepes and
Unique touches
polys as her Andrea collecDresses are topped with hip- tions.
length cardigans or full-length.
Andrea Rosengard is typical
coats to complete Andrea's of the women who wear h
THEIASHION FOR FITNESS BEGINS-EARLY, and active ensemble Wk.
clothes—dynamic, aware and
Andrea's innovative sense of active.
sportswear is as much a wardrobe demand for Wrangler kids
Likewise, her young design
as their classic jeans. Like their elders (teens and young color is expressed throughout
adults) toddlers to teens want rugged active sportswear that the collection. She has sprin- house reflects her soaring enperforms. For spring they also want decided fashion touches. kled white georgette with con- ergy and her careful attention to
'Ever Popular for girls and juniors is the bright pastel (sap- fetti-like strokes of ebony and detail.
phire, raspberry, yellow. etc) elastic•waisted romper. It's a magenta or cardinal red and
"Because I keep on top of
winning road runner but ideal for.after swim. Or,girls can go royal blue.
everything—even producBlack crepe is given an Ori- tion-1 can cut from size 2 to
for fitness fashion in a two-piece with contrast trim,a keyhole
neck. Since no self-respecting jogger can go out without a la- ental touch with prints in rust, 18," Andrea notes.
"Not many of the big combelled T-shirt, for boys Wrangler imprints its own "Born in olive and jade.
Hawaiian prints incorporate panies can do that," she laughs
USA" on the.top and on the classic duck shorts.
shades of saffron and sand ac- knowingly, noting that her procompanied by dark greens and duction set-up is unique in its
browns. All fabrics are custom- flexibility.
printed in accordance with her
designs and specifications.
Andrea, who in the past two
Colors for spring are clean.
•Ice Pales—Sugar-coated years has both
designed and
clear, positive! We see them coolers.
great in sheers and marketed her collections to betfouesvays
laces, velours and terry: Icy ter dress shops and boutiques
•Rainbow lights—the great Peach, Frosted Aqua. Lilac.
around the country. is acutely
mixers with neutrals and
•Neutrals—White is almost aware of the needs of the career
brights: Lemon. Berry Blue, a separate category. It's used woman.
alone, piped with color, or as a
Jade. Coral. Taffy Pink.
This is evidenced by the ad•Illy Beights—Splashing contrast to darks and brights.
dition of a new approach to her
alone. together Or perking up
Summer Navy. Black and spring collection. Suirabfe.t, a
others! Fuchtlia, Sunrise Gold. Grey are sophisticated partners series of interchangeable sepaTropical Green. radise Pink. in crisp suiting, trim shaped-up rates, expressly created for the
• looks.
Turquoise. Poppy 1dk
professional woman.
•

Beautiful furniture is introduced by Martha Pitman,Miss Spring 1980.

A bright future in color

•

Congratulations
Miss Spring
1980
Martha
Pitman

Lora Side Shoppisag

From

The
Blackford
House
Gallery
Miss Spring 1980, Martha Pitman
Its "fitting" to shop Footprints for your children's
shoes.

Dixieland Center

WHETHER
cookery, us
less fuss thi
Microwave
dimension t
with setting(
maker offer
ofsugar coo
signed speci
oven, mode
eluded in the
demonstrate
and distribu

4,41•••••••••;•1••
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Microwave magic
THE DESIGNERS.
SPEAK OUT
ON FASHION
Watch for shape With hi, sharj
edges. silhouette simplicity and
:a wonderful balance of color
combination. I support "the
mystery ofseductiOn- and."the
- elegance of feminine- ettrai-aganza.':
- —Giorgio Sant'Angelo

-lam -delighted ahont the ru.
aeWed interest the straight-falling chemise has generate?!. I
iere
cam.. liquid diimise shape
be a surfile ofall
.fashion (0!ki.lIOflS during the
WO's. This easy- rmilras no iike
nor si:e
—Yvonne Daia

Miss Spring 1980, Martha Pitman,
Martha admires Michelson's fine selection in gold chains.

- 4
MICHELSON'S)

I believe wetiend clwheA will
bra domittttt11,fitNhhth calegin".
1
in the 80.s. Action performance
industrial materials will be developed with more elegance
and fashion orientation.
—Monaca Tale)

WHETHER MAKING CANDY,JAMS or other types of sugar
cookery, using a microwine ()Yen can he faster and require
less fuss than with conyentional methods. The Radarange''
Microwase then Touchmatic' Candymaker adds another
dimension to the process. It is a special temperature probe
with wettings ranging between 200'1' and 310°F. The Candy •
maker offers consumers more accurate temperature reading
of sugar cookery than standard candy thermometers and is designed specifically for the Radarange Touchmatic microw•ve
oven. models RR -10.4 and RR -9T.4. A recipe booklet is included in the kit. Many of these recipes and cooking tips will he
demonstrated at candy making classes held by Amami dealers
and distributors across the country.

c
l

•

CfraPt4

Bel-Air Shopping
Murray, Ky. 9.

Aitchell5

f.!kills
f.1

Ward Elkins has
several kitchen
displays and wide
selection of appliances
to choosefrom.

Miss Spring is ready to picnic, come
rain or shine with wicker items from..

impo
rs
Pier 1
BEL AIR CENTER
U.S 641 SOUTH

MURRAY, Ky
753-1815

lont-hir
Thernonlor

xtmai

Frigidaire
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RCA
litclues-Akt
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. giresort
Abe Schrader's sprin
fashions are frankly feminine
There is a new emphasis on and dresses become more modfemininity throughout the Abe em in feeling, while still retainSchrader Collection this ing that certain softness for
spring. Clean and modern which Abe Schrader is so well
styling imbued with ladylike known.
A clean, graphic mood—
prettiness.
Joseph Gargiulo has always black & whIte mi.ks, geometric
designed the-cotlection with inspired prints,—is part cif his
unique feminine touches,,and. .spring fashion message. Unmat.as we enter the '80s. his suits ched suits have positive negat-

SPRING LIVING: Resoled. an integrated world of actise
and nighttime doilies pairing terrs with tricots—a clutch of
easier egg colors to pia, with. iss an actise set romantic
that sets the Iasi • tone for a new decade. Alone. the softest
white peignoir. with matching nightgown.

At10

6.4

4111h
1\1
-•

:lye tops and bottoms.

Skirts are slim, but have ease
and softness. Lengths move up
to a feminine, flattering point.
but still cover the knees.
Jackets are slightly shorter
and less constructed to give a
vid-rfran additional comfort.
Shoulder emphasis is moderate,
and waists are gently nipped in.
some with peplums.
The most popular suit fabrics
have a crisper hand such as linen
and faille. but soft knits with
body and texture are-equally important.

Innov

Bold pattern
The modern geometrices in
print blouses complement the
clean, modern look of the suit
for spring '80.
An alternative to the tailored
took . . strictly female dres.sing. Gargiulo designs a group of
suits and dresses with delicate,
dainty white lace collars and
cuffs.
Nostalgic touches create a
fresh, pretty contrast against
navy and red faille.
For dress custorrTers-,-he believes in a ladylike silhouette
with lean, clean lines—the chemise. For American women,
Gargiulo designs a more wearable, modified version of the
chemise.
The line is slim with a touch
of pleating at the hem,soft draping at the neckline and
optional belts.

After-dark .
flirtatious
cocktail dresses. Skirts are soft
and flowing—tiered, pleated,
layered-----or full and swinging.
Cool chiffon
Chiffon is printed with
swirls, flowers, and leaf patterns in vibrant pastels. These
are dresses for dancing and dining. In short. Abe Schrader's
viewpoint for spring '80: femininity. the modern approach to
dressing.

101111*
4,0

"Can you
touch your to
and twist you
The quesrii
structor in a
John Johnson
pants at JCP
he's talking a
new revolutio
adding comfo
"For years
told us that
clothes that v.
that fit well a
lose their 'just

Flattering features

Flowing fabrics
The fabrics,such as crepe and
georgette. are liquid and flowing, in subtle greys, lively pastels or an occasional geometric
print.

MIL
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"Lots of h
of these chart
son pointed oi
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long: But ii
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Miss Spring Will
Look Twice At
Men Dressed In
Fine Clothes From

Corn-Austin
Downtown Court Square

s
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ittleton's
for
your
spring
and
summer
wardrobe!
^
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What A Combination,Miss Spring and Yamaha
CONGRATULATIONS MARTHA PITMAN
Hwy 94E

Town & Countr Yamaha

Murray

•
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Stretchfabrics add comfort
andfit to women's sportswear
"Can you bend down and
touch your toes, stoop. squat
and twist your torso with eater'
The questioner is not an instructor in a health spa. He's
John Johnson, buyer of misses
pants at JCPenney, and what,
he's talking about is the whole
new revolution in stretch that is
adding comfort to fashion.
"For years all of our surveys
told us that women wanted
clothes that were comfortable,
that fit well and that wouldn't
lose their 'just new' shape.
Innovative uses

-Just a little bit of Lycra added
to any other fiber—natural
or man-made—,imriarts the
necessary stretch that makes
for comfort.
It also allows a close-to-thebody fit and neat appearance
that make stretch the most important trend in active sportswear today.
There are a number of other
ways to achieve stretch in fabric
however. Through chemical or
mechanical means, fabrics can
be given as much as 20 percent
stretch. Johnson uses the analogy of the spiraled telephone cord
that springs back to its original size
after being stretched to explain
haw it's done.

"Lots of fabrics have some
inf these characteristics," Johnson pointed out "It's why double-knits were so popular for so
long: But the best of knits
The luxury of Lycra
bagged at the knees and sagged
in the seat.
"The fitter is crimped and
"It's only within the past treated to ,have that all imporyear or so that fabric houses tant memory and then woven
have put together the technol- into fabric, or the fabric can be
ogy that gives a garment all of woven wider and then shrunk
and given the finish that enables
the desired attributes."
_ The secret of what Johnson it to return to its original shape.
calls -the comfort factor" is
"In either case the fashions
'memory'—the ability of a yarn
to return to its original form af- made from the fabric have both
ter being stretched. Many of the more comfort and fit than anyfabrics that have this memory thing we've used before. This is
contain DuPont's Lycra which especially important in pants.
has been around for 20 years.
"Here at Penney's" he
pointed out. "we're particuA magical fiber
larly pleased with our own line
of stretch made for us by a diviWhile it was used for pants sion of Bobbie Brooks. We call
during the 'skinny pants' era it 'Stretchini.' It has complete
and for body suits and some ski- two-way stretch and gives a
wear, for the most part Lycra's close-to-the-body fit with a
magic was confined to swim- comfort that has to be worn to
suits and intimate apparel
he believed

Blass
collection

Fabric for the 80's
"Right now, we have u, in
two styles of jeans—a front
coin-pocket style and a 5pocket western style—plus a
.skirt and a jacket that go with
all of them. We're thrilled by
the fact that Stretchini has
had almost instant acceptance
by our customers.
"Stretchini is made of 100
percent polyester. But,
Penney's also carries stretch
cotton denim and corduroy, and
a number cif stretch blends. We
think Stretch is going to be the
way fashion goes in the 80's.'

.
,

His symphony of color
ranges from high notes in bold,
beautiful shades ta classic base
notes of black.
For day, Blass is showing.
more vivid color than ever.
For day -and evening, red is
riotous, although parrot green
will strike a chord with most
everyone.
Blass' more classic- designs
feature beige and navy, offsetting the atonal notes of purple.
yellow and magenta.
The shapes of Blass' spring/
summer collection have controlled boldness that is the
signature of the maestro.

CINCH
THEFASHION
SCENE
Belts still cinch the fashion
pi:ture, but stay more in the
background this season.
Western belts in spring
colors, the cummerbund, fabrics to wrap and twist, and the
clean classic suit belt are still
with us. .
So are the wide "Sci-Fi's"
and novelty studded belts.
Often used as a color accent,
the color-piped belt makes a
particularly refined statement.

Bill Blass has created a bar.
monious work for spring with
his newest creations.

The suit is strong for day. His
jackets are short: coats are
shaped or squared off.
Evening designs are rhapsodies of black and white also in
dramatic shapes. The straplessdress and bouffant short dress
are focal points of the Blass colTHE NEW WAY OF SUITING for spring'80 is pretty and lady- lection.
like. Dainty white lace collar and cuffs accent the navy blue
And. the Blass highlight for
faille. The jacket shape remains full at the shoulders but the
this year is the ruffle, spiraling
key is softness—just a slight puff. Waists are nipped in with pep'
the body or playfully bounclum treatment. Designed by Joseph Gargitdo for the Abe Sch•
ing on short skirts, jackets.
rader Collection.
blouses, pants or sleeves.

Martha Pitman is having a great time trying on
shoes of all kinds from Jim's Shoe Outlet.

1\
1

Miss Spring
is shopping early for
Mother's Day and is getting
some wonderful gift ideas. . .

a

a

A gift that wilrmake her hag/or from the...

Happiness Place
1104 Story Ave.
753 4567

Why don't you come out to Jim's Shoe Outlet in the Southside Shopping
Center, and put a smile On your lace. Select fro61 casuals. dressies and
sandak. Many colors and styles just right for you!

Jim's Shoe Outlet
Southside gapping Cotter

Moon* 753-1715

Tuesday,
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Pearls add glamour today and evening fashion
'this year's spring fashions
are designed to make the 1980 .
v.onjan look and feet prettier
than ever.
Strong, deep pastel colors.

scr!, thin tissue taffeta, freeflossing pure silk_embroidery
and lace insertions define
spring's fresh, refined image—
a totalty-feininine mood.

IIEGIN THE !SPA 1H.%HE IN ST1 1,F. 1.ith a fashion imesimen. a hich nri rr gi WS out of Ile—lo% el?. lustrous cultured
pearls. Thre the perfect complement to this spring's feminine fashions—the epitome of elegance and refinement.

s
'
It

of the
A definite division between' to reflect the rietriook
fashions they complement, and
day and evening wear has given
to emphasize the cultivated
rise to "occasion dressing."
tastes of the women who wear
No matter what time of day.
them.
today's woman can put together
Coltugd pearls, real- pearls
a look combining color, shape.
growiliAysters with the aid of.
accessories and jewelry, that
man,
are available in many
.
perfectly Suits the event.
types and sites.
Daytime means selecting
And, their prices SIC just as
glamourous yet ii.,irlaitile clothvariable, enabling anyone who
ing. whereas.evening calls for
'mints to be fashionable the op
all-out glamour.
portunity to choose from silks
-irejewelty, cultured pearls
rice-shaped fresh water culhave become a symbol of eletured pearls. at the low end of
gance and sophistication. a
the price scale, to large, perglamourous thread that tics to- 'feetly round South Sea cultured
and
day
both
in
best
gether the
pearls, valued at user 510,000
evening wear.
each.
intePearls have become an
The most valuable cultured
gral part of every vtell-planned - pearls are those which have
wardrobe. altvays wnveying a
load symmetry' and deep
look Of regal beauty.lustre.
This spring, they work esSmall-sized cultured pe'
pecially well with the A'aried - can be purchased at moderate
prices, and with small-sized
fashion moods, and have been
featured in designer showings
pearls just as fashionable as the
larger ones, only the size of
by the top nameS in fashion.
your budget need determine
- Short pearl chokers, long
which ones you will choose.
ropes and multistrand bibs are
Always a fashion favorite.
all equally fashionable and
almost any pearl buy is likely to
popular.
accordThe new "trendy"-look this.- . be a_good investment,
ing to the Cultured Pearl Assospring is the short, heavyciation of America.
ribbed knit dress with wide
Since there is a limit to how
shoulders and an undefined
waist. A strand of pearls adds - many pearls can be cultivated in
the world's oceans, and that
the perfect touch.
limit has almost been reached,
The only requirement when
the value of cultured pearls has
selecting pearls is that they be
real, either natural or cultured, quintupled since 1972.

Kasper designs clothes
that fit today's fast pace

• SILIISIME

i
Miss Spring 1980
Martha Pitman
gets into the
"Beat" of things with
the fine selection of
Sansui equipment.
They have a great selection of tapes
& albums to choose from.

J.L. Sport for spring—
Fabulous American fashion
is what Kasper for J.L. Sport is plenty of variety for that 80s
her many moods
c
deustomer,
are
all about. The.clothes
753-5IA5
222 So. 121%
signed for the fast American and her increasingly frenetic
pace—current. comfortable, Iifestyle.
carefree and crisp.
Fabrics are woven cottons,
piques, madras, poplins, pin
stnpes, seersuckers. silk, linen
and hopsacking with sweaters
interspersed.
Colors run the gamut from
natural creme and tonal combinations to the soft brights.
Silhouettes emphasize the
new circular skirt and the "baggies.." but short pants and
dirndls are a part of the overall
look as well.
Each group is intended to
serve the needs of a different .
segment of a woman's life.
The "desert romantics"—a.
wonderful Moroccan-inspired
group—will take a woman
through a busy spring day at
the office. Interspersed with
piques and touches of lace, it
will also satisfy her weekend
needs.
The pinstriped poplins are
very Americana with softened red, white and blue embroidered anchors mid, again.
touches of lace at the throat.
Soft shirred sleeves are frequently used as pin-tucking. It
is here Kasper introduces a look
he believes in very strongly: the
new city suit which emphasizes
short pants.
Throughout the 1_1_ Sport
collection certain silhouettes
04 ail of
reappear in different fabricaof w
tions. Jackets are shaped and
shorter or bolero in style.
or SW
The softened blazer takes on
cirare
Skirts
an important role.
1980
cular or straight and slightly
Martha Pitman
eased. The bias dirndl is also
introduced.as a major shape.
. relaxes In a Wicker Chair
Blouses are frequently BiFrom...
colored and cut on the diagonal,
and the classic shirt and blouse
are given a naive effect with
shirring and lace detail.
1914 Coldwater Rd.
Kasper believes in the
sweater knits for 1 I.. Sport
753-0317
and highlights them with embroidered knits and silk tweed
knits with pin tucking detail.

World of Sound

Miss Spring 1980

Martha Pitman
wearing one of
the Many Beautiful
Formals From...

he
Shon)case
121 Bypass
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It's springtime in the eighties with exciting looks in makeup
Kits frontRevlon is as much a - than civilized
. vet Sophisli
v-ihration as -a collection of --eated, all in all. The sun's heat
clean, pulsating cblors. The efis very much on the lady's
fect is to create a sensation
mind.
rather Man just sensuality:
Ultima II calls these colRio's offerings of brilhant lections Tropic Moon. Tropic
and
roses and magentas. plums
Paradise and Tropic Sun.
delicious pinks combine to give
..Sorne of the best news for
you glimmering vitality. The spring comes from Polished
effects are sultry. provocative. Ambers which offer a host of
frankly enticing.
reds specially keyed to work
Three complete color collec- with dark and black skin tones.
tions—called Palettesfor The Red. Your Way softens the
face and fingernails provide a .vivid reds a few notes so you
deliciothly sensual, radiant can still take on the intense new
look.
looks without sacrificing subThe new Tropics offerings tlety and elegance.
The look can be super Hot or
from Ultima II are unabashedly
Hot. For the woman who glo- serene. Whatever your choice
ries in the sensuality of torrid these shadings work with your
fantasies. the Tropics colors own skin tones to achieve a nalcome_directly_uut of remote ural..e.asy makeup look.
Princess Marcella Bor.
jungles:
g.bcses's exciting new offering,
Natural beauty
is called Fircbirds—an elegant
•
The effect is untamed rather - collection of three highborn
color
coordinations.
than polished, primitive rather

priiieamup
I he N11101dellill.!I itChiRi L'ili7— j1T-ail thylection itself has rich plum
take us 11110 .1 time 01 greater
shades. violet. gold and teal for .-c.kgançc more precision in
an opulent look.
fashion and overall a classier
approach to dressing—evening
Finallook
as- well as daytime.
.- The effect is10 polish. finish
--4
a look radiantly in a was that is
.highly elegant, richly provocative and deeply sensual..
Nothing beats a good suit for
Charlie has let lou,se with a maximumfashion mileage. For
mix of casual earth tones. Al- the eighties, I see both matched
thouglfthe brilliance of the sea- and bi-colored versions, and
son characterizes Charlie's thefabric ofthe skirt andjaekr
collections, the overall effect is doesn't always have to be idenlooser, more mellow as you tieaI. The suit components
would expect from this line. should combine with separates
Everything is snappy, fun and a woman already owns.
versatile here.
Sidel
Colors run from warm Taupe
and Rosy Earth eye shadows to
Maple: twight Poppy -waif traltaritio amiriparr-whervriff
enamels. It's all fun and easy.
become a classic during the
And Etherea tells us.they will eighties. However. I would
greet spring with lively shades choose sweater dressing as a
of pinks, purple and luscious likely possibility.
—Halston
tones of the earth and berries.

u
rho.. I I
ENTURF. INTO A LAND OF FANTASY, your skin ugh...
has capthe heat of the tropical
flushed fr
tured this soli r, look in its new ,'oIIr.tioui of •is id sprioa
colors. Tropics. Bold colors ill, capture tlw au..enlist-tins spirit
of spring. I 980.
Spring w ill he hot this year as
new makeup colorstake on a
brilliance, a clarity--even an
overall sophistication not seen
for many years.
Just as the attitude towards
the baby decade is marked by a
iidve optimism and a feeling
that we have the power to make
things work. so the new colors
will reflect that attitude.
The muted mauves and soft
shadowy look of past years arc
now heightened and enhanced.
New times call for new looks.
Brilliant splashes of color,
sharp contrasts. definite em-

phasis on lip reds, bold cites.
definitive cheekbones, bright
nails.
- Clear color
The top designers are calling
forNeolors that are not ambiguous—reds that arc unequivocaffy red: yellows thaf
are yellow—and makeup shadings for this season are also
clear, bright and definitive.
And. ultimately,highly sophisticated.
Six makeup lines in particular are exploring this new
attitude.

If you're thinking you may need bigger
new equipment to make your farm
operation more efficient, stop in and talk it
over with one of the folks at Stokes Tractor. They'll help you select the right equipment to match the job and your budget.
They'll help you plan your financing to
meet your needs and to take advantage of
available tax credits
When it comes to service after the sale
Stokes has what it takes to provide you
with all the back-up support you'll ever
need
Most Folks Call Stekes!
Massey Ferguson Remember

Martha Pitman Knows
Massey Ferguson
Has Tractors To
Tackle Any Job!
Personalized ME
financing, parts
and service available.

Miss Spring 1980,
Martha Pitman
Stays in shape by using the fine
facilities at

United Figure Salon
Dixieland Center

MP

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
Industrial Road

753 1319

44,
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Making ends meet. ..

Change hairstyle, makeup to
acquire that 1980 fashion look

Stt

STAY
UP ALL
NIGHT
Evenings are the time to live
out any futuristic fashion fantasies. Be a Sci-Fi heroine in
spaced-out jumpsuits, a flirty
flamenco in short ruffled skirts,
wear a color as bright as your
dreams.
,
Dancing dresses swirl with
. ruffles and. tiered skirts. Bareness shows in new places via
openwork, cutouts, thigh-high
skirts, lace blazers and blouses.
The glamourous body-hug
continues 'in long slinky
dresses,,skin-tight neon jeans
and roller-disco outfits in exhibitionist colors.
Plaid taffetas, the look of
evening white, neo-classic Grecian looks are more ways to
light up the night.

LONG,
LOVELY,
AND LEGGY
Hosiery goes open and glamTHIS OMAN NEEDED A HAIRSTYLE to help make her fare appear less square. After conwith net stockings in new
sulting with her hairdresser, her hair was cut and st.sled close ii, her face. She also learned a orous
colors. The full-fashioned
couple of makeup tips to accentuate her eyes and cheekbones.
seamed stocking, the decorated
sheer and open-work ribs are
With the spring economy ogist may suggest is getting a
The end result will be a hapdressy loOks.
looking bleak, it might be wise perm—one that adds fullness
pier, wealthier and more attracShiny pastel knee-highs. croto plan on making an appoint- and body. And if your hair is a
tive you.
cheted knee socks, lacy looks
ment to see a financial ad- little difficult to handle, seek
viser—your cosmetologist.
the advice of a professional for
and sporty terries go casual.
If cash is tight this season, a ways to give your hair the extra
All kinds of running and athtrip to your local salon can help control and manageability it
letic socks in great new
THE
NEW
you save money. After all, a needs.stripings make everyone look
SUPERGRAPHIC
new hairstyle and a shortened
A versatile look
like a pro.
hemline can make last spring's
PATFERNS
When talking to youiurniiir•
wardrobe look new.
cial adviser," be sure to tell him
Designers are playing with
or her about your lifestyle.
Try something new blocks of'color to divide the
body
in new places. CombinaIf you're an active mother or
It's much less expensive and
career woman—or both—ask tions of stripes and dots, dashes
can create a more dazzling
for a style which can help speed and splashes of color are played
change in your appearance than
you through those morning rush new ways.
a trip to your favorite boutique.
hours or be versatile enough for
Consult your cosmetologist
Plaids in eye-popping colors.
a more glamorous after-five parrot
for ways that will update and fit
prints. and Picasso
look.
the new 1980 fashion "look."
colors make bold statement,
For example, a different cut or
Suit yourself!
Accessories follow every
style may be all you want and
Though many cosmetolo- spring theme. They're carefully
all that your hairdresser recomgists are predicting short cuts chosen with an eye for color
mends.
However, if you wish to add styled close to the face to bal- (often they make a key color
ance.
the knee-length fashions point). fort/ma/0y (there's great
some excitement without being
too daring, don't be afraid toTet designed for the coming sea- luxury and artistry in accessory
your cosmetologist experiment son, remember that your style collectibles), and imagination.
with color. A touch of color will needs to fit your individual perThey're the quickest way to
accentuate your entire ward- sonality. Work with him or her add the 80s look to every existfa come up with the right solurobe
ing wardrobe.
tion
cosmetol-

Shape-up tipsfor
soft summer skin
Summer is the time for soft,
lovely skin. In fact, there's no
other season when you show off
so much skin: sundresses,.bathing suits, active sportswear attire and strappy sandals all are
revealing.
Now is the time to start getting your skin in good shape for
pretty summer fashions.
For outdoor activities such as
gardening, spring yard-cleaning, cycling or hiking, be sure
shoes are comfortable, to avoid
blisters and rough spots on feet.
You can smooth away many
problems after a shower with a
moist pumice stone. And, one
of the nicest things you can do
for yourself is to soak feet in
cool water laced with Tropical
Bath Beads enriched with cocoa butter that helps keep skin
smooth and soothed.
Moisturize and protect
Gloves, when possible, will
protect hands when you're active outdoors. Also, frequent
applications of hand lotion
before and after outdoor endeavors will keep them soft,
touchable and ready for fashionable accents such as gleaming polish and delicate jewelry.
If the sun is shining, remember,even in the spring it can dry
your skin a even cause a burn.

Ear
impo
paletti
Lui
painte
bright,
lions
season

So, don't forget to apply sun
lotion to exposed areas and
wear a brimmed hat or visor,to
protect your face.
Sunglasses are helpful when
you can wear them to prevent
-tiny lines from forming from
squinting eyes.
An application of a face and
body moisturizer before going
out should be included in your

Ad
-look)
nione:
You c.
fashios
and re;
patten
cated s
and Ri
lne
great
dyed a
sonali;
satin—
lining
long.)

beauty routine.
It will act as a protector from
winds, dust and dirt, whether
you're playing tennis or trimming the hedges. •
Pampered beauty
Pampering your skin once
you're back indoors is every bit
as important as the protection
you give it outside.
Instead of a quick shower.
treat your skin to a moisturizing
soak in a tub spiced with bath
beads that silkens skin as you
bathe
Complete your pampering
with a tropical beauty treatment
by applying a skin-softening lotion such as Pond's Cream and
Cocoa Butter to keep skin in
perfect shape.
With a few simple shape-up
steps, you won't have to spend
damaging tanning hours in the
sun this summer to have lovely.
healthy-looking skin!

-
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Congratulations To Miss Spring
from

KOPPERUD REALTY

Martha Pitman,
Miss Spring, Is
Ready To Go In Hat
Top & Jeans From...
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- Step into spring...
\

Fresh colors create new fashions
Each season's new fashion
imports introduce a unique
palette of fresh colors.
Luxurious fabrig with hand
painted designs and colors in
brighter, more novel combinations are highlights.of this
season's latest fashion ideas.

4

Easier than ever

Miss Spring 1980

. Achieving these high fashion
"looks- without spending a kit of
money is now easier than ever..
' You can create designer inspired
fashions at home with inexpensive
and readily available materials. No
patterns are needed, no complicated sewing methods—just fabric
and RR Dye.
Inexpensive fabrics offer
great fashion potential. When
dyed and decorated with a personalized batik print, washable
satin—the fabric that's used for
linings--can be made into a
long, flowing caftan.

Martha Pitman
this is just one of the many styles of
uniforms which can be found at.. .

Paint a new look
ELEGANT LOOKS are easily errateil
Low-cost white rayon chifexpensive chiffon. satin and easy-to-use Kit the.
fon becomes a beautiful evening tunic when stripes of want for a particular item. By
concentrated dye in your using a paintbrush with the
favorite shade are painted on.
dyes, you can personalize your
When it's a new color you new fashion look.
seek, skip the boutique shops
If you'd like some more
and do it yourself at home on a easy-to-do ideas and dyeing ingarment you already own.
structions, write for "The WonDyeing brings an "instant" derful Art of Color Dyeing" to
color change—transforming RIT/N, P.O. Box 307, Covenplain whites, faded hues and try. CT 06238.
dulled shades into fresh-looking. new favorites.
The short evening dress will be
More important, dyeing very important. It's the perfect
gives control over the color you choicefor an evening Of dining
and dancing.
_Bill Blass

II

Miss Spring Takes Time
To Smell The Flowers...

ItilItillili Ill 1111 liii 1111111

Miss Spring Martha Pitman looks at the
line of maternity wear for the motherto-be. See our Jeans, Tops, Slacks,
Shorts, Bathing Suits & Dresses.
Today's Fashions For The Entire Family
At Yesterdays Prices.

1'

arik iif in-

Pick The
Petal That
Fits Your Need
And Let Us Give
You The Details.

YoursMineOurs

„„-ca PEOPLES/BANK

5021
/
2Maple _
Murray

MURRAY
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MISS SPRING SE&TION

New spring jewelry...

Designs add zest to age-old art
Jewelry—karat gold, sterling silver, gemstones—or
fashion jewelry that borrows
the look ral real jewelry, is the
big-news for spring. reports
' Kae E. McCulloch, Fashion
Director for the Jewelry Industry Council.
"Jewelry isn't understated or
- overstated, it's elegantly
stated,' McCulloch reports.
- pointing out that the world spotlight on the rising value of precions metals has mushroomed
demand for karat gold and sterling silver jewelry.
Gold chains, in every imaginable link design, are still
strong in the new season ahead,
and the chains are paired with
gemstones and pearls, or have
stations of gemstones or beads
. to give them eye appeal.
1Pearls are enjoying a rebirth
of popularity in dew .designs.
Not like the perfectly matched
single strand _chokers of the
'40s. today's pearls are oddshaped fresh water pearls in
pink or soft silver. ,
The tiny perppyseed size
keshi pearls, the, baby seed
pearls, and the small rice-Size
pearls are used in multi-strands
for hadsome neckline fill-in
on new spring apparel.
"The larger baroque pearls
lend themselves to artful inspiration, as designers use the basic form of the stone to create a
pendant, pin or ring that is
uniquely different." McCulloch declares.
In spring's line-up of gemstones, light green jade. amethyst and old lace blue
chalcedony add color to new
fashions.
Pearls and white coral are

BANGLES BIG NEWS--It's all done with a twist of the wrist
this spring,says the Jew elry Industry Count. A twist—and an
assortment of bangle bracelets in square. ON al and round
shapes, in shiny gold, burnished gold, enamel and gold.. and
faceted fi

Miss Spring 1980
-Martha Pitman

paired with onyx and black ser- bracelet look in rich metal mesh
pentine for a striking black and or handsome gold links,
Fashion jewelry mimics prewhite fashion.accent to the new
season's handsome geometric cious jewelry, with fake diafabric patterns.
monds and rhinestones used so
Diamonds, of course. are sparingly that they give the apclassic, and are invading the pearance of real diamonds in
men's jewelry market even rings and pins.
more in 1980, as they appear in
Look for gobs of bangle
rings, bracelets and pendants. bracelets to accent the wrist as
often to accent a geometric rigid bracelets appear in square
pattern.
and oval shapes as well as
The jewelled bracelet look of round in gold, ceramic and
todaSi's new watches is addi- agate and jade stone.
tionally emphasized as watch
Spring's jewelry slogan is
cases grow slimmer than ever, "luxury,or the look of luxury,"
and the watchbands take on a reports the Council.

For Mother's Day Martha wants to get something
really special for her mother, so she shops . .

Mademoiselle
Shop
Court Square

A look that's good as gold
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GOLD FOR ALI, SEASONS--Ilar•lia Breslow make. an all
gold statement with her signature. lariat. "Glad is neutral.pa,. Marsha Ilre•low. "And will i.e a marselons 111,1•11i for
nest
'h,-,'r and hare e,ening casual-. There w ill be an
emplia.i. .1(1 darker colors for •pring., ton. a. ile.ignrr. Income more committed to ear-round
.1 hi.
charming and ,er.stile lariat ran
a. no elegant geoid
hell.'Me complementar, iIi•Cf.. inspire.1 lus the lariiii.
.
Wit, and soft, supple lesxture, is bromlit to a full
sir
flower with the gold hag which has its own waist chain, allowing it In he worn a. a .in belt or long ner.klace.'Ube bag'. tin.
gold hemls are carrivill lari.en with fine silk so that it sofa.
flutist. %jib the hod.. 511 the pit-me.. including I./Wring
,and
bracelets, are I llk gold—just right for spring suits and mar,
,elions with es ening en.enilile.. tool haye you +ern the larijul
Photo courtesy: lestergold
with the at-stern look?

I

Purchase
EQUIPMENT CO INC

Pretty As
A Picture. Miss
Spring And
International Harvester

153-1115
NI 94 Phone

-
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Geometric hairstyles angle in
on spring with short, sassy cuts

-•••

Spring hairstyles promise a,
whole new angle on short.
sassy cuts, predict the Gillette
Super Stylers, a panel of the
nation's leading stylists.
Close cuigeornetric shapes
are cropping up on the heads of
comfort-conscious and style-, wise women this season.
As fashion takes on new angular dimensions, hair follows
suit. The short, asymmetrical
lines created by the Super
Stylers and their colleagues
comprise cuts that are easy to
style and easy to wear—by almost all women.
"The old geometric cuts of
the sixties have taken on a
whole new look and can now be
worn comfortably by almost
any woman." says Super Styler
Garren of New York, who specializes in translating_ the dictates of fashion into practical.
wearable hairstyles.
In styling his short-cuts, Garren duplicates all the softness
formerly achieved by heavy
perming by using a combination of razor and scissor cutting.
Keeping hair close at ,the
neck, he adds fullness in front
by layering hair in a faee-fram-

ing pattern. The.result is a casual. tousled style that Garter(
refers to as the "Artichoke."
Though the style can be airdryed for everyday ease. Garren recommends slicking the
ends. With gel or blow drying
hair into place for a dramatic
evening look. Gillette's Supermax Styler 1200 is especially
desivied to style hair as it dries,
and comes with two attachments, a detangling comb and
styling brush, for professional
results.
•
In Chicago, Super Styler
Jerry Gordon designs geometric cuts on a different wavelength. First. Gordon perms
hair into soft waves, then cuts
hair into asymmetrical angles to
create a unique blend of straight
and wavy lines.
For admirers of the avant_
garde. Gordon suggests such
designs as an ear-baring crop
and a bi-level haircut with one
side notably longer than the
other.
While Gordon admits that
the look is a bit dramatic for
daytime wear, he notes that
women can get the same asymmetrical effect by establishing a

I

STEP IN STYLE -1
AND IN COMFORT
WITH SPRING
SHOE FASHIONS

-HANIMAG AND --SHOE CARE

Petty as a picture

low side part before styling.
In San Francisco, Lee Bledsoe goes the straight and narrow
with ciosc slopped cuts. Proclaiming that "the'closer, the
better' when it comes to hair,
_Bledsoe favors a smooth, sleek
short silhouette achieved by
cutting hair close to the head,
then blow drying with the powerful Supermax Pro 1400. the'
lightweight dryer with heavy
duty drying power. Because
illedsoe-cuts hairtatatriitio place naturally, his styles are
ideal for active summer lifestyles.
Be they the "au natural"
look of Gluten's wispy coifs.
Jerry Gordon's gentle waves or
Lee Bledsoe's sleek, streamlined cuts, hairstyles for spring
and summer of 1980 offer a
winning combination—the best
of fashionable looks and the
easiest care imaginable.

Shoes step out in front with
the new short skirts and pants.
Look for more comfortable,
walkable, yet still glamorous
shoes.
The slanted lower-heeled
pump, the pump. with contrast
piping and the "Spectator" in
new color combinations are thc
basics.
There are lots of new flat
ideas, lots of shiny sexy sandals
and new versions -of the
"slide." .
Short lioots still work with
pants. Roller skates may well
replace jogging shoes in mans
closets!

HAIRSTYLES ARE OFF ON A GEOMETRIC ANGLE for
spring, report the Gillette Super Stylers, a panel of the
nation's leading hairstylists. By day, this short cut is side
parted and curled lightly with a hotly building curling iron
such as Gillette's Body + Curl. For evening, hair is ruffled
slightly then slicked back with gel for a dramatic look.

MISS SPRING SECTION
TIPS ON

With fashion pretes gi'iing up
all the time, your spiffy new
spring shoes and handbag become-an -investment you want
to protect. And ti -may-now
seem worth an attempt to rejuvenate the accessories you've
had for a year or tss
Here arc some tips on how to
clean and care for slims and
bags of different materials:
•Leather handbags and
shoes can be cleaned with saddle soap. Oil or grease spots
should be removed first with
cleaning fluid on a soft cloth. If
you want a shine, finish up with
a polish in a matching or neutral
color.
•For oil or grease stains on
suede, make a paste of cleaning
fluid and an absorbent such as
fuller's earth, let the paste stand
on the spot overnight, and then
brush off.
•On man-made leather (vinyl or plastic) handbags, shoes
and belts, you can remove dirt
and stains with Fantastik!
spray cleaner. Just spray it on.
then wipe with a paper towel or
damp sponge.
-Parent leather can fox*
you; it's sometimes hard-to tell
whether it's leather or a synthetic. If it's real leather, clean
it with a soft damp cloth and
mild soap; don't use waxes or
polishes, as they tend to crack
it. Synthetic patent of any color
will become clean and shiny
with the spray cleaner treatment
it

A PRETTY,PINWHEEL FLORAL PRINT in blues and pinks
is strewn over this two-piece ensemble by Albert Nipon. Of
Italian cotton, the camisole buttons down the front and is
fastened at the waist with a self-belt. Below the double ruffle
of the skirt are row S of horizontal stitching, repeated on the
bodice. Pretty as a picture. From the 1980 Spring/Summer
Collection by Albert Nipon.

The suit will continue to hare
importance.It's really the backbone of any wardrobe. The
1980s suit will be dressmakerash. to wear with a sweater 12),
day and a soft blota
_z night.
lie Pamis

•alaw

Martha Pitman, Miss Spring 1980,
admires this 1980 Corvette at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet. Why
don't you come out and browse
around too!

—

11

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Miss Spring 1980 Martha Pitman

Our shoes dress up
even the prettiest pair of legs.

5.

641 South

it

SHOE BIZZ

753-2617
GM QUALITY 1/311
SERVICE PARTS
GENERAL MOTORS PAirTS DIVISION

Bel-Air Cern

Keep That Great G.M. Feeling With Gemini G.M. Parts
c,.

'Pr

-

.
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Miss Rodeo Anterica dressesfor thejob infashionable styles
Diana Putnam of Hoyt.
Kansas, this year's Miss Rodeo
America, is thrilled to see that
the everyday working garb of
cowboys and cowgirls has become high fashion in big cities
everywhere in the world.
"I. know I could go to London and Paris and be envied for
mywestem gear," she laughed.
She is definitely a pretty
woman and an expert in horsemanship, but Diana sees her
title as more than just being a
pretty face. It's a job as the
nation's ambassador for professional rodeo.
Great opportunities

Initially patterned after Atlantic City's spectacular, the
Miss Rodeo America Pageant
boasts two major differences:
horsemanship and the absence
of the swimsuit competition.
The event is timed to overlap
the Professional Rodeo Cowboys' Association -national
finals, and for two weeks Oklahoma City reels with cowboys
and girls from all over the
United States and Canada.
Perhaps the biggest thrill for
the new Miss Rodeo America
was meeting and talking with

"It's really a public relations
job that demands a woman be
poised,intelligent and tactful."
said the 22-year-old graduate of
Kansas State University. •
"I'll have opportunities to
—travel and meet people I
Wouldn't otherwise have had.
Best of all, I'll get the chaiice to
promote professional rodeo
across the country_
"Rodeo is a way of life-that
has passed through generations
of my family and it's one that I
truly love.- .
Well-dressed
No matter where she goes or
what she does, this year's Miss
Rodeo America will be dressed
for the part, courtesy of
JCPenney. Immediately after
she won the title in Oklahoma
City. Diana received Ow'
JCPenney Fashion Awaresa
SI,000 wardrobe.
She proved she was a careful
and fast shopper at the Crossroads JCPenney store in Oklahoma City. In just 'Klee hours
she had spent her limit.

NI ORM CHAMPION COWBOY AND RODEO QUEEN choose All Anierican fashions. Diana
Putnam of Hoyt, Kansas, Miss Rodeo America,gets some helpful hints on roping from champion roper and steer wrestler Tom Ferguson of Miami. Olds. who has son six consecutive
-World MI-Around Champion" rodeo titles. They both show off western-influenced fashions
from .1-CP-enney. Diana models a western shirt, denim skim and leather boots that were part ofa
$1.009 wardrobe gi% en to her by the international retail chain. Toni wears a western shirt,
JCPenney, and tops theni with his loin Bailey hat.
Plain Pocket jeans and hoots, all I

On her own
The JCPenney fashion experts didn't interfere with what
the new queen spent the money
on. She chose well-cut trou:
sers, shirts, skirts and blazers
with gray, burgundy and black
being the favorite colors.
Diana was most excited over
a diamond and ruby necklace
that she purchased from the fine
jewelry counter.
Miss Rodeo America has her
own coordinated western outfits to wear during her many
rodeo appearances throughout
the United States.

'1%41€41kaiGPRtt.

WE CONGRATULATE
MISS SPRING 1980

Martha Pitman
MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
Nye Stmt

753-5312

cowboy champions, including
Tom Ferguson, the Miami,
Okla. cowboy, who has won the
"World All-Around Champion" title for six consecutive
years.
The world's number one
cowboy took time out from hi,
busy rodeo schedule to don
JCPenney.Plain Pocket jeans
and a western shirt tOpose with
the new queen.
Diana is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Duane Putnam of
Hoyt, Kansas. She is 5'7" and
weighs 120 pounds.
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John Nelson
helps Martha
Pitman choose
an Izod Shirt
For one of the
Many
Appropriate
Graduate Gifts
to be Found
At

Vurkingilam
Rag, KM.
Dixieland Center
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MISS SPRING SECTION

Pearls a versatile accessory
With fashions tempered by
softness for spring, pearls have
potential as the season's most
go-everywhere accessory.
. No longer necessarily
pearly-white or round, pearls
have emerged in a variety of irregular shapes and lustrous
colors.
Freshwater cultured pearls.
for example, look more like
van -shaped nuggets than little
round beads. No two are exactly alike.
"Freshwater pearls, which
are predominantly found in
China's rivers and lakes, have
inspired jewelry designs that
are as one-of-a-kind as the
pearls themselves." says Larry
Tanner, senior vice president
for Zales Jewelers.

"Even the conventional
choker becomes unique when
shaped by these unusuallyshaped gems." .
One design features a single
freshwater pearl embraced by
I4-karat gold in a free-form
ring setting.
Silky nuggets of pearl also
re showingjap as finishing
touches on the tips tit' 14-karat
chain drop-earrings and lariatstyle necklaces. .
-The days of limiting pearls
to basic black are gone." says •
Tanner.
:'Styles that_polish daytime
losks and add nighttime pizzazz give pearls more fashion
versatility than they've ever
had.'
Even the traditional cultured
pearl is freshly appealing.
•

Zates.own Design-A-Pearl, for
example, makes it possible to
collect cultured pearls,one at a
time to string on gold chains.
Tanner predicts a growing
temptation to mix pearls with
goidisnd diamonds.
'tThe three jewelry classics
complement each other beauti
fully, whether as elements in a
single design or v.-hen worn in
- combinations.- he says.
Gemologists from the
Dallas-hased firm, which operates more than 7O jewelry
stores nationwide, offer these
ps for keeping pearls looking
their best:
•Wipe pearls with a damp
cloth to remove perfume, body
oils and hair spray, which can
damage the finish.
•Never soak pearls. This
Will waterlog and weaken the
i•string tharholds them together.
•Store pearls :1%4'0 from
nher jewelry to avoid chipping
the finish.

HIFFILES
ADD QUAINT
SPRING CHARM__

NOW OPEN in Murray
on the square
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Scarves make way for detachable collars. dickies. ruffles, giant shoulder-to-shoulder
bows—some great suit looks.
The crisp lace pocket hanky
adds a refined touch. The glitteiy roller-disco scarf shines at
night.

HOME FEDERAL

.".

5505'S ti, PALKA-AH
oo,
MURRAY BRANCH

PEARL %PIT U.—Irregular!, shaped freshwater cultured
pearlo ha.e inspired
••of-a-kind jewelr designs that gist.
the 4.181S4i1 pearl new go's's tn where appeal. F., en the traditional choker has
fasl
when shaped h. the
unique nugget-like gents. 00000 freshwater pearl jewelr. introduce-411)y biles for spring: a choker and matching bracelet
that will go casual as well as dressed tip and a free-forin ring
Mei in I l.-karat gold.

Aft.

Urthe green door'
Oto.larid

Free
Can Wrapping

Avatrotd, Streeq

10-00a m .530 p m.
Mon.-Sat.

13nda I
Regis!In

The Exciting Gift
Center In This Area
•Beach Towels
•Backgammon Sets
*Wall Decor

Congratulations Miss Spring
At Home Federal We Have
Your Interest At Heart!

•Bath and Kitchen Towels

) HOME FEDERAL

*Luggage

FSLIC!

•Accessories By Celebrity
•Greeting Cards
•The Soap Center
•Hand Crafted, Hand Carved Furniture and
Accessories from China

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Ea1/1 11=11

LENDER

MURRAY BRANCH
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One-step dressing with an eyefor style

PRETT1,PERK1 .4ND IN TUNE it ITH THE TIMES
. these two looks by Anita Storr for Cest
!Rol are comfortable and easy to wear. silky tissue faille
dress, left. is f
at its finest.
with soft pleats on the bodice. white crochet lace accent
s on the collar arid cuffs. a slim-lined
skirt. Demure in front. its devilish in back, with a deep•sl
it hark-tie op
g.
In
ra,on tissue
faille, it comes in cerisse. la,ender and black. The jumpsu
detailing. In stubbed crepe de chine, it conies in Cest it. right boasts the same impeccable
Mors excluiii,e "Constella
"print in
creme or black. It's one-step dressing the way
Biwa,. wished it would he. For spring.
1980.

A family behavior specialist
offers fashion change of pace/
housewife spends end- work.
less hours devoted to the 3 'C's:
being a woman. The showing
In interviews
cleaning. cooking and children. Todd. custome done with Toni
of the leg and the touches of
She needs a fourth 'C'. parent that rs, it became aplace on many dresses are examchange.- says Joan I'vf, Hahn, a dress was changing into a
ples of this. The cut of a Toni
an emotional boost.
specialist consultant on family
Todd dress allows a woman to
Emotio
nal boost •
behavior to Toni Todd dresses
walk with grace.
Mrs. Hahn says that no mat.Needs and desires
ter
how
hectic
it
is
Fashion statement
at
that
time
As Arnerica's favorite manufacturer of Misses dresses, Toni of day, the act of slipping on a
The colors in the dresses are
Todd uses Mrs. Hahn to aug- dress provides a psychological
selected to reflect the mosids or
ment their staff of designers and change of pace. The housewife
change them. The fabrics they
looks,
feels and acts more femifashion experts to search out the
use create feelings that can be
needs and desires of the Ameri- nine. Before she was married,
soft, fluid, sensuous or flirty.
the
housew
ife
wore
dresses.
can woman.
- Of course, a woman wearing
They signified fashion and
"Nowadays, the pressure of
a dress creates a counterpoint of
romanc
e.
raising a family within the conreaction: that of her man.
While the focus in fashion is
fines of an economy budget has
According to Mrs. Hahn,"A
returni
ng
to
feminin
ity,
the
made a woman's life a pressure
simple thing like an inexpenhousewife, toiling at the labors
cooker."
sive Toni Todd dress can put the
of her home, has a tendency to
"It is therefore increasingly
girl back into a woman, and roforget who she is . . a woman.
more important," says Mrs.
mance back into marriage."
Today's dresses emphasize
Hahn, "to find ways to ease the
Sounds like a good investment.
tensions. One of the simplest
ways of accomplishing this is
by getting out of your pants and.
slipping into a dress at dinner
time."
Those who study the problems of family life suggest that
dressing up can give you a new
lease on life.
According to recent studies,
clothes do make the mood of
the woman. What many people
forget is that, in order to be a
housewife, it was first necessary to be a woman.
Now from early A. M.
KNEE-HES WITH A FLAIR from the Burlin
throughout the day, she puts on
gton Soy A
women's -collection for spring '80. 1.4-ft. the
her very utilitarian uniform, a
festive Rninboir
pair of pants. The nine to five ($3.00t with colorful awning stripe. iii lightweight ii Ion in a
hours are a traditional wort pe- choice of several striking combination. are perfect for the
riod, but to housewives they new roller skating craze. Right, Boucle Block(83.41)1 in a linsignify .sameness and hard ear, contemporary boucle -stitch hotly in a fashionable
Antron/Nylon mixture with Lycra stay -up turned
doun cuff.

Whether dress...
sporty...
or casual.
Miss Spring knows we have the outfit for any occ
asion.
CONGRATULATIONS
MARTHA PITMAN
MISS SPRING 1980

Downtown
.
Murray
Court Sq.
•

